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FOREWORD

WHEN de% eloping a speaking acquaintance with a
book, understanding is sped if one can peer into

the book's intent and remgnize one's own place in
that intent. Sensih , a potential reader can judge
whether the hook's companionship snit his own
curiosities and compulsions or whether he will save
time and stress by seeking other. more compatible
literature.

This book was written for a particular audience:
those administrators ;Lad teachers on-the-job in Amri-
can schoolsthe practitioners of education, located
primarily in elementary schools.

So far into the sixties. the shocAs have been caught
up in a ferment of developments and ideas which
appear to promise rather sweeping changes for tIn
schools. Only a few of these developments have been
systematically tested in school situations, and the pro-
fessional literature is fill I itl%V...) proposals for experi-
mentation and research studies designed to support
or discredit the changes On scientific grounds. By the
time that innovations have reached into the schools,
it has already become the practitioner's job to evalu-
ate them if he is going to defend his judgments and
decisions.

But those who call for research studies in the
schools to accompany the changes which are confront-
ing administrators and teachers have given notably
scant heed to preparing materials for practitioners
which might help ready them for the research tasks
which are implied. Quite a gap is left between the
need for research in the slux)Is and workable ap-
proaches to accomplishing that research in reality.

11;.rhaps this book can at least partially help to fill
that gap. If von are an educational practitioner in a
si lu it system, or if von are a practitioner in training
in a college program, or if von are a college professor
working with practitioners, this book may have direct
ideas for si'.

Fred P. Barnes

vii
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fiWithin the teaching profession. and outside of it. too. the talk
about education is flavored with terms that would have seemed

4 foreign a scant decade ago. Modern mathematics, teaching ma-
chines, electronic language laboratories, team teaching. the
nongraded primarysuch is the current vocabulary of education,

a vocabulary born out of the quest to find better ways of watching.
In the midst of all this ferment, principals and teachers often find

themselves in a difficult spot. flow workable are the proposals for innova-
tion? Do the new devices and the new patterns of teaching produce better
results than some of our tim-honored procedures? Such questions cannot
be thrust aside; the practitioner needs aLswers. Ile needs answers for
himself in making decisions about instruction, and he nmds answers for
use with parents and other laymen suddenly conversant with the termi-
nology and concepts of educational innovation. But when the practitioner
seeks the answers he needs. when he turns to the professional researchers
and students for tested evidence, lie is often confronted with nothing more
convincing than research findings of ''no significant difference" between
the results of traditional teaching and new ways of teaching.

The practitioner finds no sigLificant difference" almost everywhere he
turns. For example. the Review of Educational Research for April 1962
reviewed research on technological media completed over the preceding
six years. The over-all verdict about instructional television was "no sig-
nificant differences" when televised instruction was compared with ordinary
classroom instruction. In regard to self-teaching devices and programed
materials (teaching machiaes), the most popular finding again was "no
significant differences" compared with ordinary instruction. Language
laboratories ....Trie out somewhat better, chiefly because the amount of
research being done was so sparse, and the review ended with the observa-
tion that much more controlled research is vitally needed.

It would be a mistake to interpret the "no significant difference"
findings as either a validation or a condemnation of certain technologies
applied to classroom instruction. Rather, the findings may indicate that
the media have been used unimaginatively or that the research has been
guided by the wrong questions. Nevertheless, repetitive research results
of this sort tend to build up the suspicion that neither television nor pro-
graming, for example, has plowed up evidence to indicate that it is a
vehicle on which teachers might ride to newer and higher levels in teach-
ingat least not yet.

Another illectration of the lack of convincing research results is found
in the area of school organization. The self-contained elementary school

3
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classnxml, heterogeneously grouped. has recently come in for re-examina-
tion, in part because of renewed interest in chpartmentalization and abilitx
( X, 1, Z) grouping. Again. principals and teachers are faced with the
"no significant difference" puzzle. Departmentalized schemes like the Dual
Progress Ilan and the Amnion School are still leagues away from au
impartial chinonstration that they arc achieving a significant difference
in children's learning as compared with ordinary organizational patterns.
In relation to grouping. the NEA's publication, The Principals Lock at the
Schools,' revealed a marked trend, just since 1957. away from hetero-
geneous and toward Ada. grouping iu American schools. The.. trend must
reflect a halo movement since research studies over the past twenty-five
years have produced only indeterminant findings winch have clearly fallen
short of demonstrating any alleged superiority of grouping according to
ability.

Some of the standard references on elementary A10(11 education pre-
sent similar research findings and then hasten to the generalization that
administratke schemesfor example, the grouping of pupils and Ow or-
ganization of subject mattercannot he expected to solve truly important
instructional problems anxway. Of course, this is simply a neat piece of
rationalization. It accomplishes nothing more than to dismiss the principal
from responsibility and push the onus instructional improvement back
onto the teachers where it can serve its customary divisive function. More
important, this side-stepping of the tewstion also side-steps cogent ideas
about what can be expected to solve important instructional problems.

Principals and teachers cannot avoid decisions on instructional prob-
lems. Neither can they rationalize gaps in their knowledge by becoming
members of the not-so-exclusive club of no significant differences." They
are, after all, engaged in a profession which deals with intellection as its
stock in trade. Small wonder. then, that as purveyors of knowledge, they
are expected to apply the fruits of knowledge to the conduct of their
specialty. This is the expectation generally held bv the public, and it is
both reasonable and complimentary. For that matter, educators them-
selves abjure lack of knowledge, partienlarly lack of knowledge about
their own bailiwick.

Quite understandably, then, principals and teachers look for ways to
explain and make sensible their own instructional practices; any ostensible
lack of knowledge is highly unconvincing to everyone concerned. Tlw
need for knowledge becomes particularly acute when a school is involved
in one of the "new" practices such as televised teaching, programed in-
struction, departmentalization, or ability grouping. In such instances, both

4
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end our search for know ledgt. with the assumptions of COMM011 parlance.
For rumple: seebject matter consists of what is found in textbooks; c monger
students shank' not and cannot learn the weer things as older %Nacos:
epeick starters awl hard workers will learn mewl. and faster in school than
late bloomers and rebels, mental discipline is one of the obiettives elf
teaching. Illere is the. asethorits of the inarwits

This app reusell to tit,. search ',IF knee% .edge, with its elkiettex. awl
ehreciness, %conk' lie economit.al .ul preferaine if We could 0111% be con-
fident that what esti% hods hums is true.. lint such is scot the.. case. It
may not lane hewn tnn to hcgin with and, in an went, knowledge does
not stand still. 'Recent ads as in this carious fields of know ledge. have
made eelnolte much of the mehOrti matter contained in the textbooks..
ps,chological research studies haw hiestil that veers. small children can
learn and are lemming wry lug things; late bloomers and reins may in
time surpass fast starters and hard workers; and mental diseiplisw was
discredited on many fronts several sears ago.

Taking the easy way in tiw search for knowledge and depending
upon mar favorite asseemptions eventually becomes a serious hindrance in
a world of impending ideas. It hitches ses to the past. And once hitched.
there is no way out. because the weds of fresh thought are not to he
found in what eserylugdY already knows.

What araselliss soy. The nest Nonne of knowledge is also one of
the fasurite (mints of knowledge shout school lwaelkss. Time literature of
education is filled with the conclessinns. blandishments. ..nd analyses of
educational "leaders." Tl intent of this literature is simple and direct
enough: if principals anti trades will read or bear the ideas of outstand-
ing scholars in the Bela they will 1w prepared to transfer those ideas to
the practical problems of teaching children. What an authority says is
accepted as valid simph. because. ass aesthete*, said it.

This avenue to workable knowledge while sanctioned by the academic
work!. is filled with emsesspected pitfalls for hods the practitioner and the
authority. One is commtheicatime. To me the hullo', of infor-
mation thews . tre:VeZellir transmitted In the sender (thee seethority I ma%
Ise woeful', gairivird In tin rreri% ( the iwactitimer 1. (:rttaisels this
was this caw with John 1)rwe,'s hooks 'see education. Tin rreeh els of
Isis messages came awn, with mans mowe and fanciful interpretatkens
his ideas than he rser intended. fa the saw was intnesion of static may
hr ckliecting Couants messages on Nee American high @chant. In Cemant's
name, a few leardthelieye changes are creeping into some of our granul-
ar,' schools.
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Ti.. Search for Knowledge

To read or hear an authoritative dictum and then attempt to put it
directly into use without empirical testing is risky business. It is risky
in the first place because it involves trafficking in other people's thoughts
and prestige. It is risky in the second place because it is easy to mis-
interpret the dictum and be misled into doing the wrong things. And most
important, it is risky because the chain of thoughtfrom the authoritative
production of ideas to the consumption of those ideasincludes no interim
sequence of challenging and testing.

All of this is not to imply that other people's ideas have only question-
able use in the search for knowledge. They have great value if they are
used as in,tivators for one's own ideas and if they are thought of as
propositions which must he tested before they are accepted as true. But
our very reverence for the authority figure in education ordinarily prevents
our doubting him even in the absence of first-hand evidence, and it is
always faster and easier to use an authority's name in lieu of evidence.

What .masdssn eay. Increasingly, a show of being acquainted
with "what research says" is coming to be a popular mark of unassailable
sophistication in the educational world. Certainly, ass affinity for knowl-
edge derived from research bespeaks a preference for objectivity and fact.
The reports of researchers represent a kind of saituri information uncon-
taminated by human preference or whim; decimals. imp rear bed through
processes quite independent of the frailties of huger efameght.

When research is sanctified in this way, it ohm nigh an influence
which is not very different from the effect of pammennements by authori-
ties. The chief difference resides in the fact that the rosessehen have been
silbstitsited for the authorities. The practitionerthe essowasser of research
is simply getting the word from the researcherthe prosisseer of research
rather than from the authority. But this difference is nut sufficient cause
to suppose that one source is any less authoritarian than the other.

The researcher himself, when occupied with his work, probably offers
the hest evidence that this purified view of research is nonscientific The
competent researcher would never approach the reports of other researchers
as superhuman works quite insulated from humanity. lie would be more
likely to regard them as tentative glimpses into another human being's
way of thinking, glimpses which should he carefully criticised and chal-
lenged. Most important, lw would probably recognize that the chief value
of sonwoue else's researches lies in the clues they may offer for further
studies of his own. lie would certainly not think of them as the final word
on any sublect hi which he was interest d.

As yet, we !rave a considerable distance to go before we develop the

7
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wit to use research in the same scientific way that it is produced. It seems
that we have fallen into a notion that research is for export, that it offers
conclusive .tiswers, when we should he using it to provide clues to our
own search for understanding. If we allow the findings of research to
restrict, rather than liberate, our ways of thinking about educational prob-
lems, then school people will lose the potential of personal reward that
comes from being involved in scientific investigation, and there will he no
benefit to the vitality of their professional knowledge.

Whet proditioners feel. The sensate impressions and consequent
actions of school people seldom find their way into the literature of educa-
tion, yet in some cases they represent a valued source of knowledge. There
are some teachers who possess an unerring instinct for workable, effective
educational practices. And there are same administrators who naturally
seem to sniff ant ingenious procedures for school operation. Ureic are the
hoodive porolitioners who intellectualb leap their way inn stunningly
imptssiv. ammempl isl me* s without Toe being able to nos, snalize or
verbalize new dwy do what they do. These are the people nun, in the
language al ceironantiat, 'iv by the seat of their pants. Wham. their col-
Wows awe pondering, studying, and debating, these naturat, seem to
arrive eani at insights and achievensonts that the others can't quite
mirage.

The istuitive practitioner can he found in all professions. A particular
physician or attorney may exhibit a kind class in his practice that seems
to escape most of his colleagues, even dimigh their prepargtion may have
been similar. It may he that whatever is profession, the practitioner is
uniquely situated to utilize and perfect intuitive knowledge because his
practice offers him an immediate field of lest and feedback for his ideas;
this is certainly not the situation of the cloistered scholar.

In education, the practitioner nisi radar has kw been an
intriguing but bailing subject for vonnsiduirs. If only his lichwior and
shrewd thought patterns could he drumhead and communicate" But this
is an elusive gag; !wither the reiraivisr in teacher and administrator
training nor doe intuitive practitionrr hinmerli has et denoonsumord much
ability to dionlge the secrets. For example. raw can consult she Encyclo-
pedia ol Esiaistianal Research or the minably artful teacher no eke simple
question, "What do talented teachers do In produce such a W allopmig effect
our their studinits?" and come awa. wit.. the question still isehrt and the
answer still tragnwntary.

As a mauve of knwledge, the practitioner with au instinct for the
visceral is charming, hut he is not far removed from the authoritarian.
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1k is somewhat mystic.d, even to himself, and tints cannot he publich
shared. Wisdom from this source, like the pronouncements from the
authority and the researcher, generally is taken on faith rather than on
imelerstanding.

What prtistkinnontinobt. Ins the continuum of sources of knowledge,
the first yigormis break with tradition, authority, and mysticism esters
with the main from Missouri. The thoughtful skeptic who demands to be
shown before he will embrace an idea has taken the first large stride toward
mature, independent thinking.

Of course, the persioeut freethinker is a troublesome guy to get along
with, especially. for the authoritarian kind of person. Fortunately, there
is a nice, solid cadre of penacipak anti teachers wkw serve the very wieful
purpose of irritating the proponents 4 a various rithwational doctrines owl
criticisms. We hove built a lsig-tio qualmisim-ass shoot such people
however. and tea to diming: them as empiricists or simply ha ads.
Because tiwy. 1 to remain innmovad. even the face of cassimonlv
accepted educational sandman and rituals, the% 411. regarded as hard to
educate (ask almost any college professor) . let the practitioner who
congenitally questions and presses for the assswers is Ines,. stirring op the
serene fields of accepted information and therefore is of independent worth
in the advancement of knowledge. Philosopher fasiall Royce pot the matter
this way: "Despise not doubting; it is oiten the hest service thinking met
can render their age. Condemn it not: it is often the truest piety "e

The conscientious skeptic is eurionp almost other people's WAIL lir
is almost compolseve about this questissong. lie is motivated l's the in-
teMortnal fun A taking idea. apart to ,-*amine them, In the caw esf the
sketwerol educational prisetillinorr, this sovoiwev It tug oust a new Mono
tam& oarthoal w instcnal-sisch as shall 1111181191.1 der a prop mod less
honishefore enthusiasm anallowed to amiss. The trud eau he accomplished
domicil anther formal or Worms! expeusseentonsr within the ermines of
oar. own rib. After all, nw. procedure. he it 11.411 ef old, is recosionernied
to Ninol prsple because sasneone believes he ins. evidence of its prefer-
abilitv for use in certain sitostimis. What, th ee. is more directly. logical
tints to give the procedure a trial in one of the atuations for which it
was astended?

The redoubtable, ipieskiming practitioner mashes a solkl contribotino iu
the wordy for knowledge, pot by pointing to tlw tough sort of gnemossis
that might to be asked. Rot of muse. something the is really needed.
if tire doubter only focusses his attention on dissecting other people's kink
Iris two original thinking tracts to he crowded ant of his porview, and lw
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remains stimulating but incomplete. I has taken the first yery necessary
step toward scientific slinking and misessigation, but to be satisfied with
just this much is to drink the visite ad miss the meal.

What pantithiners think. The vellertive school person, the practi-
tioner who ruminates a good deal ene the embattled state of the schools.
is sooner or later bound to risk tryout ha own ideas and making his own
mistakes. lle will become impatient...* being led by second-band knowl-
edge to the mistakes that are seenmare bran- to schools se fins. This
preference for independence eve oink hiermsos into a tall fledged ap-
proach to education based upon asupssi eapenonentation and research.

The sense of following one's mow remoniag, and then verifying it
through rigorous test, is self-fulfilling awl persomally rewarding. Further-
more, scientific inquiry represents _ sulk rowans through which man can
enlarge his verified knowledge. It a gierefiere Si supreme importance to
111111111111 ersterprisrs. Proficiency iss ossesaiir taking and research proce-
dures elevates the school practitiessermeersaini with the intellectual world
around him. Authoritative pronsummamints hammy far less commanding,
and ideas from all other sources of ifterakager eai mai place as tentative
leads which are perhaps worthy of or

It would he a anions mistalketa afar all of As to sound overpower-
ing and grandiose. Research can he as hair as ANA as ambitious or as
simple, as anyone wants it to he. Amt. *it s strapni in huadity, in much
the better. Far from being an inosohneiniv ampliested set of distant rituals
dressed in a white gown, research isweat whoa it hmsminsem as personal and
comfortable as a well-worn suit 0 qualm wids kaggy trousers. A very
clear statement on this theme was au/arms . aleateist Thomas Henry Hmdry,
and it apriies rather neatly to the pow bong deualoped here:

"You have all heard it repenall deer ee y. that men of science work
by moves of induction and dese,- and slur by the help of those
operations, they, in a sort of sense. %some certain Aker things,
which are called msaaral laws, anti stews, and that out of thaw, by some
cunning skill of their owe, they tooth' impodhsees and dowries. And
it is imagined by may, that the arse ems Si the comae mind can he
by no means compered with than soeromes. and that they have to he
weltered by a sort Si special appiammramanp b the mit. To

they
all these

large wawa, you vasuld Mink the it 11.1060 of man of mence must
be commutated dillisruitly from thor Si has Who* now hat if rat win not
be frightened by terms, you will dam wow 41)4 WIN see spite wrong, and
that all these terrible apparaers oar wows ...plat Ise yourselves every day
and every hour of your lives.'



The Search for Knowledge

Gaining acquaintance and familiarity with Huxley's "terrible appara-
tus" is an advisable antidote for the mystery and bunkum which surround
research activities and their products. Independent thinking and ingenious
testing of ideastogether with appropriate methods and techniques for so
doingare not difficult and forbidding. If they were, it is doubtful that a
workable scientific content could ever be achieved in education because
it is the practitioners who are in direct contact with pupils and hence
through them that scientific findings finally reach the classroom. Indeed,
principals and teachers are already using the thoughtful methods and feel-
ings of science and research "every day and every hour of I their lives,"
often without. knowing that they do so.

It is, then, to the reflective school person, to the principals and teach-
ers who wish to find out for themselves, that this book is addressed. In
the search for knowledge, the practitioner who understands and utilizes
the methods of research will find himself ahead of the game. Rather than
being helplessly frustrated by reports of "no significant differences" or
mutely obeisant to the pronouncements of authorities, he will have at his
command the tools with which to search independently for the knowledge
he needs.

11





gillResearch is a way of dealing with ideas. It is nothing more than
this, and it is nothing less. Most research deals with ideas trom
the standpoint of one or the other of two types of orientation
toward time. The first type of research looks from the present
to the past; it represents au attempt to explain what has already

happened. Historical research and mimes.% are two examples of research
that looks behind us at where we have berm The methods used are chiefly
descriptive at nature. The second type of research reverses the (orientation
toward time and looks from the present to the future; it represents an
attempt to tentwhat would happen if .. . . Almost all experimental research
in the physical, biological. and behavioral sciences is all eXa11911k. elf research
that looks ahead of us, at where we might he if. .. . The mediae( used are
chiefly infeeestial in nature.

In both historical and experimental research, the ideas of the vesearcher
and the ways in which the ideas are handled constitute the research. The
historian attempts as accurately as possible to describe what he thinks has
happened; the experimental scientist attempts as precisely as pessible to
test what be thinks would happen if relevant controlling factors were
deliberately altered.

This book is chiefly concerned with experimental research. The ex-
perimental research promos utilizes ennain approaches to thenight and
investigation which have heen developed in order to increase the likeli-
hood that the results of the research will be relevant, sensible, and useful.
The essential nature of the research process is discussed in this chapter.

C1101111101111STICS 111111111111111111AL ItISM11101

Experimental research has certain funihmental characteristics. The
ways in which experimental research does eel does not aloe apt to test
ideas are evident in the following discussion ail ten of these almincteriatics.

1. Notorsrels ideas are sootrictod by else requirement that they
be tastable. Almost everyone has an occasional stirring and unusual idea
which soon widows for lack of a promising way to try it out. The dfart
of folknving an idea or inspiration to its itipeol conclusion is iiiisrtinoldie
only when the researcher has a reasossalde arse sauce drat elwinnoliess ow
expel menlation is the nonosal Nontld ems pristidr the naiad inhonsatina

11. liontiso end opooritninno dos* saluted on osolty. Our
of the most rigorous twos of a he r, is to ask lion adequately explains
phenomena in the natural would Must of us have become accustomed to
that fatal dualism, "Movie it mill work im *eon. but it won't vane in
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practice.- The researcher is likely to insist that a them\ which cannot he
verified through empirical research and %%inch won't work in practice was
probably incomplete theory to begin with. Ile is likeh to regard a
thew.' as one of the most useful was to esplain practical events. If a
theory really is di%r,-.I from the actual world, it is not serving its highest
function and is most likely only masquerading AS theory .

3. Smplicity in ideas and conceptualizations is the ideal. Direct,
dear ideas :Ire yen- difficult to come In and maintain. It almost seems
that the more (lineation some people acquire, the more complicated and
cluttered their mental mahinery becomes. This state of affairs is scarcely
an asset when it comes to solving problems. The elegant idea in research
is frequently so clear and ohvions that others are heard to ask plaintively,
"Why didn't I think of thatr And it is the simple, clear idea %cinch very
often is the richest anti deepest. %'lio has not been impressed with the
elegant formula of Einstein's theory of relativity, E MC? Embodied in
this seemingly simple formula are the new ideas of space. mass. time,
motion, and gravitation that laid the foundation for atomic fission.

4. Research sets out to test, not to prove. "Proof- is a logical
iimpossibility and quite beyond the realm of research. The researcher seeks
answers to questi-ms through the application of scientific procednres. Ile
does not think of himself as a suprmortal out to discover and prove ulti-
mate truth. Instead, he is likely to regard himself rather humbly as a
tester of ideas which may provide clues to the solution of problems. The
phrase -research proves.' possibly applies to nothing more glorified than
toothpaste and aspirin advertisements on television.

S. The concept of "failure" is an archaic interference in research
activities. In a very real and useful sense, it is not possible to fail in
research. The expected norm for research in all of the sciences is -non-
significance." This means that research projects which result in "significant"
findings are by far in the minority. In many cases. there is more to be
learned from the reasons why some hypothesis failed to reach "significance"
than might have been learned from a supposed!. successful experiment.
The intrusion of the failure concept into resemeli is antiscientific; it en-
cumbers' the researcher with implied guilt feebly" and with a moral judg-
ment whirl is quite foreign to research objectives-

IL as potential value of a research pre*" is dam* related to
the cowing of the questions aid. Reseandis always starts from a
question or problem of some sort. There are two nenerai kinds of reasons
Mt asking smearch questions: Wellman' reasons. based use the desire to
helm sinsph- for the satisfaction of swerving: and practical reasons, based
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on the desire to know for the sake of being able to do something better
or more efficiently. The first kind of question is sometimes seen as leading
to "pure" or "basic" research; the second, to "applied" research.

At times, these two types of research vre discussed as if they were
mutually exclusive and as if one were better than the other. But in actual
practice, research on practical problems may lead to discovery of basic
principles, and intellectually motivated research may Yield knowledge that
has immediate practical us( fulness. %Vhether the motivating purpose of a
given investigation is primarily, intellectual or primarily practical, the re-
quirements of good research orocednre are essentially the same.

7. The methods of research are intentionally devised to prevent
the researcher's deluding himself and others. It is so easy to believe
that facts have been demonstrated, when in reality nothing has been dem-
onstrated at all, that the precautions common to research seem downright
negative. For example, in a statistical study, we work with a "null" (or
"no difference") hypothesis. If we reject the null hypothesis at the five
per cent level, this means that we are willing to he wrong in that decision
five times out of a hundred replications because of sheer chance or sampling
error. In a more or less complicated research study, the chances are so
great that our presumed findings will be confounded and that we might
be mistaken in our decisions, that we lean over backward to account for
possible errors. We try, so far as possible, to make certain that our ques-
tions and procedures are relevant, reliable, and unbiased.

S. Values play a legitimate and important port in research
activities. Not too long ago, research was thought to be completely ob-
jective, dealing only with facts. Because values are subjective and con-
cerned with human preference, it was taken for granted that they could
not be usefully investigated through the methods of research. This may
have been true at one time, but the behavioral sciences have now worked
out techniques for identifying and comparing values through attitude
and opinion scales and the like. Ingenious ways have been developed
to transform what seem to be questions of value into questions of fact.

Opposition to continuous promotion through the grades, for example,
may he based on values having to do with "upgrading the standards of
academic work" or "using the threat of grade failure" as a motivating
device. Whether grade failure does or does not result in improved stand-
ards, or whether it does or does not provide desirable motivation, is a
question of fact and therefore open to answer by research. In other words,
the empirical effects of values can be systematically studied and inferences
drawn concerning the values themselves.
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Values are also an important part of research in a quite different
context. TIN researcher has a moral obligation to the subjects of his re-
search. In educational research, the teacher and administrator have an
ethical responsibility to students, parents, and the school community. It
is no more defensible to employ experimental deceit in research limier-
takings invohing students than it is to hoodwink students in the educa-
tional process. Frequent use of what is regarded as deceit ( for example,
projective type tests which masquerade as ordinary achievement tests 1 mav
undermine the necessary confidence between investigator and subject or
between waverer and student. Students, as well as researchers, have per-
sonal values winch art apt to become involved in the research process.
To assume dust these are freely exploitable is as unreasonable as for a
surgeon to approach a healthy man with the request, -Pardon me, sir, may

make a deep incision in the interests of science?"
The prime ethical principle is based upon the recognition that achieve-

ment of the ilowestigatoes objectives is dependent upon his respect for the
subject's values. the principle is applicable to the entire field of the
behavioral sciences, it is particularly crucial when the subjects are a cap-
tive audience d school children. Failure to respect the children's values
is totally inconsistent with the purposes of education in our society.

9. The onerihods of analysis, of logical deduction and statistical
inference, should fit the limitations inherent in the problem being
investigated. It has become quite fashionable in the world of teaching
today to borrow --or at least strike the stance of borrowingideas from the
"basic disciplines.- In fact, the "interdisciplinary approach- to school con-
cerns has almost become a panacea for educational ills, despite the fact that
the exact meaning of the phrase seems to be considerably more than hazy
to those inteedisciplinarians who use it. Of course, borrowing from the
parent fields ( who frequently disavow paternity) has long been a trade-
mark of the schools and of education. But the cost for so doing has been
heavy. Too frequently, the schools and students of education have bor-
rowed both the methods sod the findings of research in the related fields,
only to discover that neither the methods nor the findings fit particular
educational pashlems.

Ralph Tyler, Director of the Center for Advanced Study in the Be-
havioral Sciences, pointed m the lack of "fit" at the First Annual Phi Delta
Kappa Sympsmimsi on Educational Research in 1980. "Because of I the]
difference in the kinds of questions under study, the behavioral sciences
not only may tad to provide direct answers to the questions of primary
concern to educational monarch but they may also contribute less in the
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nature of research findings than they do to the development of conceptuali-
zations useful in planning and interpreting studies of education and to the
invention of techniques for designing studies, and for collecting and ana-
lyzing the data of educational research."'

This is not to imply that the behavioral sciences lack value for educa-
tion. Rather, it is to point toward the need for discrimination between
the techniques and methods which fit our limitations and those which
uncritically do not. For example, education is a purposeful enterprise
conducted to accomplish certain social and personal ends. Education is
directed through appropriate objectives which make it goal oriented. The
basic questions in education tend to be directed toward the determination
of objectives; the selection and organization of educational experiences;
the selection and guidance of students; the kinds of educational personnel
required; administrative organizations, policies, and procedures; selection
and use of instructional materials and facilities; and civic support of educa-
tional institutions and programs. Logical and philosophical analyses can
be instructive when they meet these particular kinds of limitations. When
they do not, they tend to vaporize into abstractions.

Similarly, it is highly possible for statistical techniques to squeeze
educational problems into mathematical models which distort the real
problems of schools. For example, how shall we deal with a small number
of cases, such as the twenty-five or fewer pupils in the ordinary classroom,
when traditional statistical tests of hypotheses improve as the sample size
increases? How can we test, statistically, an obviously non-normal group
of children when statistical models tend to be based on the normal dis-
tribution? How do we interpret research that involves huge groups of
children?

These problems, and ones like them, tend to sound quite defeating.
Fortunately, research designs and analyses which come very close to
fitting the limitations currently present in actual school problems have
been worked out, and new ones are being invented every day.

10. The researcher courts recognition through the power of his
tested ideas, not through the attractiveness of his rhetoric. Eventually,
most investigators find it necessary to shift the focus of their attention
from analysis of data to written communication of their findings. When
this occurs, the researcher becomes a writer, but he is still bound by the
same careful rules intended to avoid self-deception that characterize the
conduct of research itself.

Unlike other writers, the scientific author is not free to choose what
he will include and what he will leave out on the basis of the effect he
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wishes to create. The basic rule which the investigator must observe is to
give all the evidence that is relevant to the research question asked. This
he must do, whether or not the results arc in accord with his own views.

To do a good job, the research writer will tell enough about the studs.
to enable readers to judge the adequacy of its methods, to form an opinion
of how seriously the findings are to be taken, and to repeat the study with
other subjects if they wish. Crucial points frequently included are the
study design; the method of identifying and treating the variables; the
nature of the sample; the data collection techniques; the method of sta-
tistical analysis; and the specific levels of confidence accepted in deciding
whether differences are to be considered significant. This kind of detailed
writing lays its claim to distinction in that it invites the reader to make his
own independent check of the procedures used and conclusions reached.

Preferably, the research writer will be very careful not to claim more
than his data and analyses will allow. Other writers may dramatically
clinch an argument by the trick in logic of generalizing from a particular
case to an entire universe: "Johnny can't read; therefore, most children
can't read." But the researcher only discredits himself and his work if he
indulges in overgeneralizations and pre-ordered conclusions.

TWO WAYS OF REASONING

Students of semantics have fairly well established the fact that our
ideas, concepts, and thoughts depend greatly upon the language we use. A
person who speaks a language that has an entirely different structure from
that of Englishsuch as Japanese, Chinese, or Turkishdoes not even
think the same thoughts as an English-speaking person. Because the re-
search process deals primarily with the creation and manipulation of ideas,
the researcher needs some consciousness of semantic determinants and their
implications for reasoning.

Logical-verbal reasoning. The thoughts we have depend largely
upon the words we use. Our words are verbalizations of the ideas they
represent; as such, they serve as clues to the meanings we seek. Depend-
ence upon verbal clues means dependence on a highly developed, subtle,
and complicated form of symbolism. Through the centuries, human beings
have agreed to let certain sounds (speech) and certain marks (writing
or printing) stand for specified happenings and phenomena. The symbolic
process is the process through which human beings arbitrarily make certain
things stand for other things.

As human beings, we can manufacture, manipulate, and assign values
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to our symbols. For example, we can agree to let X stand for the boys in
a school and Y for the girls. Then we can let the symbol N stand for all
the X's and Y's. N becomes a symbol of symbols. It is important to note
that there is no necessary connectkm between the sym1m1 and what it
symbolizes. This is true of all our words and phrases. The word horse
bears no resemblance to the characteristics of the animal on the racetrack,
the cowpony on the range, or the Shetland on the .arm. It is a symbol
an abstractionwhich expresses what is common to the racehorse, the cow-
pony, and the Shetland, ignoring the differences among them.

The symbolic process is made possible through the process of abstract-
ing. This process is an indispensable tool with which we select certain
characteristics of an object or event that suit our purposes and leave out
other characteristics. Our words, or verbal symbols, are a form of short-
hand. They are abstractions which permit us to hold problems in place
while we work on them. They permit us to compare situations by examining
likenesses or differences. They also make it possible to build conceptions
which have no direct counterpart in the world around us. In fact, every-
thing that we know is an abstraction.

Some of our abstractions are at a higher, more inclusive level than
others. Highly abstract terms and phrases ultimately serve as classifications
and generalizations. Terms or phrases at lower levels of abstraction help
to make these generalizations clearer and more specific. For example, the
generalized concepts of "work," "play," "cosnmunicate," and "read" are
at a relatively high level of abstraction. They stand for characteristics that
a multitude of activities have in common and leave out most of the specific
characteristics of these actwities. The abstraction "work" does not neces-
sarily imply rowing a boot, building a garage. or managing a business, yet
all of these activities may be work. "Play" might mean anything from
having a game of checkers to indulging in pun-making. "Communicate"
could vary from one persons sly wink at another to sending a telegram, and
"read" might mean anything from inierpreting a musical score to receiving
Morse code over a telegraph.

The test of an distraction is not whether it is high or low level, but
whether higher abstractions can be nosaningfelly related to lower ones in
the same system of rdationships: whether highly abstract ideas can be
empirically tested at inter, mom tangible lova. Nor is theoretical think-
foe of higher him this @radical thibhia. A venom who has command
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Statistical reasoning. To this NMI we have burn considering a
logical-veral approach to the research ess, end wdded in language
s% mbols and abstractions. I hiu.i.s el% there is another language, composed
of mathematical st bls and abstractions, which is know as statistics.
Under certain conditions, statistical langnage can eNpress the same thoughts
more economically and allow is to reason was s which the verbal ap-
proach cannot encompass.

For example, we may describe a fifth grade group of pupils in two
wax's, using the sybls and abstractions of verbal language and of statis-
tical language.
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None 2. Varbel and Statistical Descriptions of a Fifth Grad. Group

The illustration in Figure 2 makes use of descriptive statistics. In most
instances, this kind of statistics enables ls to %o ,1 111,1 think at a relatively
high level of mathematical abstraction, I with the very
weight, bulk, and inexactness of words. Asses. statistics allows
us to do still other things with our thoughts vik Aber a verbal ap-
proach nor descriptive statistics can encompass. These other things arc
associated with statistical tests of hypotheses and statistical inferences.
This branch is known as inferential statistics and is based on the mathe-
matics of probability.

We know, for example, that any two measurements of phenomena ( test
scores) will differ to some extent just by chance or because of errors in
the measuring instrument. Unless we have some way to account for the
operations of chance or the errors, we have no means of estimating whether
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the difference we note between the two measurements is due to chance
factors or whether it is significant. Probability tests gi.t. us a way to
estimate the intrusion of chance balanced against the effect of our predic-
tions. For this purpose, we choose an appropriate statistical test (mathe-
matical model) to apply in the analysis of our data and then consult a
corresponding table of probabilities, found in inferential statistics books.
Such a table allows us to estimate the extent to which sheer chance,
sampling errors, or measurement errors could or could not have produced
the results we observe. Then we are able to report our findings as "sig-
nificant" or "not significant" at a specified level of confidence (traditionally,
at the one per cent or the five per cent level) in judging the tenability of
our research hypothesis.

The foregoing discussion is a gross description of the procedures gen-
erally employed in following the chain of statistical reasoning. Later we
will return to a more specific consideration of certain statistical tests and
techniques which are especially useful for the educational practitioner.

Concurrent eso of logical-verbal and stotisticol roosonins. Statisti-
cal analysis can never he a substitute for thinking. No amount of statistical
sophistication can compensate for illogical conclusions. Most frequently,
illogical conclusions result from errors of logic rather than from errors of
technique. What is needed is a proper understanding of the contributions
that both the logical- verbal and the statistical chains of reasoning can make
to research efforts. Figure 3 portrays the interdependence and similarities
of the two ways of reasoning.

Statistical methods may he regarded as methods for measuring, de-
scribing, and analyzing observations which have been made. But while the
chain of statistical reasoning can lead the experimenter to greater precision
in his attempt to quantify his observations, and while it can help to prevent
him from drawing unwarranted conclusions concerning his data, this is not
the whole job. Rules of evidence for drawing valid conclusions are also
required. The researcher is still faced with the necessity for logical-verbal
reasoning to interpret the meaning of his finding, As At, du- . a
constant interplay between the statistical and th ,a1 (Iid*i, I

reasoning in the research process.
Sometimes the experimenter can apply only logical-verbal methods.

There are many problems and questions related to teaching and school
management for which a statistical model simply will not suffice. It may
be that ways to measure and express certain phenomena are not known, or
that certain behaviors cannot be quantified satisfactorily. In such cases,
the only available alternative is to proceed toward problem solution on
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Mount 3. The Research ProcessTwo Chains of Ittasoning' (Rand from bottom up)

the basis of logical reasoning. But the experimenter can employ the same
sort of careful thought patterns common to the more precise statistical forms
of reasoning.

SEVEN STEPS IN NV RISEARCH PROCESS

Research always start, .Iestion or a problem of some sort:
Does ability grouping produ.. , positive attitudes toward learning
than does mixed grouping? Is reading comprehension improved by using
an individualized approach as opposed to the traditional reading group
approach? Should special classes or special schools be organized for gifted
children? IN) students learn more and better in specialized areas such as
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ons must he asked in such a .% two \perimentation or amservation in
the real world will yield the irwirct ins-mation. They must 11e stated so
that it is poss-thle to apply .- wrwirr prvicesses in seeking answers The
processes that are used biro tee' fir, loped in order to increase the
relevance of the informatics, iodic- the question asked. Scientific
questions, of course, are not aarisaratu r sheerly speculative. They are
prompted by reffections on tow wWwwwwwr of different forces and influ-
-flees as we know them or am". them. Research process, allow

*seis to test our hunches above forces and influences attect or
night affect one another.

As the various sciences law, skiwww,d, they have developed of
methods to communicate ano its ae the methods of the research process.

facilitate discussion of spose it is convenient to organize the
...arch process into a sewers of -.4401. Customarily, such organizations

Aim to carry the implication Mat yr" 4 always should follow step 3 and
Amp 5 always showki preemie sew, f This unfortunate and mechanical
erpretation of the research prom* ve simply the result of confusing the
twocal form used in calking ahem ton ootreh with the actual occurrences
that go on in doing it.
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findings imply for the original problem? If not significant, how
might the problem be approached from another direction?

STEP 7. Rejection or acceptance: In a statistical study, we always test

the null hypothesis to find whether it can be rejected in favor of
the alternative hypothesis. If we are willing to run the risk of being
wrong in this rejecting, say 5 chances in 100, and our probability
level is shown by the appropriate table to he .05 or less, then we
may decide to reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternative
(or research) hypothesis. But if our probability level is shown to
be more than .05, then we cannot reject the null hypothesis and we
conclude that the results obtained did not indicate a "significant"
difference between the experimental and control groups.

In practice, the seven steps of the research process seldom follow one
another in a fixed order. On the contrary, each step in the process does
something to perfect the formation of ideas and to promote the location
and definition of the problem. Each improvement in idea formation and
problem definition leads to new observations that yield new data which
aid in judging more accurately the relevancy of data already at hand. The
elaboration of the hypothesis does not wait until the problem has been
defined; it may come at any intermediate time. The introduction of any
new step need not be final; it may be tentative and exploratory, later to
he withdrawn or revised. In practice, two or more of the steps may tele-
scope; some of them may he passed over hurriedly, and one or two may
he chiefly responsible for the conclimions reached. The way the steps are
managed depends upon the nature of the problem and upon the sensitive-

ness and imagination of the investigator.
One more idea should be noted about the handling of the research

process. Frequently, steps are takes and observations are made that prove
to be irrelevant to the main point being investigated. False clues are fol-
lowed; fruitless ideas are entertained; superfluous techniques are tried.
Because the solution to the problem is not known, it has to be groped for
in the dark; lines of inquiry are started that in the end must be given up.
The logical forms that characterize conclusions reached and accepted can-
not, therefore, prescribe the way in which answers are sought when a
condition of doubt and miry still exists. The printed reports of completed
research projects present very misleading accounts of the ways research

projects are carried out before ideas become definite. Seldom, if ever, do
published reports tell of false starts, wasted hours, personal anguish, or

personal exhilaration over unexpected successes. Yet all of these experiences

and emotions are common to research, so long as it is in process.
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In all of tow- sciences, reward) is basical . a high Trecumal ad-
venture. No research gmarct is hick to he horrie, than the
creativih and immemahon of the person who it. This
is another way of saves!. lbw* technology cannot b. substitute
for thinkim And thrift ahosays occurs in a hen...." cranium.

Research problems alwiev grow out. hewn= thought. The arise be-
cause the investigator is dissimilative cilia the current state ( r affairs and
wonders what would happen d. . . nu. may arise from a imiing of dis-
comfort prompted through seospb net knowing enough abeam human be-
haviorwhich in elf is peer of the rem subject matter of motion. Or
research problems raw grow oat 4* the organized skeptical's which is a
necessary part of dor sciesstifir attimie. In effect, then, resemeh problems
arise hem one of two general ,ocours: the desire to know or understand
for the satisfaction of knnormst or roderstanding, and the *sore to know
in order to do something bortarr or Olean ellleienth .

Whatever its scourer. a pooltlem is researchable owe when research
procedures can provide sus to fr One of the %rt. ne,..-stiary region
meats in conducting reseenci is the abiliih to recressize what is and
not researchable and m transform researchable prohlerm wen hvpotheir
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Perhaps our of tiff root isms lac was to Arran- what is meant lw

reseercierbility ss ea ossmidser fise-toreiansds cf problinw-, and sprestions wilier
arrdefinillely mit resmorimbir. Vlore are dime types 4* minemsons commonh
asked that fall Eno ties comtlirt

The list spresnses tilt not vevoinwiraitir s .me that is is
general mil grandiose ties immierd mil of imormie- ,eviru d they could be
seenvedwould seem Mfinmesessel in ilenons to the wolie 4 the problem.
The how* question. "Is d -tpistor iv mac* elementary scomo arithmetic 1.4.
the messing theory. dim on mom emslitienal appmaches- 115 one of these
gellE1111 question with a tibonmerst mots.

The seemed (*kip. imialb 011 apeestions for which there might he
isunros hut "Mat der dot eirureptiddier Isreause Arid,* prameds ism
Ohm* the vein mot drsiormietins dor yid Ilanown. An roomy& of dm lied
of cpsmilloo night M. -Dues mirdleensul training in the hew srabieicts tonne

Ishia- for depress creemse thinking?"' There may hr an ansmor to this ques-
tion, hut prossolmors t. olentifs cimati.e thimiing have nut lately been ex-
sommentalli derive', mil an rort gamma. Availabir far use in measure-
mew studies. W, mossul4 IQ Ihr mew any am eyr dozen convenient
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standaraiseed testsbut ereati..it., no!
The /turd tone of question which is not rseaneillibl deals with a

chalice or I...casino which invokes values, as well as Milarmation. -Should
the state regislature establish a compulsory system for tile fluoridation of
drinking water to improve children's dental health?" . a question of this
type. The answer invokes not only factual information such as the egret
of fluorine on the prevention of dental caries, Inn also rehgions beliefs such
as those held by mendiers of the Christian Science faith, and political atti-
tudes which tend to reject an governmental arrei011. There is no scin-
tific method her testing the validity of these yams. On the consequences
ma% lie known. Valise judgmentsas the affect the behavior of others and
of the researcher himselfare a legitimate enneervi of eihnaninnal research-
ers. and good tech ses are liewwn for obtassing inhormanoon ahead them.
The central posit of valise pigments in eilaratinual snack lies in the fad
that they are the ormaalized expressions of Winn. aid *clines that impel
humeri beings to venom But research cannot moirlerihr deadh how people
shook/ feel in any vse instance.

Ott- pahhe sow What does make a n ileaga reseannhahle? The
first injunction mine well oral wil the emportmet miniveable size.
The orincipk of priori enters the verve her Speriihralb this means
that the question is mutter phenvesi if it dims ran brad the antonogator into
excessive expenditures of time. reimMUTCe- And ( minaitments.

Ninny questions ondit frame hieing secured t, front hieing divided into
a number of subqumitsins to he dealt with in impirate simies For exam-
ple, a question mightn't. asked seitioding the ellianey of monlamie by means
of eked- circuit telownium as enimpoied with opal teaching matilioas. Mat-
ters of concern miont include: I) academic achievement of smadents, 2)
attitudes of studean ; opinions of toadyism, 4) opinions of parents, and
5) administrative anailaility. Each of them wilaquestinns easild make a
rather complete isamorch perste", hit inlet& whir invenitedinn ol 4 five
might he necessary 4n serum mitopuit. ankirmatinii iN ooperie le the card

Eparstimi whirls led to the nwentionitino. The pond is that
ordmol lorstioni Hamden demo into its mums iagrabie ports. can he re-

tammilatuil and rommhismil as olio. In find the mist tisamomsnal ways to
secure aftwers.

0111111111111111111111116 The sanand rospiermaid for researchrisiliky is that the
question mist be anwerete and espied, Concepts staid he opesationally
defined, if possible What is being opsestionedonitnion perfismance, a
teaching method, certain concepts? IVIW ie involved in the question
eighth garde students at Lincoln School, motion eighth pude students se-
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lected as a random sample, all teachers of the fourth grade in Farmer
City, all parents of Miss Miller's seventh grade?

The merits of being explicit can he illustrated with two corresponding
statements of a research problem. The question could he stated, "Might
the first grade teachers of Jasper School, immediately following the first
few weeks of acquaintance with the children in their moms, he able judg-
mentally to list their children in order of readiness to read as accurate...
as can lx' done through use of the Metropolitan Readiness Test?" Ces-
thinl, this query awakens more definite mental pictures than the corre-
sponding question, "Are teachers able to predict with some accuracy the
potential achievements of students?" The first of these two questions is
obviously more limited. But it is concrete and specific tt implies the kind
of test needed; and it is apparently doable. The second question avoids
mentioning which teachers, which students, what achievements, and older
what conditions. Its lxxindaries are vague, and its empirical referents are
lacking.

Measurability. A third qualification for a researchable question is
that it should clearly define what is to he measured and should be mimed
to adequate methods of measurement. This is simply ID Say that tie sr-
searcher who does not know what techniques are available to test dr im-
plications of his question is in a it position to formulate usable ques-
tions. The preceding question on readiness, for example, identifies two
ways to measure readinessteacher judgment and the Metropolitan lesdi-
ness Test. It might he that the acenrat% of these two ways of ineasming
readiness could be determined throng* compariag the results they give
with later school marks or achievement *et scores. How well does year-
end achievement correlate with heimmimg-of-the-year pevmdictions
achievement as obtained fions both teariwr judgments and Mietropnitan,
test scores? These additional measurement techniques suggest themes
almost spontaneous.

The researchable question gives clear and unmistakahle clues to speci-
fic meanings: who, what, how, when, where. etc. omnibus quoina is
likely to beget a puzzled answer. And a cresbins that lacks mess kw
securing an answer is certain to beget frustration

DEVELOPMENT OF HYPOI

In research, problems and questions man become transfemmi into
hypotheses. A hypothesis is a statement or !'apposition which is easersil
to formulate solutions to a problem. Whether the tentative propmina is
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the uthiticno to tes. (lifficultv which originated the problem is the task of
the nisquirx .

The role of the 11%potliesis in scientific research is to suggest explana-
tions for certain facts and to guide the investigations that will verify or
refine the assumed explanations and lead to tlk. discovery of others. if
the flriginal problem is carefully defined, the definition itself will suggest
the ii.md of solution that is needed. When investigations of a problem are
enskoscted purely at random, a multitude of facts will he turned up, lint
the will lie so unrelated that their very number will add to the difficulty
of tile proilem. It is quite possible for a research project to be swamped
bs the Torre multiplicity and diversity of facts. The search for evidence
is hest coodocted when the most probable meaning or supposition is used
as a guide in exploring factsespecially facts that would lead to one con-
chrwion anal exclude others.

To describe the genesis of a hvpothcAs, we will illustrate with a para-
phrased vemion of John Dewey's example of hypothesis making which ap-
peared in hits How We Think, published by D. C. Ileath in 1933. Consider
the familiar case of the automobile that perversely does not operate prop-
erly. Something is wrong, to he sure. But how to correct it cannot be
decided until tchat is wrong becomes apparent. The untrained person is
likely to make a wild guess or supposition and proceed directly in random
fashion to puke here and hammer there, hoping to hit upon the right thing.
The trained person will proceed in a different way. He will observe with
great care, ruling out certain possibilities and narrowing the range of what
might he the difficulty. lie will use his knowledge of the structure of the
machioe to formulate the problem and detect the trouble. He will proceed
in a distinctly nonrandom manlier. Finally, lie will select his best guess to
act Tow, but he will not rule out further possibilities by assuming that
his best guess is certainly true. Ile regards his guess as a guide, as a work-
ing hypothesis, and uses it to check some facts, estimate others, and
gather new ones. Ile may think that if the trouble is caused by insufficient
fuel, and all other requirements for providing fuel to the motor are satisfied,
then most likely the fuel pump is providing inadequate pressure, and lie
will look to see if just these conditions are present. His sense of the prob-
lem becomes more adequate; the supposition ceases to be a mere hunch and
becomes instead a reasoned possibility.

The hypothesis implicitly states the problem and indicates the kind of
solution that is needed. It forms an intellectual bridge between the prob-
lems and the tests of the most likely solutions to the problem. The hypothesis
conditions the design of the tests, the collection of data, and the generaliza-
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tions that may be drawn. Indeed, it is the pivotal point on which the
whole research project turns.

Research hypotheses and null hypotheses. Hypotheses are fre-
quently worded in "if-then" phraseology. A teacher may say, "If students
choose the desks at which they wish to sit in the classroom, then they will
have increased feelings of being accepted by the group." This teacher may
derive his hypothesis from theories of social psychology or from the findings
of other studies, such as J. L. Moreno's research into sociometric methods
of grouping and regrouping. In such a case, the ti.eory or the study may
suggest the specific kind of data needed ( sociometric choices ); the par-
ticular information to be sought ( increase or decrease in the number of
mutual choices or isolates); and the design of the test ( pre-test of socio-
metric choices, then honest follow-through of regrouping, and a post-test
at some later time). But "if-then" phraseology is not the only way to state
hypotheses. Any other assertion is acceptable as long as it contains a pre-
diction that if certain conditions are provided, certain results can be asso-
ciated with the conditions.

The kind of hypothesis we have been discussing is properly known as
a research hypothesis. But if the study is statistical in nature, an additional
kind of hypothesis is needed. This is known as the null hypothesis or the
statistical hypothesis. The research hypothesis, as we have presented it,
cannot be analyzed by statistical methods; the null hypothesis can be.

The null hypothesis is sometimes known as a hypothesis of no differ-
ences. For example, consider the question stated earlier about whether
the first grade teachers of Jasper School can predict reading readiness as
accurately as can be dune through use of the Metropolitan Readiness Test.
A statistical study might be planned to test the comparative accuracy of
the Metropolitan Readiness Test and teacher judgment. The research
hypothesis could predict: "Scores earned on the Metropolitan Readiness
Test will predict readiness to read more accurately than can the first grade
teachers of Jasper School through listing their pupils from most to least
ready following the first month of school in the autumn." The corresponding
null hypothesis would be: "There will be no difference between rankings
of pupils in order of readiness to read as determined by the Metropolitan
Readiness Test and by teacher listing." The null hypothesis is usually formu-
lated for the express purpose of being rejected. If it is rejected, the research
hypothesis may be accepted.

The symbol used for the research hypothesis is HI. The symbol used
for the null hypothesis is Ho. When we want to make a decision about
differences, we test Ho against HI. In this case, if we let X stand for the
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Metropolitan Readiness Test rankings and let Y stand for teacher judg-
mental rankings, we can express the two hypotheses in operational form:
Ho would be X = Y; HI would be X > Y ( X is greater than Y).

The nature of the research hypothesis determines how H1 should be
stated. If the research hypothesis simply states that the two measurements
will differ, then H1 is that X 76 Y (X is not equal to Y ). But if H1 predicts
the direction of the difference, i.e., that one specified group will have larger
or more accurate scores than the other, then H1 may be either that X > Y
(X is greater than Y), or that X < Y (X is less than Y).

In testing the assertion that the Metropolitan Readiness Test will pre-
dict readiness to read more accurately than will teacher judgments (X > Y)
as measured by year-end achievement tests, for examplewe cannot accept
H1 unless we are able to reject Ho. That is, unless we can reject the
hypothesis that predicts "no difference," we cannot accept the hypothesis
that predicts a statistical advantage for the Metropolitan Readiness Test
scores. r we fail to reject Ho, then we must report our findings as those
of "no dill 2ance."

The decision to reject or not to reject a hypothesis is a function of
statistical probability. The mathematics and uses of probability will be
considered later in some detail. For the present, we can be content with
this much consideration of problems and hypotheses.
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opThe researcher becomes involved with populations and samples
when In sets out to test a statistical hypothesis. A statistical
question always relates to a group of individuals, rather than to
a single individual. It asks what is true of the group. Statistical
inquiries are of two types. One type of inquiry calls only for

a description of the group of individuals actually observed. Summary
measures, per cents, averages, or expressions of variability are computed
from the observations. These measures comprise what is known as de-
scriptive statistics.

A second type of statistical inquiry is more concerned with scientific
investigation and utilizes inferential statistics. It invokes a search for ideas
and principles which have some degree of generality. If an investigation
deals with matters of humid interest, the findings are usually applied to a
much larger domain than the cases actually observed. This larger domain
is called the population, and the group of cases observed is called the
sarspk. The statistics obtained from the sample, which express certain
characteristics of that group, are used to obtain information concerning
the unknown group characteristics of the population. Such generalization
from sample to population is known as statistical inference.

Statistical inference is concerned with two types of r-s)lems: estima-
tion of population parameters and tests of hypotheses. While our primary
concern in this book is with tests of hypotheses, we still need a clear
understanding of population and sample.

In everyday language, the term population is used to refer to groups
of people. We yeah of the population of Chicago, or of the state of Utah,
or of tile Unit States, meaning by this all of the people who occupy a
delimits, geographical space at a particular time. The statistician, howev Cr,
employs this twin in more general sense to refer not only to defined
groups of people but also to objects, materials, and measurements and to
"things" or 'happenings" of any kind

For example, we may be interested in children with IQ's below 90
who belong to high socio-economic group, or we may be interested in
children with IQ's above 120 who belong to a low socio-economic group.
If questions are raised about the proportion of children in a particular
population or subpopulation with IQ's above or below a specified value,
or if questions are raised about the relationship between IQ and socio-
economic level, then these are questions of a statistical nature which deal
with specified populations.

A further distinction may he made between infinite and finite
populations. The limitless number of times a die could be rolled,
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or all of the variations that could be found among Arctic mosquitoes are
examples of infinite or indefinitely large populations. And there are many
populations which are actually definite or finite but which are so large that
for all practical purposes they can best be regarded as infinite. The 180
million or so people living in the United States constitute a large but finite
population which for most statistical purposes may be assumed to he
infinite. This would not be true of a deck of cards, which may be thought
of as a small finite population of 52 members. Nor would it he true of
the twenty-three children in Miss Butler's fifth grade class, if they were
defined as a finite population for a particular purpose.

If we had a research question concerning Miss Butler's fifth grade,
we probably would prefer to study the whole small (finite) population.
and we would not have to draw a smaller sample from it. But of course,
we would be able to make statements only about this particular class and
not about fifth grade classes in general.

Miss Butler's fifth grade, however, might he considered as a sample of
all fifth grades in her particular school system. The extent to which we wish
to generalize our findings from sample to population plays a major role in
the procedures used. It may be assumed that 'any group of fifth graders
is more like other groups of fifth graders than, let's say, like second graders
or twelfth graders. Miss Butler might consider this similarity among fifth
grade groups as a rough approximation of a sample drawn from a larger
population. Subsequently, the accuracy of this assumption can he chal-
lenged against test data averages drawn from many fifth grade groups in
the same school system. Miss Butler can use statistical tests of distribution
very handily and profit from the knowledge which can be obtained. In
addition, she can generalize her knowledge considerably beyond her par-
ticular class group. She can ask a question to determine whether and to
what extent she would be justified in considering any particular fifth grade
class assigned to her as a sample of all fifth grades she has taught in the
past or might teach in the future. She could quite easily test the hypothesis
that succeeding fifth grade groups in the school where she teaches will be
significantly similar in crucial educational characteristics by applying the
chi square test of the significance of differences. Of course, this would
result in a longitudinal study stretching over as many years as she wanted
to go, but it could be done provided both the foresight and patience
were there.

But if for some good reason it became necessary to arrive at general
statements concerning all fifth graders in the State of New York, then we
would have a much larger problem. Although the population would be
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finite, for the sake of economy and reason, it should be treated as infinite.
We most likely would want to select a representative sample of fifth
graders or fifth grades, measure them in relation to crucial concerns, and
infer back to the total population.

SELECTING A REMSENTAIIIVE SAMPLE

There are three major steps in selecting a representative sample: 1)
determining the nature of the population; 2 ) selecting a statistical model
for analysis of the data; and 3) choosing a method for selecting the
sample to make it as representative as possible. We will now briefly
consider each of these steps.

Dotonnining Hut mows of tin population. In order to determine
the nature or shape of a population, we generally rely on a body of
knowledge from mathematics. We know that when enough measurements
are made of any natural phenomenonthe size of oranges, weight of cats,
height of adult human beings, IQ scoresand are charted on a graph, they
tend to form a hell- or sombrero-shaped curve. This curve (or distribution )
has come to be known as the normal curve of probability or, more simply,
as the normal curve.

Thu normal curve charts the dispersion and variation which can be
expected in any "nonselected" population of measurements, where chance
alone is operating. It represents what will be the distribution of measure-
ments or observations due to the probability of occurrences. It pictures the
theoretical result of all chance distributions. In school parlance, the normal
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curve is used to express the distribution of IQ scores, standardized achieve-
ment test scores, heights, weights, and numerous other familiar measure-
ments. And it is worth noting that the curve tends to smooth out and to
become more hell- shaped and symmetrical as the number of cases is
increased.

Because of the steady recurrence of the normal curve when large
numbers of phenomena are measured a,rd charted, we are theoretically
justified in assuming that large or Minn" populations will also take the
same distribution. Sometimes, in resesac.i, studies, we are able to test this
sort of assumption; more often, it is simply assumed to be true, without
test. This practice of operating on the isMis of reasoned, and not tested,
assumptions is characteristic of statistical procedure, even when popula-
tions are not indefinitely large.

Sadists ototlatleol model for entelyais of the *oh We are faced
with many of the same problems when we seek a statistical model or test
for analyzing the data obtained from a sample. Customary parametric
statistical tests of probability, such as the t or F distributions, are based
on their own strong assumptions concerning the shape of the distribution
which is assumed to characterize both the parent population and the
sample. Prominent among these assumptions is that the observations are
drawn from normally distributed populations: they must It the normal,
"chance" curve. The more numerous and stringent the assumptions, the
more questionable the decisions arrived at through the use of any statistical
test of probability. We know that many populations or samples are not
distributed normally. What then? What happens when the measurement
is not of sufficient strength, not truly numerical? What sort of statistical
model might we select which is not hedged with strong assumptions about
the shape of the distribution and measurement requirements?

There are satisfactory answers to these questions. Just as the para-
metric tests are based on distribution and measurement assumptions, so
there is branch of statistics known as distribution-free, or nonparemetric,
statistics. With these nonpsrametrlc models we may say, "B.prdhss
of the shape of the distribution, we may observe that the probability of
occurrence is . . .

However, we should note that the parametric tests with the strongest
assumptions are also the most powerful tests. When those assumptions are
valid, these tests will he most likely of all to reject H. when H. is false.
But the assumptions and requirements underlying these more powerful
tests must he met before confidence can he plteed In any probability
statement.
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We will shortly return to the use of distribution-free statistical models
when we consider the analysis of data obtained from porwintions and
samples.

conrse.Choosing o meshed aor wing ihsrumple, Im,
is a necessary procedure regaissesis of winnow,. we are oncer,..d with the
shape of the parent maims.. The sanw Isnudnres of sampling and%
to all cases where the gross Immisee iu the ratuslution can Ix he reduced
to promote ease and convossussu

There are many ways w (Maw a smallihr sample Irmo a Luger group.
But in all the mane diffemw supes of samples. the must important chin
acteristic is randomness. tins is meant that every %nigh sampling mut
in the population has an risme eisinee of being drawn into the sample. In
the mnst direct form, the lasmpi might he drawn by simplx writing on
card ihe name of each indisadmil esseinded in s fasite population. sratablintz
the cords in a box, and then so. -Ong, mellowest looking, the manlier of
names desired for the samph

Something like this was 4 m selecting men to he called for military
service during World War n imam the National Seleetix e Service Act.
When each individual resiree..4 craft hoard, he was assigned
a number, ranging from nue to friend sameamed. Each of these numbers
was then encased in a C11,041' 101111 Wei& gram) of capsules thoroughly
mixed, and all of them alnemi al a large fishhowl. The President of the
United States, blindfolded, raiseiwd into the bowl and drew out one capsule
after another. The local draft hoards sent out induction notices in the
order of the drawing to the men holding the selected numbers. Placing all
the numbers in similar capsules, petting them in the same howl, mixing
them, and then blindfolding the drawer, made this type of sampling truly
random and nonbiased. Such a procedure is known as simple random
sampling. In using this procedure, every effort is made to reduce the
possibility that selection of the sample will be influenced by either
conscious or subconscious bias and to leave instead the decision solely to
sheer chance.

Questions about the optimum size of the sample in research logically
arise at this point. Statistical calculations can give us an idea of the degree
of confidence whicl, can he placed in the accuracy of a sample of a given
size and of the sampling ers,.w which may he present. By and large, how-
ever, the accuracy of any saMple can only hr estimated. The rough nile of
thumb is that small papuisditms require a prnpartionally larger sample than
do large populations. Ow tmampl, it umght he preferable to draw a 50
per cent of larger semis of the 3811 mush graders in a particular school,
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while a 10 per cent or smaller sample of the 74,500 sixth graders in a par-
ticular state might be adequate. In both cases, random selection would be
necessary.

Sampling from populations of ven. large size can become inordinately
time consuming and tedious. Easier and defensible results can be ob-
tained by use of a table of random numbers such as may be found in
most textbooks on statistics. These tables contain sets of numbers that
after careful examination have shown no evidence of systematic order.
Before using the table, it is necesaory to number all the individuals in the
population to be studied. This cam he done starting with 1 and proceeding
to 50, or 99, or 199, or 1999, or whatever figure equals the total population
number. The table is then entered at some random starting pointperhaps
by making a blind stab at the page with a penciland the cases whose
numbers come up as one moves down the column of numbers are taken
into the sample until the desired number of cases is obtained. The selection
of any given case places no limits on what other cases can be selected
from the population.

Other types of sampling are available, such as stratified random
sampling. This approach uses the same "blind but fair" techniques which
characterize random sampling. But when a population is composed of
several subpopulationsfor example, Negro-white, culturally advanced-
handicapped, or intellectually accelerated-retardedit may be divided into
two or more strata. A random sample is taken from each stratum, with the
subsamples joined to form the total sample. There is no attempt to make
stratified samples a replica of corresponding populations; the intent in
stratified random sampling is only to take into account the anticipated
homogeneity of the defined strata with respect to the characteristic which
is being studied. And of course, each of the subsamples can be investi-
gated separately.

SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN SCHOOLS

Knowledge of population and sampling techniques is valuable to the
extent that it can be used feasibly and accurately. But the conditions
surromOng schools, their organization, and the teaching that goes on
within them set rather severe limits on choices of popnlatiobs.to study and
on the kind of samples which can be drawn from them. S ')me attention to
these imposed limits and restricted choices will complete our brief treat-
ment of populations and samples.

In the first place, the students in any single school or school system,
and the teachers and administrators therein, are not examples of natural
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or unse'tcted populations. They represent highly selected and particular
kinds of captive groups. Furthermore, the longer children are in school,
the keener becomes the quest for survival and the larger becomes the
antimafian rate, thus reducing the number of certain types of children in
magular attendance. Just witness the national camern over wheel dropout
sales. Mare than dais, the various ways in new& children are asenged, once
they enter school, nenlit in quite unarms& .ranting aggsegates of
individuals. The lea great variations in gimping Issmae employed
among numbers of mparate schools and the select isdhemma on then
populations greatly- amplicate the process of generalising peens smirk
to universe.

A further caspiication arises from the fact that saboais nor deliberate,
goal-oriented soot insalmtions, remarkably insulated ham nrimillic manip-
ulation. To a significent degree, researchers is ede a.. saw limited in
the extent to which they can experiment with the ostaminsin of grade
groups, with immuctional requirements and the allocation of content, and
with other policies about the conduct of the school. In ether words,
researchers dealing with the schoolswith deliberate, gnalsionted institu-
tions must to an important extent work with the groups that they alseady
'Ewe. Because of the very nature of the school as an inslitntion, they
cannot select different groups out of a gross, chance population and begin
afresh to organize an imaginative educational system composed of chance
students.

Coincident with this observation, it is impsinible to avoid thinking of
the Amidon School in Washington, D.C. Here was a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity to choose the students for a school without a contiguous group
of parents, house them in a new building, and manipulate the instructional
program. Of course, this cnportunity came about through certain miscalcu-
lations in urban redev.lopment which resulted in a new school building
without a community and without children to be educated. There was no
other choice but more or less to manufacture a studs* population by
importing children from other areas of the city. What a wonderful chance
this would have been to undertake some careful, imaginative, scientific
research!

In any event, the particular problems of population and sampling in
relation to the schools may be responsible for the tendency of educational
research to deal with the "samples" (class groups) which are already there.
Such "samples" are assumed to be representative of a larger population of
theoretical class groups, and findings are then generalized from samples to
populations. And then teachers and administrators are sometimes surprised
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whet research findings simple is. sot seem to iaansber hum ;4w %wimples
inw*ed in the studies to Moor dassrususs whivih ma op the whole
psiibtkaiimn!

11- re are ways to hen& Pityru tamilisirins of populist ,1 and sampling
whirl .roe in educational n+.-arch. mod we will consi, them later on
when w get to a discussion .t staawasical asalvsis and t, ronsideration
of rest, , : designs and siecisunts
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The central outline of an experiment is simple. An experimental
group is exposed to the experimenta: variable while a control
group is not; the two groups are Oleo compared in terms of the
observed effect. It should be stressed at this point that mmw
sort of a control group is essential in experi_mental research.

However, practical limitations frequently demand modifications and in-
ventions in establishing experimental controls.

We have just discussed some of the difficulties involved in st.enring
adequate impulations and samples. The attempt to provide rcammlile
similarity between experimental and control grows immediateh dossItir,
the difficulties. For the purposes and conditions of most social researh.
the "elegant" research design with "pure" experimental and control goemp:,
nicely matched in all important respects, is seldom feasible. Rather thou
lose the potential knowledge to 1w gained through experimental research
we tend to deal with estimates or approximations aimed the meanine id
our data. It is one thing to recognize what the ideal set of conditions sin-
rounding research may be; meeting these conditions in the ordinary. on-
going practical world is something else and frequently calls for a good
deal of imagination and inventiveness if the ideal is to be even approached.
An understanding of variables and probability is important equipment for
dealing with the realities that often comphcate oureviseseintai research.

INDEPENDENT AND 0110111111111111T 1111111111111121

In research, there are two broad kinds of variables to he reckoned with.
First, there is the experimental variable which is the crucial characteristic,
occurrence, or procedure being investigated. This is also called the inde-
pendent variable. Customarily, the experimental or independent variable
is symbolized by the letter X. Second, there is the dependentor criterion
or predictedvariable which is the assumed effect cf the independent
variable. It is called the dependent variable because the prediction of it
depends on the functional relationship or value of the independent variable.
Customarily, the dependent or criterion variable is symbolized by the
letter Y.

Thus, an experimental hypothesis asserts that a particular character-
istic, occurrence, or effect (X) is one of the factors that can be associated
with another characteristic or occurrence (Y). Or, the hypothesis may
predict that if X, then Y. Studies designed to test such hypotheses must
yield data which will lead to the inference that X can or cannot be
associated with Y under specified conditions.
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An experimental design provides both greater assurance and greater
efficiency by making possible the simultaneous collection of several lines
of evidence. More specifically, the use of experimental designs makes
possible the collection of three major types of evidence necessary to testing
hypotheses: I 1 evidence of concomitant variationthat is. evidence that
the independent variable (X) and the dependent variable ( ) arc asso-
ciated; 2) evidence that the dependent variable ( I.) did not occur before
the independent variable (X); and 3) evidence riding out other factors
as possible influences on the dependent variable.

Evidence of concomitant variation. Evidence of the first type is
secured very easily in an experiment. The investigator knows which sub-
jects have been exposed to the experimental variable ( X) and which sub-
jects have not. He measures all subjects in terms of the dependent variable
( Y). He can then determine whether Y occurs more frequently among
those subjects who have been exposed to X than among those who have
not, or whatever specifc relationship is predicted by his hypothesis.

Evidence that the dependent variable did not occur before the
independent variable. The second type of evidence needed to test a
hypothesis is secured in one or both of two ways. The investigator can set
up the experimental and control groups in such a way that it is reasonable
to assume that they did not differ in regard to the dependent variable
before the experimental group was exposed to the independent variable. Or
the investigator can measure both groups in relation to the dependent
variable before Gne group is exposed to the independent variable. This
results in a "before" measurement and an "after" measurement, or in a
pre-test and post-test type of design. The differences between the pre- and
the post-tests for both groups provide the desired comparison. The intent
behind this requirement is not to demonstrate that one or both groups have
none of the prior knowledge, or attitudes, or qualities being investigated,
but to demonstrate that the experimental group did not have more of the
factors being experimented with before the start of the experiment.

Moms* ruling out other factors. There are several ways to obtain
evidence ruling out other factors as possible influences on the dependent
variable. At least four major sources of uncontrolled factors may interfere
with an experiment.

First, the measurement process used in the experiment may affect the
outcome. If people feel that they are being used as guinea pigs or if they
feel that they are being tested Lind must make a good impression, or if they
feel that they are different from other people because they are defined as
experimental, the measuring process itself may distort the results. The
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"before" measuring may crystallize attitudes related to the experimental
variable. The "after" measuring may be influenced if the subjects reflect
test fatigue or become bored or defensive. The subjects may try to keep
their second responses consistent with their first responses or may try to
vary them if they fed that variation is expected. If there is reason to sup-
pose that any of these influences is present, alternative designs can be
employed to lessen the impact of the measuring process itself.

Second, normal changes related to the maturation and development
of the subjects may be confused with the results of experimental treatment.
This kind of unplanned interference is especially critical whenever an
experiment extends over a long period of time. However, if the maturational
changes can be assumed to be approximately the same in the experimental
and control groups, the effect of maturation can be ruled out by comparing
the two groups. Sometimes, interim measurements during the course of a
long-range experiment will indicate whether the two groups are becoming
noticeably unlike.

Third, in any social experiment, unplanned contemporaneous events
may affect the experimental outcome. If during the course of an experiment
in the teaching of science, a foreign nation were to claim new and frighten-
ing scientific discoveries, attitudes toward the teaching and learning of
science in American schools might be influencedas indeed they were in
the familiar instance of Sputnik I. If such an event were to affect the
experimental and the control groups in the same way, no problem would
be created since an effect common to the two groups could not be a cause
of difference between them. However, it is very difficult to ascertain the
relative impact of deep-seated, unplanned events on two separate groups.
Such events cannot be controlled, either in the sense of holding them con-
stant or in the sense of deliberately manipulating them. But some experi-
mental designs have been devised to take account of this poisibility, at
least in part.

Fourth, characteristics of the subjects that are relatively enduring or
are the result of past experience may introduce systematic differences be-
tween the experimental and control groups. In order to rule out such
differences in relevant factors, the investigator may set up his experimental
and control groups so that it is reasonable to assume that they do not differ
widely in the distributions of age, sex, intelligence, social background,
academic achievement, and other factors seen as relevant to the experi-
ment. Or he may measure them before the experiment in terms of such
factors; or he may do both. All of these factors relating to subjects are also
"variables." But they are controlled variables, controlled to eliminate their
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influence on the dependent variable which is being studied. At times,
groups rather than individuals are matched. For instance, it may be suffi-
cient to make sure that an experimental and a control group are similar
in relation to averages and ranges of age, intelligence, achievement, and
social background, and any other factor presumed to introduce systematic
differences. This practice is known as frequency distribution control.

STATISTICAL TESTS OF PROBABILITY

It may be that we have carefully allowed for the collection of these
three types of evidence necessary to testing hypotheses, but there still
remains one more type of evidence which must obtained. Without it,
we still might believe that we had established a elear relationship between
X and Y when, in fact, we had not. It might easily Ix. that occurs as we
observe because it is an accidental or fortuitous occurrence. This fourth
type of evidence is secured through statistical tests of probability.

Probability enables us to allow for the intrusion of sheer chance or
sampling error. The extent to which chance might have entered into a
research study is expressed as significance. If chance might have played a
large part in the findings obtained, the significance value, expressed as a
percentage, will he large; if chance played a small part, the significance
value will be small.

The problem of deciding on the significance of research findings re-
lated to schools may he directly associated with the fact that almost any
teaching method or organizational practice is bound to result in some sort
of change in the students exposed to it. Most teachers and administrators
know that it would be extremely difficult to prevent students from changing
(learning) to some extent, regardless of the approach used. This is all part
of the dynamic nature of human beings; they simply will not stay still.
Even if a student is left alone, he will construct an activity out of some-
thing, if for no other reason than to have something to do. Because of this
incessant momentum, there is always the real possibility that the gains in
learning observed by the teacher may have resulted from sheer chance
happenings rather than from the activities deliberately planned or assigned.
And to complicate matters still more, the students of any class, in any learn-
ing activity, will show differences in quality, quantity, and speed of learn-
ing. Some may give considerable evidence of gains in the desired direction,
and some may even show a loss. flow then can we determine whether the
results of any research project related to schools, children, and teachers can
be attributed to chance or to the effect we predict?
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AN ILLUSTRATION

Let's see how probability and tests of significance are used in experi-
mental research. Take the case of Mr. Black, sixth grade teacher, who
wanted to experiment with ways to increase the number of library hooks
read by the students in his room. lie felt that the students would read more
books if they had the additional motivation and recognition that could
come about through writing and publishing book reviews with a by-line
in the class newspaper

Mr. Black began by consulting his records to determine the number
of books read per month by each student. Then he listed the students'
names in order, from most to least hooks read per month. After planning
with the class, he encouraged them to write reviews of the books they read
and proceeded to compile anotlwr set of records. Two months later, he
again listed the names in the same way he had done before to determine
whether the predicted increase in reading had occurred.

In following these procedures, Mr. Black had used a pre-test and
post-tem \lligle-group design which utilized sixth grade students as their
own controls. That is, the pre-test ( number of hooks regular!, read)
served as the control group, and the post-test ( number of books read fol-
lowing the writing of reviews) served as the experimental group. lie felt
confident that he had given adequate attention to concomitant variation,
that he had evidence of the fact that increases in reading (1) had not
occurred before the writing of reviews ( X), and that other factors had been
controlled by presenting the project to the class in a calm manner as a
part of regular, everyday classroom work.

But he still was faced with the necessity of accounting for the opera-
tions of pure chance. Mr. Black observed that of the twenty-eight students
in the room, eighteen had increased their reading, three had read exactly
the same number of hooks per month that they had read before, and seven
had read fewer hooks. Ile could see that there had been a change for the
better with the eighteen students. But what about the ten who showed
either no change or a loss? Were these results significant, or could this
distribution have been the result of sheer chance? Unless he could deter-
mine whether the results were si,oply chance findings, he could not deckle
whether he had made significant discoveries about ways to stimulate his
class to read more library hooks.

There are very good, feasible methods for Mr. Black to use in deter-
mining the significance of his findings. Ile can turn to some of the proba-
bility tests in statistical inference, apply his observations (data), and
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determine whether the results are statistically significant. His aims are to
judge the significance of the data and to make maximum use of the infor7
mation gathered. These are the principal problems with which statistical
methods are concerned. And Mr. Black, sixth grade teacher, can learn to
use the statistical tests he needs in just a few weeks.

What "probability" moons. It will be helpful to take a moment or
two to look more closely at what Mr. Black would be doing if he applied
an inferential test to his data. He would start with the realization that a
statistical question always relates to a group of individuals rather than to
single individuals and reveals information about tl characteristics of the
group. Next, he would know that the results he would derive from the
test would take into account the probability of chance occurrences and
enable him to say, with a specified degree of confidence. whether the
differences he noted in the number of books read could legitimately be
attributed to the writing and publishing of reviews in the class newspaper.

He would realize that the results of the statistical test would he ex-
pressed in terms of the probability that his decisions might be wrong.
Even if lie finds evidence to indicate that writing reviews is an effective
stimulant to reading books, he must allow for probable error in deciding
that this is so. There are very few facts in life about which we can be
absolutely certain. We are far more justified in thinking in terms of
probabilities than of certainties.

For example, insurance actuaries have calculated the risk of people
in the United States dying at various ages. Their figures let us know that
a twenty-year old person has one chance out of approximately 740 that
he will not see his twenty-first year, and that a thirty-four year old person
runs the risk of one chance in approximately 440 that he will not become
thirty-five. However, if we were to make predictions that a certain num-
ber of any particular group of twenty-year olds or thirty-four year olds
would die during those years, we would probably he wrong to a certain
extent. Yet if our predictions were consistently more right than wrong,
we might regard them as statistically sighificant.

But of course, Mr. Black would not be dealing with insurance tables.
He would be using the mathematical materials and tables which have
been worked out to express the probability of occurrence, such as the
chance of drawing one of the four aces in a game of poker. (Paren-
thetically, we might make the observation that all statistical procedures
originally grew out of the study of games of chance.) But to continue
with the explanation of probability: If two or more events are equally
likely or probable of occurrence, this fact can be represented by a ratio
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for example, 1 2 as in coin tossing, 1 6 as in throwing dice, or 1/52
as in drawing any particular card from a standard deck. The ratio
means that if there are N possibilities, the probability of the occurrence
of any one of these possibilities is 1 N. Thus, if a coin is tossed, the
probability of its falling heads up is 1 2, and the very same value holds
for the probability of its falling tails up. And since 1 2 2 = 1, these
two possibilities are mathematically and logically exhaustive. Similarly,
if a die, which has six sides and thus six possible wars of landing, is
thrown, the probability of any one of the six sides coming up is 1:6. Six
times this fraction equals one, which again is logically exhaustive.

From this way of stating probabilities, all manner of more complex
expectations or probabilities can be derived. For instance, the expectation
of obtaining two heads from two tosses of a coin is no longer 1/2 but is
1 2 X 1/2 or 1 4; the expectation of obtaining three heads from three
tosses is 1 2 X 1 2 X 1:2 or 1/8. Or the expectation of rolling two sixes,
or any other two numbers, on a pair of dice is 1 '6 X 1 6 or 1 36. And
it has been found that if all possible combinations of heads and tails on
ten successive tosses of a coin or on the simultaneous toss of 10 coins are
computed, the resulting distribution turns out to he the normal, bell-
shaped curve.

What "SirlifiCallai MOMS. From the type of mathematical model
just described, it is possible to say just how likely a given outcome is if
chance alone is operating. If, therefore, in a situation where an inde-
pendent variable has been deliberately introduced the results are such
that they might easily he attributed to chance alone, we do not consider
that anything has been demonstrated. But if a result is obtained which
would he expected by chance only one time in a thousand (P = .001)
then we can say that it would be very unlikely for chance, rather than
the variable in question, to be influential. This is the logic of the null
hypothesisthe hypothesis that the difference obtained between the ex-
perimental and control groups is not due to the deliberately introduced
independent variable but is due instead to an accident or error of sampling.
What the evidence we collect does is to discredit the null hypothesisthe
hypothesis of no deliberately produced difference. It is here that the
calculation of probability may help us to decide whether we have achieved
evidence in which we can have reasonable confidence.

It is just this sort of calculation and decision that Mr. Black would
undertake in analyzing his data for significance. Fortunately, he has
access to statistical formulas and tables which will simplify the computa-
tion for the various tests he might use. And he can use the newer
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distribution-free tests which have been made generally available since
1956, In using any of tin' tests, Mr. Black would have some decisions of
his own to make. He would have to decide how much risk he is willing
to take that he might lie wrong. Would he lie willing to accept his experi-
mental results if he were wrong one time out of a kindred? Five times
out of a hundred? Twenty times out of a hundred? Depending on the
crucialness of his research question and the accuracy of his measuring
instruments, how right might he insist on being, and how much risk is he
willing to take that he might Ix. wrong?

In the language of statistics, probability values range between 1 and 0.
The probability that each of us will someday die is 1. Tlic probability
that any one of us will never die is 0. The probabilities that people will
live to given ages may be expressed as a decimal fraction somewhere
between 1 and 0. All probabilities may be expressed this way. For in-
stance, if we toss a coin, we can state that the probability of obtaining a
head is one out of two. We write this as P 1/ 2, or .50.

Mr. Black will state the risk lie is willing to take this way. If he
wishes to restrict the probability of being wrong to one chance out of a
hundred, he will test his data at the ".01 level"; if he wishes to restrict it
to five times out of a hundred, he will test his data at the ".05 level," and
so forth. The statistical tables he will use are designed in terms of these
alternative choices, and he can read directly from them the significance
of his data at the level of risk he is willing t3 take. Of course, if he chooses
to work at the .01 level, he will not be able to accept his experimental
findings and consequently be able to reject his null hypothesis as fre-
quently as he might be able to do if he worked at the .05 level. And he
could possibly reject the null hypothesis many, many times more frequently
if he worked at the .10 level. But the decision is Mr. Black's, and he
should report his research findings as "significant at the % level."
Then other people can decide whether, for their purposes, they wish to
accept or reject his findings at the probability level he reports.

Working with these statistical methods, Mr. Black would know that
significance is never a matter of true or false, of significant or not signifi-
cant. He would know that significance is always expressed in levels of
probability of occurrence in an infinite number of theoretical tries, stated
as a percentage.

Incidentally, the table of probabilities for the distribution-free Sign
Test shows that for the way Mr. Black's students were distributed in
regard to increased reading of library books (18 read more, 3 read the
same number, 7 read fewer books), the experiment was significant at the
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.022 level, Sheer chance could not have accounted for these results more
than 2 . times out of a hundred theoretical tries.

NVe m.(.I I Is. end our consideration of proabilitv vith a word of
restraint. \Val a large enough !number of cases. evtremel small differ-
ences ilaV he "statistically significant." For evamle. vith a sufficienth
large experimental and control group. a differem.e of one oint between
their mean or median 19 scores could wake the difference -significant."
although it is hard to see what inortant.e such a small difference might
have. It is sometimes difficult to recogniie any real import in tri ial find-
ings. Statistical manipulation is no substitute for thinking.
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VIIThe various phases of the research process can be brought under
control by designing the research. To design is to plan: that is,
design is the process of making decisions before the situations
arise which require the decisions to be implemented. It involves
deliberate anticipation of situations which are expected to arise

and an effort to bring them under control. In planning the design, it is
safest to go right back to the origin of the inquiry and ask, -Why am I
doing this particular thing? Will it really tell me what I want to know?"
After all, it is rather poor policy to carry out an experiment without
having a clear-cut idea in advance of just what is being tested and without
an equally clear tentative plan for putting the test into effect.

The ideal experiment is sometimes described as one in which all
relevant variables are held constant except the one under study, the
effects of which are then observed. But this is not the best pattern in
some cases, and in most actual situations encountered in the behavioral
sciences, it is not practical. Consequently, sonic device is needed to help
correct or account for the effect of unanticipated or uncontrolled variables
during the course of an experiment. The introduction of controls provides
this sort of device. In most cases, the real object of the experiment is
some sort of comparison, and with the introduction of controls, this takes
the form of a comparison between the experimental and the control groups.
But in educational research, it is extremely difficult to secure control
groups precisely matched with experimental groups on all relevant vari-
ables. Hence, it is important to have at hand a variety of ways to provide
for some sort of control in experimentation. playing a choice among
several research designs makes it possible to select sonic sensible pattern
of study which will not sacrifice the very real advantage of controls simply
because of the difficulties of securing them.

The entire design of au experiment has the function of providing for
the collection of evidence in such a way that inferences of a relationship
between the independent and dependent variables can be drawn as surely
as possible. To achieve this, many research designs have been developed
in the various sciences. We will now describe and illustrate five designs
which are particularly usable in studies of teaching and administration.

DESIGN 1: "BEFORE- AFTER" STUDY WITH CONTROL GROUPS

This design is one form of the classical control group design. It uses
two groups of individuals which have been reasonably matched on variables
relevant to the experiment or which have been randomly assigned
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to the two groups. Usually, both groups are measured in relation to
the dependent variable at the beginning ( ) and at the end (1'2) of the
experimental period. The experimental or independent variable ( X ) is
introduced in the experimental group only: it is not introduced in the
control group. Since the experimental and control groups are both pre-
measured, subject to uncontrollable L: ctors and vulnerable to unplanned,
contemporaneous events, the differences between the scores of the two
groups should approximate a direct indication of the experimental vari-
able's influence alone

The pre-measures of the experimental group (1'0 and the control
group (Y' ) may be used simply to check the initial absence of difference
between the groups. With this much assured, the final scores of the two
groups (Y2 and r2 ) may be compared to analyze the influence of the
experimental variable ( X ). Or we may use both the pre-measure scores
and the post-measure scores of both groups to calculate change scores.
Then we compare the change in the experimental group (d) with the
change in the control group (d').

Example of a "before-after" design with one control group. Samuel
A. Kirk's Early Education of the Mentally Retarded contains an example of
a "before-after" experiment using one control group." The experiment
reported in this book was undertaken to determine the effects of pre-school
education on the social and mental development of young, educable, men-
tally handicapped children. The report on this experiment has been selected
for our purposes here because, in addition to illustrating the design, it also
may illustrate the kind of modification in the "ideal" design pattern made
necessary by restrictions encountered in actual situations.

To quote directly from the published report of this research study:
"The difficulties with experimentation in this area are numerous. Many

factors are beyond the control of an experimenter when lie is dealing with
children, parents, and communities, whose movements and operations are
their own affair. It cannot be managed as simply or as accurately as experi-
ments with rats or human experiments using nonsense syllables. One has
to be satisfied with an approximation of an experimental design. The aim
of the present project was to set up an ideal experimental design and
approximate it as closely as possible.

"Under ideal conditions one would obtain a group of children within
a specified range of age and mental ability, randomize a control and experi-
mental group, subject one group to training, and leave the other group at
home. Ideatical tests and observations would be made on both groups
before and after the training period. After five years, comparisons would be
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made between the two groups. \o children would get sick, no families
move out of town. and all would attend or not attend as directed. Since
this ideal is impossible. aui approximation of it s. as carried out, and devia-
tions in terms of loss of cases. randomization. and so forth. are explained
in later pages. To obtain experimental evidence on this problem it was
necessary to set up a project as follows:

"1. Community Experimental Group. This experimental group con-
sisted of 28 preschool mentally handicapped children from the community
who were given an enriched nursery school enyiromnent from nine to three
o'clock each day. At about six years of age these children were placed in
a regular first grade or a special class. There were about 15 children at
any one time in the nursery school.

-2. Community Contrast Group. This group of children consisted of
26 young mentally handicapped children found in the same community
or in neighlxwing communities. They were examined at the same intervals
as those in the experimental group. but they did not attend a preschool.
The term contrast group is used here instead of control group, since these
children and the children in the Community Experimental Group were not
randomized in the usual sense. It was impossible to find sufficient children
at any one time to randomize them."'

In this studs.. Kirk also used the same design to conduct a parallel
study of feebleminded children who had been committed to state institu-
tions. This concurrent, but separate. study was set op as a replication of
the community pre-school experiment. The two institutional groups being
compared were named the Institution Experimental Group (15 children)
and the Institution Contrast Group (12 children). The purpose of con-
ducting this concurrent replication was twofold. It served as a check on
procedures employed in the community experiment, and it revealed infor-
mation concerning the effects of specialized training on the development of
institutionalized children.

The control group-experimental group pattern is admirably suited to
experimental studies: in fact, its basic design elements are essential in some
form if we are to have a firm basis for inferences alxnit the effect of the
experimental variable. But the full design is beset with difficulties in prac-
tical situations. The investigator should be aware of the potential difficulties
if he is to make allowances for them, as was done in the Kirk study.

Advantages -and limitations. As we have pointed out, this design
allows us to take account of the effects of initial measurement, uncontrol-
lable factors, and contemporaneous events in determining the influence of
the experimental variable. The use of a control group allows us to avoid
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confusing experimental results with irrelevancies. We can relate the two
groups to each other, control or manipulate the relevant variables, and
compare the experimental variable group with the nonexperimental variable
group. if the two groups have been satisfactorily matched before intro-
duction of the experimental ( independent) variable to the experimental
group, and if adequate control is achieved to keep experimental conditions
as pure as possible, then the difference between the scores of the two
groups should constitute a measure of the effectiveness of the experimental
variable.

However, the measuring process itself may affect the characteristic
being measured in any type of research which uses human subjects. And
the "before-after" design is especially vulnerable to this influence. It is
important to repeat that if people feel they are being used as guinea pies,
or if they feel they are being tested and must make a good impression, or if
they feel "different" from other people because they are dubbed "experi-
mental," or if they try to keep their second responses consistent with their
first responses or try to vary them if they feel that variation is expected,
distortion is apt to creep into the results. The "before" measuring may
crystallize attitudes related to the experimental variable. The "after"
measuring may yield contaminated results if the subjects reflect test fatigue
or become bored or defensive. The investigator who is sensitive to these
possible influences may he able to minimize their effects through careful
planning. He may contrive to collect his data as part of a normal course
of events and not in a special test situation. He may find ways to keep
pre-measures and post-measures separate from each other and not con-
nected in the subjects' minds. He deliberately avoid overtesting to
prevent wearing out the good will of his subjects. And he may keep situa-
tions free of threat to avoid stirring up defensive reactions.

Extensions of the control group design. To provide additional safe-
guards against the influence of pre-measurement, contemporaneous events,
or developmental changes, more complicated extensions of the control group
design have been worked out. These extensions involve adding additional
control groups, each of which is handled differently. These more compli-
cated extensions of the classical control group design are seldom used. This
is quite understandable because they are obviously laborious and highly
difficult to contrive. But a quick look at what we might be doing if we
attempted to provide for "ideal" controls should illustrate the necessity for
securing the best control group possible, even if it turns out to be some-
thing considerably less than "ideal."

The first extension involves the use of two control groups. The second
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control group is not pre-measured but is exposed to the independent
( experimental ) variable and the post- measure. The first control group
is both pre-measured and post-measured but is not exposed to the ex-
perimental variable, The pre-measure for the second control group is
assumed to be similar to the average pre-test score for the experimental
group and the first control group. This produces a second control group,
with an assumed pre-measure and a post-measure, which has been exposed
to the experimental variable but which in no way can reflect the influence
of the pre-measuremmt. If the difference between the post "I. 111 it't

scores Of the experimental group oo t1 r two emitro4 ,t
widelx divergent. it may he as,,imed th.it ,. tilteriethst, Pv4rtvires

the pre-measure and the eye, 'mental vomabit NAN 1, 111414411400111 ,1%
found by comparing the ch.ortio. in wove. oil the three groups. Ut course,
the three groups should be selected bv random assignment or by some
matching procedure to insure that they differ only by chance at the be-
ginning of the experiment.

The second extension invoke% tlw use of three control groups. Here
again, all fonr groups (one experimental and three control groups) should
he selected in such a wav that they differ only b. chance in the initial
stages of the experiment. The experimental and the first control group are
pre-measured. The second and third control groups are not pre-measured,
and their pre-test score is assumed to be similar to the average pre-test
score of the experimental group and the first control group combined. The
experimental variable is introduced in the experimental group and in the
second control group. It is not introduced in the first and third control
groups. All four groups are subjected to a post-measurement.

Change in the first control group reflects the effects of pre-measure-
ment, contemporaneous events, and developmental changes. Change in the
second control group reflects the effects of the experimental variable and
of contemporaneous events and developmental changes. Change in the
third control group can be subtracted from change in the second control
group to gain an approximation of the effect of the experimental variable
alone. This can be done because control groups two and three are similarly
influenced (presence of contemporaneous events and maturational proc-
esses) with the exception of the experimental variable introduced to group
two. Thus, the extent to which the change in the experimental group re-
flects the influence of pre-measurement, contemporaneous events, develop-
mental changes, or the experimental variable can be determined through
comparison of the changes in this group with those in the other three
groups.
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All of the in)!Itiple control group designs really amount to conducting
simultaneously the same experiment two or more times. In essence, this
amounts to two or inure replications of the same experiment under different
conditions. If the results of these experiments are similar, we have greater
~trance that the outc,m - not confounded. If the results are not similar,

peobe for factors which may have influenced them. You will recall
that Kirk conducted two simultaneous experiments (community and insti-
rotion ,.oerinicntal and contrast groups) in his study. One experiment
..as 11ftefl a replication of the other This check-countercheck procedure
is Mutt is attempted hi the use of nossitiple control groups.

The use Of multiple control groups, and sometimes of even one con-
trol group, confronts the investigator with truly momentous difficulties.
Rut believable experimental research has not yet discovered ways to dis-
pense with the control group approach, difficult as it 1113V be. Instead,
efforts have been directed toward kaventing designs which resemble and
may substitute for the sometime% -impossible" classical experimental group-
control group design. The next four designs may be viewed as examples
of the classical design, modified in ways to surmount anticipated obstacles
and to make otherwise "mute" question-asking palpable.

DESIGN 2: "AFTER-ONLY" STUDY WITH CONTROL GROUP

Although Design 1 is the most frequently used and approved type of
design for experimental research, the post-test only design not only avoids
the possible contamination of pre-test influence and permits research in-
vestigation in instances where pre-testing is not possible, but also provides
for all of the essential characteristics of true experimental designs.

While the experimental and control groups are not pre-measured,
randomization of assignment to the two groups is employed to assure lack
of initial biases between the groups. Properly handled, randomization can
suffice without pre-test to lend credence to the assumption that the experi-
mental and control groups are "equal" before the experimental treatment.
The experimental or independent variable (X) is introduced in the experi-
mental group only, and not in the control group. Since the experimental
and control groups are both randomized instead of matched, subject to
uncontrollable factors and vulnerable to unplanned, contemporaneous
events, the differences between the post-measure scores of the two groups
should approximate a direct indication of the experimental variable's in-
fluence alone. The post-test scores of the two groups (Y2 and Y'2) may be
compared to analyze the influence of the experimental variable (X).
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In ilddit1011 to satisfying the basic requirements of experimental design.
the post-test onl% design makes it possible to conduct research projects
in those circumstances %acre pre-testing is Mad% isable impossibie.
Research studiys empliiv as subjects ery Yining children taken from
pre-school or the primary grades frequently cannot use pre-tests which
require facility with reading and writing. Also. the ages of children place
rather severe limits on the length and complexity of tests which require
even a minimum of snstained effort to employ langnage skills. And research
studies which employ as subjects older and more sophisticated children,
or even adults, are at a loss to pre-test when completely new and unfamiliar
concepts or abilities are the subject of investigation. The numerous current
studies being addressed to research on the newer media of instruction such
as educational television, language !idit-Modes, programed instruction,
and the like really have no satisfactory pre-tests available. Then we fre-
ipiently are faced with variables alxmt which we are not free to make
experimental changes. Relevant variables such as the father's occupation,
parents' education, and the familv's previous places of residence cannot
very well he experimentally manipulated or conditioned by a researcher.
Sometimes the most important conditioning experiences and measure-
ments have already taken place and further pre-measures might he con-
sidered indelicate or unnecessary.

In the case of the "after-only- with control group design, we really
know Yen little about the -before" phase. But it is possible to reconstruct
it historically or to conceptualize it on the basis of available evidence.
For instance, we may use existing IQ scores, school marks, age, sex, or any
one of numerous existing measures, and this generally is done to provide
more complete evidence. However, the basic comparison is a statistical
one wherein we use various correlational and significance of differences
techniques to eliminate or confirm one factor after another. Or we may
choose to control the experiment statistically through the use of analysis
of variance or analysis of covariance techniques.

Example of an "after-only" with control group design. An illus-
tration of this type of design may be found in the June-Jul 1962 issue of
The Journal of Educational Research in which John D. Krumboltz and
Barbara Bonawitz report on 'The Effect of Receiving the Confirming
Response in Context in Programmed Material."' This stud. obviously
was a case within which no pre-test measures would have been possible.

The experiment was conducted comparing two approaches of pre-
senting the confirming response in a programed textbook designed to teach
prospective teachers how to write valid classroom achievement tests. The
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"isolation" approach consisted of presenting the desired response to the
stimulus frame as a single word or phrase in the traditional programed
manner. The "context" approach consisted of presenting the confirming
response as a complete thought, usually by inserting the desired response
in a repetition of the relevant part of the stimulus frame. A control group
received a completely different program.

Thirty-two subjects were randomly assigned to the three treatment
groups. The subjects for the experiment were undergraduates in a course
in introductory educational psychology at Michigan State University.
Subjects were assigned at random to three treatment groups: the -context"
group, the "isolation" group, and a control group which received a com-
pletely different program on interpreting test results. Randomization was
accomplished by arranging the three types of programs in a random
sequence and distributing them to the students in the order in which they
were seated in the classroom.

It was evident that the basic program on writing valid test items
had a desirable impact on those taking it, regardless of the method of
receiving the confirming answer. The control group score1 far lower on
the total criterion test than did either of the other groups. A finding of
much interest was that the confirming answer "in context" seems to have
a desirable effect on the ability to respond correctly to application questions.

Advantages and limitations. Although this design shares a problem
encountered in all research with people (that the measurement proce-
dures themselves may alter the characteristics they are supposed to meas-
ure) the problem is vastly less serious here than in "before-after" studies.
The assumption is made that both groups are subject to similar matura-
tional processes and to the same uncontrollable external events between
the time of selection and the time at which the measure on the dependent
variable (Y2) is taken. If this assumption is justified, the position of the
two groups on 12 at the close of the experiment includes events and
processes that have affected both groups. The difference between Y2 and
Y's may be taken as an indication of the experimental treatment.

Another advantage of this design for studies conducted in schools has
already been noted but should be stated again because of its importance.
A large number of our problems and questions related to schools have
antecedents which are beyond our control and which already exist. Edu-
cation is bound to family and community factors which come with the
child to his school and to his learning activities. Principals and teachers
can do little, if anything, to alter the father's employment status, income,
or educational level, or the mother's employment outside of the home.
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Thus these and e>tlWI aVailillti iieasiires inas 'erect! in lien of i)n tests,
and the effect of the csirriumutal hih svi. can manipulate.
may still he investigated.

Tine malts. limitatirm of this ilesign is. of eiirse, the i)rolln tin
missing Design 2 fills 114441 fur haiilling tl.t. Un-

AOKI in :141411tN11 is :11111111riilt in all caw.
wiser, Design I might Is. ssl.

ONION 3: 111111011114UPTOr STUDY WITH A swots 01110UP

In many practical ? swoons. finding as (saltrol wimp Islas lime to he
not only diktat hot also at! oinistrativels impossible. This third design
gets around the problem quite walls Ivy having each subiesi sere e. as his
own control. The difference between the pr-measure on the dependent
variable al ) and the post-measure own the dependent variable 1 v: is taken
as a measure at the e.Nect of the independent variable (

The single group "Wow-after" experiment is sometimes called the
experiment and is often used in lahoratory rewards. No

is more cannon in the total array of research procedures than
the and-afirr measmenseist of a variahk to test the effect of a
stimulus. an evente or a change which has lwen introduced between the
Int and mond meamrsnessts. la tlw inistrurtkmal setting, the range of
change producing factors which are the essIstert of study is %my broad.
indeed. Administrators and teachers can easily and naturally manipulate
these fumes as esperinsental variables. as in the stud, of the elect of special
concrete materials em kerning and retention in arithmetic. At times, to
test the hating elect 1111 a VINISOlge. mead than two mramennents are taken.
The wneearswrmewts are era a esinfinelisit period rather than on either
side at an esperhNrMa variable, and tlw Maid breams truly slicers-
sinner Other variations of this awt of miming imprimis,. of mune
are available.

ban* of infonoialitr" dully with dm* gm*. P naps
the hest known ramemple of a single gimp "~egad-after" Imprimis, may
he gonad in the hook Mowsirrowei aid the Werher. This was the lemma
study carried oast by Mayo. llorthlielsergrr Dickson. and others at the
Hawthorne plant of Mown Ithrtne ampany in Oskar. It was one
of several weaned altnninatins nadir. comma to the uncial research
the thirties.

The ismstipeors had initial mow to the prediction that the Man.
&Man of inteneents M the pIn uessl conditions of warts would mash
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in increased productivity of an experimental group engaged in the pro-
duction of tek relay assemblies. The "before" period consisted of
intensive observation in which production and behavioral norms were
identifiedvariation in output, interruptions, communication patterns, pro-
f, cion rate, percentage of telephone relays rejected because of poor
'Imlay, and so forth. At subsequent intervals, the variables to he meas-
,ded were introduced. The "after" phase consisted of measuring the dif-
ferences in production and in the behavioral norms which, interestingly
enough, impressively followed tlw original prediction.

But the most interesting finding was what has come to be known
among researchers in the behavioral sciences as the "Hawthorne nect."
In order to manipulate more exactly the physical factors affecting pro-
duction, the experimenters had set up a special experimental room for the
girls who were wiring the telephone relays. This wiring room was sep-
arated from the rest of the factory and, as a result, the workers became the
center of attention. Furthermore, they received special attention from the
outside experimenters and from the management of the plant. Careful
studies of this wiring group showed marked increases in production which
were related only to the special social position and social treatment they
received. The fact that these workers were made the center of attention
thwarted the intent of the researchers to "control" the important variables,
and almost any son of change introduced into the conditions of work
resulted in increased output and improved behavior.

The major trouble with the Hawthorne study was the absence of a
control group for comparison. It was possible to assume that before the
relevant variables were introduced, the experimental group was the same
as the control. But there was no way to tell what might have happened
to the control sump if there had been no introduction of the selected
variables. Of course, the experimental group in the Hawthorne study was
placed in a weird position which differed from customary work conditions,
and this probably set the subjects apart in their own minds. School chil-
dren, accustomed to the introduction of differing instructional procedures
and the subsequent testing of results, may he somewhat immune to the
danger of being made al, provided that the general conditios of their
schoolwork are not suddenly and drastically altered. Nevertheless, although
we may sometimes he unable to contrive a separate control group and
"measure the effect of the non-stimulus," we must at least he aware of the
dangers inherent in this gap.

Advantages and Numiasisse. One of the major advantages of this
design is its sheer convenience and feasibility. If research studies of local

I
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school problems depended ultimately on separate control and experimental
groups, vastly fewer studies would ever be attempted. And at the very
least, it is better for questions to he asked and answers to be sought
systematically than for nothing to be attempted because of formidable
impedimenta such as finding "matched" control groups or locating a suf-
ficient number of subjects to make possible a random assignment to control
and experimental groups. The ordinary classroom group is composed of
twenty to thirty students, and this may be the total number of subjects a
teacher can have at his disposal. The invention of a design pattern where
each subject acts as his own control in effect doubles the number of subjects
available, and no more precise matching is possible.

The use of this design may he justified when the investigator has good
reason to believe 1) that the "before" measure will not in some way affect
the response to the experimental treatment, and 2) that there are not
likely to be any other influences, besides the experimental treatment, during
the course of the experiment which might affect the subjects' responses at
the time of the "after" measurement. In order to be reasonably sure that
such assumptions are justified, the investigator must have considerable
knowledge of the probable effects of his measurements and of conditions
other than the experimental treatme it that ace likely to influence the
dependent variable. This is fortunately true in the case of individual school
environments when principals and teachers are apt to approach problems
with an already impressive array of knowledge about the subjects and
where they normally exercise considerable control over the planning and
conduct of the learning environment.

Another advantage can he found in small N studies (2S or so :objects).
In contrast to large-scale experiments, the smaller number of subjects
makes possible deeper and more complete study of individual subjects.
In addition to analyses of a group of subjectsfor example, statistical
analysesindividual case studies can he completed. Kirk did this effectively
in his study. In truth, the staff members of individual schools are in a
unique position to exercise a kind of control and completeness that is
simply not available to outside researchers.

Sometimes, the "before-after" design used with a single group of
subjects is criticized because it is alleged that the findings cannot lie
generalized to other groups. In the case of the schools, this may not
strictly be the case. The teacher-researcher wants to engage hi investiga-
tions that will help him make better decisions and improve his practices
nose. He also hopes that his findings will apply to the children he will
teach in the futurepmbahly in the same school and at the same grade
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level. Whether they will apply, of course, depends upon the extent to
which his students now represent a random sample of the population he
will have in the future.

Stephen M. Corey, in his hook Action Research to Improce School
Practices, presents some interesting material on this point." Ile repnis
on a series of statistical tests of the null hypothesis that the distribution of
scores on individ.al classes and the distribution for the total population
of N classes taught by the same teacher will not differ more than might
be tweeted as a consequence of chance. Students in twelve different class
sequences extending over three years, taught by twelve teachers in New
York City and West Orange, New Jersey, were the subjects of the analysis.
The variables studied were IQ, subject matter achievement test scores,
and silent reading test scores. The chi square test of the significance of
differences was applied to the distribution of scores. The probabilities
resulting from thirty-eight chi square tests, with one possible exception,
indicated that the students in a teacher's class at any one time could he
considered to be a random sample of the total population of several
consecutive classes. Of course, any teacher, if he has available the
necessary scores for several consecutive classes, can apply the chi square
test to determine if the differesces between tl classes are greater than
would be expected by chance id me.

It is quite pertinent to inquire into how much confidence can be
placed in the generalizations derived from a single study, even if the
study's sample was randomly selected from an indefinitely large popula-
tion. For example, some investigator might use a random sample of all
fifth graders in the State of New York or the State of California. But teachers
anywhere would do well to question whether the immediate group with
which they are concerned is at all similar to the one on which the "ran-
domly sampled" study was bawd. Research studies in education heve long
been criticized for the tendency of researchers to generalize on the slim
basis of a single study completed once and never again. There is a strange
lack of replication of studies in education, to the detriment of believable
scientific knowledge. In this state of affairs, it might he wise for any
practitioner in education to form the habit of performing check studies in
his own situation before accepting generalizations derived from unrepli-
cated studies done elsewhere.

Perhaps the major limitations of this design have hens adequately noted
in relation to the Hawthorne effect. The chief weakness is, of course
that there is no control group to provide information on the effect of the
nonstimulus.
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DIMON 4: HAPTIONLY" STUDY WITHOUT CONTROLS

Perhaps a design equally common with the one just described is the
single cell. This generally represents the over-all design used in school
surveys, many research studies, assessment studies, status studies, and case
studies. Treatment of the data is usoally descriptive in nature, with only
incidental attempts to attribute findings to associated variables. As such,
this is actually a report on what exists at the tune of the study. It is not
a design used in experimental research, though it may be a necessary step
in charting the territory for later experimentation.

When we have gathered adequate data about the group being studied,
we can relate various characteristics and gain information about factors
which may have been previously obscure. The more we study such a single
cell, the more confident we become that certain forces may be influential
in shaping the results we uncover. Our logical analyses may jibe with
good common sense and suggest a flood of h) potheses to be tested later.
Studies couiducted within this design can be very useful, but they do not
test reasoned solutions to conceptualized problems. Ordinarily, surveys and
status studies are insufficient for experimental purposes. The chain of
events associated with experimental research calls for some sort of both
control and experimental groups to see 1) how the experimental variable
has affected the experimental group, and 2) how the lack of, or difference
in, the experimental variable has affected the control group.

Sum* 40 ea "oher-mdr Wady without asuerek. One massive
"after-only" study was conceived and conducted by the twenty-seven
members of an ASCD Yearbook Committee and published as the 1958
ASCD yearbook, A Look at Coat leaky la the School Program." The com-
mittee members chose to study the present situation with respect to articu-
lation and learning continuity as viewed by children from kindergarten
through the senior high school. To do this, the committee members worked
out a simple interview guide to give a structure children's reports in a
group interview situation. Committee members or their representatives
talked with groups of children about experiences which had helped or
hindered them in their progress through school. Then they asked the
individual children in each group to answer four simple questions written
on a mimeographed guide sheet:

"1. Tell about anything that has happened to you which has helped

you to feel that your progress was smooth and that the school helped you
move along without unnecessary difficulty.

"2. Tell about anything that has happened to you which has made it
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difficult for you to move along smoothly through sclu
"3. Tell about any experience that has been very pleasant or very

unpleasant and which grew out of this question of your progress through
school. It may have happened quite a while ago or lately. %Vrit as much
as you can remember about it: tell -how it made vou feel at the time it
happened and how you feel about it now.

If von have moved from one school to another, tell how von felt
about moving, before and after you moved. Do von feel the same way

'4"12now.
The committee's plan for gathering data purposely allowed for varia-

tion in responses. Each committee member was left free to modify the
interview guide form in any way that seemed desirable to him, as long as
be got children to give their own free reports to the four basic questions.
Particularly with young children, the interviewers had to modify and
reword the questions. In some cases, it was necessary to take notes, use
recording devices, or arrange for stenographic reports.

Sets of student reports were submitted by seventeen committee mem-
bers from eleven states. They had collected a total of 2731 usable reports.
A group of analysts ( the committee chairman and twelve advanced students
of the University of Alabama) reviewed the completed reports and worked
out data sheets to which the material could he transferred. This procedure
resulted in organizing the data under common categories regardless of
where in a child's report the pertinent wristl was recorded. Any type of
situation which represented at least one per cent of the total situations was
included as a category in this grouping. The data sheets were also classified
according to grade level: primary, intermediate, junior high school, senior
high school, and a mixed group for which the grade level at the time of
the incident was not indicated. A total of 4197 data sheets were used in
the final summarization.

The completed study organized the data by grade level groups around
fourteen categories of situations. Eleven tables were required to present
the summarized data. The data in the tables were grouped according
to frequencies, percentages, and rank order of positive and negative
reactions.

The fourteen categories of responses to the initial four guide sheet
questions turned out to he: 1) moving to new school community, 2)
teacher behavior, 3) subject matter, 4) moving to next school lever, S)
smooth progress, 6) extracurricular activities, 7) differences in teaching
methods, 8) illness, 9) rewards, 10) punishments, 11) promotion, 12)
grading, 13) retention, and 14) accidents. Interestingly enough, the per-
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centage of negative responses reflected on the data sheets was greater than
the percentage of positive resp.mses.

The writers of this yearbook were explicit and positive in their
insistence that the study was merely oa introductory and exploratory
treatment of a subject which is in need of much study, research, and
evaluation.

Advantages and limitations. The survey or descriptive stock is a
process for learning lx.rtinent information ailsint an existing situation. The
principal devices for gathering data from people involved are the inter-
view, the questionnaire, and summaries of existing documents which count
and enumerate phenomena, such as those which arc published by the
Bureau of the Census and by the Research Division of the National
Fable:dim Association.

The survey frequently becomes more than a mere fact-finding device.
It may result in important hypotheses or conclusions that help to solve
current problems. and it may provide basic information for comparison
studies and for identifying trends. Surveys completed five or ten years
ago may be repeated, and something will be learned about changes which
have taken place in the meantime. School district surveys have long served
certain needs in education by providing previously lacking descriptions of
curricula, attendance centers, citizen opinion, and physical facilities. They
have also helped to pool divergent ideas, techniques, and bits of informa-
tion, thus throwing light upon existing conditions in need of change and
improvement.

Most times, it is far easier to obtain data through single cell studies
than it is to draw valid conclusions from the facts discovered. Studies of
this type tend to have a larger scope and to range more freely than experi-
mental studies with control groups. Surveys frequently tend to be com-
posed of a hmse confederation of several single cells related or imrelated
to each other. These characteristics lend to the studies the impressions
of site and convincingness. And herein lies perhaps the major limitation
of single cell studies. The freedom to range more widely and not to be
strictly bound by the requirements of experimental research also makes
inglossible definite problem solution, prediction based on theory., and
probability inference. In spite of feelings of certainty which may be
drawn from single cell studies, it is inqmrtant to note that such feelings
or convictions are not demonstrations. The very real and necessary con-
tributions to be made through pre-research !iodic,. case studies, survey's,
status studies, and other forms of enumerative investigations should not
be diluted by reading into them nxwe than can be demonstrated.

17
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DESIGN S: EX POST FACTO EXPERIMENT

The basic pattern of the classical experimental design is one of com-
paring the result of the experimental variable njmn an experimental group
with the result of not introducing that variable into a comparable group
under the same conditions. Most frequently, this involves a prediction of
what will lw the difference in results between the two groups, i.e., it is
used as a projective design which looks forward in time. However, the
classical logical pattern need not be confined to projective designs. It can
also be applied to problems which look from the past to the present rather
than lwing oriented toward the future. This is known as ex post facto
research.

The major characteristic of this procedure is that the investigator can
control the crucial variables only by selecting those which have already
been recorded. The investigator may locate a group of subjects which has
been exposed to the type of experience in which he is interested and
another group, similar in other relevant respects, which has not been
exposed to such an experience. He then compares the groups on the basis
of present performance. In basic logic, however, projective and ex post
facto experiments are the same. The purpose of both is to compare two
groups similar on all relevant characteristics save one in order to measure
the effect of that characteristic.

In the ex post facto experiment, we manipulate pieces of paper instead
of experimental conditions. That is, we manipulate existing records which
symbolize the behavior upon which the experiment is focused. Control
is achieved by matching records in such a way that the control and experi-
mental groups are similar in relation to all 1.4d the crucial variable. The
records are then followed through by !swing the consequences as
observed in present behavior.

The teacher-investigator may not be in a position to test a hypothesis
by assigning subjects to different conditions in which he directly controls
the experimental variable. For instance, there very well may be a limit
to which certain types of instruction can be justifiably withheld from a
group of control students. Or the teacher may be interested in exploring
the effect of some long-range school practice but simply does not have
time to wait several years for maturational effects to become evident.
Consider, for example, the research that has been done on incidental
(activity type) instruction in arithmetic. The extent of incidental instruc-
tion compared with formal instruction has not been controlled, as it would
he in a "purely" experimental study, by assigning different individuals to
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classroom groups where instruction proceeds according to different basic
curriculum patterns. Rather, records have been secured which symbolize
the arithmetical behavior of students in activity (experimental) schools
and students in formal (control) schools. The relation between type of
instruction and performance in arithmetic is then computed. And for many
reasons, it is not likely that the basic design of a school curriculum will be
manipulated to suit experimental conditions.

The ex post facto pattern involves the same problems of matching that
are present in projective designs. However, it has two additional problems
that are uniquely inherent: 1) It is necessary to find adequate records
after a lapse of some years; and 2) Problems are restricted to those areas
for which adequate records exist and are available to the investigator. If
important material was not recorded, the needed information cannot be
resurrected just for the purpose of study.

However, teachers find themselves in an unusually advantageous posi-
tion to make ready use of complete records that go back in time. Adminis-
tratively, schools have become avid storers of information: academic
marks, intelligence quotients, health charts, attendance records, height and
weight charts, aptitude scores, citizenship marks, parental information,
judgmental descriptions by teachers, personality scores, achievement scores,
sociograms, and a host of additional measurements. In fact, there are very
few other sources of meticulously kept records which cover so wide a
range of the behaviors of people over sustained periods of years. Theo-
retically, it is possible to reconstruct Johnny at any particular timein
terms of his father's occupation, the story of his physical health, his rate
of physical growth, his intellectual achievements, his sequential progress
through school, what his teachers thought of him, how he got along with

and
what his talents were, the developing pattern of his abilities,

and many more qualities belonging to Johnny and classroom groups around
him at various times.

Frequently, the investigator may not find it possible to assign indi-
viduals to different groups, one of which will have the experimental treat-
ment and one of which will not. An alternative solution is to find two
comparable groups which will be, or have been, exposed to experiences _

which differ in relation to the crucial variable of interest. This alternative
is a very common procedure in most types of research studies and serves
ery well in the case of ex post facto experiments.

Example of an ex pest fad* experiment. A particularly ingenious
scheme was used in one study, "The Grouped and the Ungrouped," by
Jo Taylor Auld." This study set out to investigate the effects of traditional
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"high," "average," and "low" ability grouping in elementary schools. It
could not have been conducted at all if there had not been already existing
records which could be manipulated on an ex post facto basis.

Two elementary schools in a South Carolina city were included in
this study. The neighborhoods served by the two schools were alike in
terms of housing, community facilities, churches, etc. In each school, the
principal had held the post for more than fifteen years. The number, age,
and experience of faculty members were approximately the same. The
facilities in the schools were equal, as were the organized play programs,
library periods, and so forth. Being in the same city system, the schools
operated under the same policies and followed the same testing pr,cedures.

In School A ( the experimental school) there were thirty-one boys and
twenty-seven girls in the sixth grade who had been in attendance there
since they entered the first grade. These children had been grouped in
"high," "average," and "low" groups when they entered the second grade.
The grouping had been based on teacher judgment and on reading ability
as measured by the California Achievement Test.

In School B (the control school) there were twenty-nine boys and
twenty-seven girls enrolled in the sixth grade who had been attending the
school since they entered the first grade. These children had not been
grouped in any manner throughout their six years in school. In other words,
they had been in heterogeneous classes throughout their school experience.

In each school, there was an active PTA with a membership of 100
per cent of the families. The families were much alike in the two schools
with regard to their socio-economic status. More fathers in School B were
engaged in professional occupations, and slightly more mothers in School
A were employed in positions outside the home.

The median intelligence quotient of the group of children in School A
was 107, with a range from 87 to 134. In School B, the median was 110,
with a range from 87 to 133.

During the 1959-80 session, Auld studied the test results obtained
when the children in School B were in the first grade. On the basis of the
reading test and the recorded teacher evaluations, she arranged their
names in three groups"high," "average," and "low"in the same mdriner
that the children would have been grouped for instructional purposes if
they had been enrolled in School A when they entered second grade. Thus,
she was able to establish comparable groups in the two schools and study
the differences, if any, that existed in the students after more than four
years of schooling under different systems of grouping.

The following findings are based upon the results of the Metropolitan

71
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Achievement Test ( Intermediate Battery VI) which was administered to
the children of both schools.

1. There were no statistically significant differences in the perform-
ance of the students in Schools A and B who were in the "high" or "average"
groups.

2. Among the "low" group, those in School B demonstrated signifi-
cantly more achievement than those in School A. This difference was quite
marked, with the School B students earning a mean grade equivalent of
6.3 whereas those in School A earned a mean of only 5.0. This difference
was significant at the .01 level of confidence.

3. Achievement in reading, arithmetic, and language on the part of
"average" and "low" groups was higher in School B where the students
had not been grouped for instructional purposes. The data indicate that
at least among these students in these two schools, grouping ir,er approxi-
mately a four-year period apparently hindered the achievement of the
average and below average pupils, and it did not provide advantages for
the above average or "high" pupils.

Advantages and limitations. The major advantages of the ex post
facto experiment cluster around the simple fact that it makes it possible
to seek answers to certain kinds of questions that otherwise would go
unanswered. The ex post facto pattern in effect compresses time, per-
mitting study of the effect of many years' experience now, rather than
waiting for the experience to happen. In a very real sense, this expresses
a common and regular responsibility of all schools everywhere. Measure-
ments are made and records are kept to predict the probable success of
students in college, in jobs, and as citizens. Grade point averages, academic
experiences, and citizenship marks are used as predictors of future abilities
and accomplishments. These records, if carefully secured and preserved,
can provide the needed data to check the educational procedures which
gave rise to them in the first place.

Of course, the investigator will find it necessary to account for several
factors which might operate to confound the data. He will want to be
sure that the individuals who have undergone different experiences were
comparable before they were exposed to the different experiences in
question. He will want to be sure that the time order and intensity of
exposure to contrasting variables are similar. He will account for some
of the extraneous variables which might have operated during the course
of the experiment. And he will avoid such obviously confounding factors as
comparing an assigned group with a self-selected group. The Auld study,
for example, accounted for factors such as these. But it must be reinem-
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tiered that her study could not do more than approximate the control group-
experimental group design.

The major limitation of the ex post facto experiment is that it, cannot
provide safeguards as adequate as those given by random assignment of
individuals to experimental a ud control groups, control over the extraneous
variables that might operate during the course of the experiment, and
direct manipulation of the experimental variable. In addition, the experi-
menter is limited by the degree of thoroughness and accuracy which un-
known and past record keepers have displayed. And of real concern and
frustration is the danger of encountering "blank spots' where some crucial
data may not have been recorded at all or may have been recorded in an
unusable manner.

In the same sense that the creative investigator may view himself as
one who observes what happens when Ice treats the world as if it would
operate as lie hypothesizes, so he may view himself as one who can plan
(design ) events to facilitate the operation of his hypotheses. Ile devises
ways to control and manipulate conditions to make observations of his
hypotheses-in-action cleiirer and sharper. This calls for ingenuity and in-
vention. It also calls for the recognition of opportunities inherent in the
original problem and its hypotheses in order to exploit new ways to plan
for collecting data or to modify alread known designs which have been
successfully used elsewhere. For instance, Auld employed unusual insight
in employing the ex post facto records in one heterogeneously grouped
school to arrange the children's names in the same manner that they would
have been arranged had they been in a homogeneously grouped school.
In this manner, she contrived a way to control and manipulate conditions
so that her hypothesis could be tested.

It would he a mistake to regard the various designs for conducting
tests of hypotheses as complete, final, or restrictive. The world is wide
open for new and thoughtful ways to plan the conduct of problem solving.
And theoretically, at least, there should be as many different ways to plan
as there arc different problems to he solved and different people to solve
them.

This chapter has presented only five types of "standard" design used
in research. Many more are described in the literature on research methods.
Some are highly complicated and include unduly difficult or impossible
requirements for people engaged in actual situations. Others are purely
statistical, focusing chiefly on mathematical models. But the problem of
design is mainly logical in nature and is only secondarily statistical for
the ordinary investigator. School people would do well to expand grado-
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Figure 5. Types of Experimental Designs

ally their knowledge of the Alternatives suggested by any available design
pattern and then choose the ones most feasible, promising, and flexible
for their own research interests.
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of observations or measurements. We have seen that these data
are more likely to yield credible information and apply to the
answers that we seek when the experiment is guided by adroit

The data resulting from any experiment are usually a collection

hypothe.izing, careful sampling, and insightful pre-planning or
designing. In addition, when we considered variables and probability,
we saw that the testing of hypotheses requires four t pCS of evidence:

) concomitant variation, or evidence that the independent variable (cause)
and the dependent variable (effect) are associated; 2) time sequence, or
evidence that the dependent variable did not mour before the independent
variable; 3) internal control, or evidence ruling out other factors as possible
influences; and 4) probability, or allowance for the operations of chance
or sampling errorinstead of the deliberutely introduced independent vari-
ableto have produced the effects that we obst rye in an actual experiment.

Miring and after the collection of data, it is necessary to analyze them
in terms of the four types of evidence which lend reliability to the con-
clusions reached. Logical analyses apply quite handily to the first three
types of evidence. But the fourth type of evidence, allowing for the
operations of chance, can very seldom be ascertained by simple direct
inspection of the data or by logical analyses of them. Statistics provides
the methodology whereby this can be done.

NONPARAMITRIC AND PARAMETRIC MITNODS

The fundamental statistical problem arises when we try to see if one
variable produces a change in another variable in a situation where the
latter spontaneously changes due to the influence of other causal factors
which are commonly termed "chance." In other words, starting with a
mathematical model for random variation, we ask what the chances are
of drawing two separate samples whose mean or median difference is as
great or greater than the difference obtained from an actual experiment.
If the chances are small (say one in a hundred) of obtaining a difference
of this magnitude from two random samples drawn from the same parent
population, we may tend to regard favorably the likelihood that the actual
difference is due to the effect of the independent variable which was
deliberately introduced into the, experiment. But if this likelihood is con-
siderably greater (say fifteen, twenty, or more in a hundred), we dismiss
the difference as easily due to chance. Of course, this reasoning involves
the assumption that the variance in the population ur samples with which
we are dealing in an actual experiment is normally distributed, as it is
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in the mathematical model. If it notand it often is notthen .nsti-
fication for the comparison is serionslv questionable.

Because such assumptions are often unsuitable in practice, and be-
cause the requisite conditions on the assumption of "normalcy" in the
distribution of sample or population scores either are not met or are tin-
testable, increasing attention has recently been paid to the newer statistical
tests that do not depend upon such assumptions and conditions. These
are the nonparametric or "distribution-free" tests. Some nonparametric
techniques are called "ranking tests" or "order tests." and then titles suggest
their characteristics.

The customary "standard" techniques of statistical inference are based
os, several strong assumptions about the nature of the population from
which the scores were drawn. For example, a technique of inference may
be based on the assumption (seldom tested) that the scores were drawn
from a normally distributed (bell-shaped) population. These population
values are called "parameters"a mathematical term indicating variables
entering into any distribution where the possible values of the variable
correspond to the distribution. Because c f this, the usual statistical tech-
niques are called parametric. That is. parametric techniques are tied
closely to the shape of the distribution of scores or observations. When
using parametric tests, we arrive at conclusions which may he valid if the
assumptions regarding the chap of the population are valid.

Nonparametric or distribution-free techniques require fewer quali-
fications and assumptions regarding the shape of the population. In test-
ing hypotheses about a control group and an experimental group, the
comparison is between distributions and not between parameters. When
using nonparametric tests, we arrive at conclusions which may be valid
regardless of the shape of the population values.

Several disadvantages and advantages of nonparametric methods have
been pointed to by Lincoln E. Moses." Paraphrasing the Moses treatment,
we may compare on several counts distribution-free techniques and normal-
distribution techniques. This may provide a rather quick summary of
reasons why nonparametric techniques seem reasonably well fitted to re-
search projects undertaken in individual school systems, individual schools,
and individual classrooms.

Dloodvoolopoo of woopormootric methods. 1. Nonparametric tests
applied to normal datarather than normal-theory tests--are wasteful of
data. The degree of wastefulness is measured by the "power efficiency"
of a nonparametric test when compared with a similar parametric test.
"Power" can be defined as the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis
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when the alternative (research) hypothesis is true.
If, for example, a test has 80 per cent efficiency, this means that

where the data are from a normal distribution, the appropriate classical
test would lx' just as effective with a sample of 20 per cent smaller size.
In this way, "efficiency" (a mathematical test of statistical tests, both
parametric and nonparametric) expresses the relative merits of the non-
parametric test and the classical test under conditions where the normal
test is correct, It does not, however, tell us how the tests will compare
on non-normal data.

2. For large samples, some of the nonparametric methods require a
great amount of labor.

3. Writing in 1952 and 1954, Moses listed as another disadvantage
the fact that the nonparametric tests and tables of significance values were
widely scattered in the periodical literature. Since 1954 this objection has
been largely overcome through the publication of several quite usable
books which contain both the methodology and the necessary tables.
Among these are:

Wilfred J. Dixon and Frank J. Massey, Jr. Introduction to Statistical
Analysis.' New York: McGraw-Hill, 1957.

Norville M. Downie and Robert W. Heath. Basic Statisti ql Methods.
New York: Harper & Brothers, 1959.

George A. Ferguson. Statistical Analysis in Psychology and Edu-
cation. New York: McGraw -Hill, 1959.

Sidney Siegel. Nonparametric Statistics f^r the Behavioral Sciences.
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1956. ( This book, entirely given over to
nonparametric tests, contains a very large collection of appropriate
tables of significance values.)

Merle W. Tate and Richard Clelland. Nonparametric and Shortcut
Statistics. Danville, Illinois: Interstate Printers and Publishers, 1957.

The appearance of the literature on nonparametric statistics has been
matched by the spread of knowledge and the use of distribution-free
methods. Just a decade or so ago, nonparametric techniques seemed to
be the exclusive property of mathematical statisticians in both this country
and England. Since that time, researchers in many theoretical and applied
fields of knowledgepsychology, agriculture, sociology, biology, education
have learned to use these newer techniques.
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Advontogos of nonparoottric nwthods. I. If samples are very small
(as small as six or fewer members), there is no alternative to a
noliparametric test.

2. If the sample consists of observations from several different popu-
lations (aid perhaps a different number of cases in each siibsample 1, there
mav be a suitable nonparametric treatment.

3. In certain cases, data can only be taken as "better" or "worse,"
or "gain" or "loss." That is, an obsenation can only be expressed as a
phis or minus. Obviously., the classical tests are not applicable to such
data, but some distribution-free tests are.

4. If the data arc inherently in the nature of rank, not measnrements,
they can be treated directly by nonparametric methods without assuming
some special shape for the underlying distribution.

5. Whatever may he the shape of the distribution from which the
sample has been drawn, a nonparametric test of a specified significance
level actually has that exact significance level.

6. Nonparametric methods are nsually much more understandable
and much easier to apply than the classical techniques. Pencil and scratch
paper will do quite adequately for most calcnlations, and there is much
less need for electronic computers. Possibly this is one of the strongest
arguments for these methods in the case of investigators who must spend
something less than full time on research activities and without the aid of
expensive calculators.

MEASUREMENT SCALES

At this point, the nature of the data with which the behavioral sciences,
including education, most deal is very much to the point. The operations
allowable on a given set of scores are dependent on the level of measure-
ment which has been achieved. The theory of measurement consists of
a series of levels or scales of measurement: 1) nominal, 2) ordinal, 3) in-
terval, and 4) ratio,

The nominal scale consists of numbers or other symbols which are
used to identify and name groups to which various persons or objects
belon,;. Identifying boys and girls as B and G (or 1 and 2) is an example
of min., a nominal scale.

The ordinal scale assigns numerals to objects which are rank-ordered
with respect to some characteristic. Thu persons or objects can he ranked
starting with the highest score, and then proceeding to the next highest,
and so on until the lowest score is reached. Or the ranking can start with
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the lowest score, proceed to the next lowest, and so on until the highest
score is reached. Thus, the rink of students in a graduating class, or the
order of students from high to low on examination questions correctly
answered, gives us an ordinal scale.

The interval scale defines a unit of measurement such that a difference
of one scale value is equal to ..inv other one scale value. Dates on a calen-
dar, degrees on a thermohieter, or carefully constructed standard achieve-
ment test scores may approximate an interval scale.

The ratio scale is an interval scale which starts at an absolute zero
point, so that it is correct to speak of one scale value as being twice, or
three times, etc., as large as another. Thus, weight of objects expressed as
pounds, or ounces, or grams has a true zero point, and the ratio between
any two points is independent of the unit of measurement. But IQ scores,
for example, are not ratio measurements since there is no such quantity
as 0 19, and an IQ of 120 does not simply indicate twice as much intelli-
gence as an IQ of 60.

The major point to be served by this rapid consideration of measure-
ment scales is that typically in the behavioral sciences, our measurements
are unavoidably crude and inexactcompared with the physical sciences,
for instance. It may he illustrative to consider that ratio scales are rarely
achieved in the behavioral sciences. Thus, research in education is left
with three types of usable scales: nominal, ordinal, and interval. Non-
parametric tests are most useful with the first two types of measurements,
in the order listed, and to some extent with the third type. Parametric
tests are most useful with interval scale level of measurements and pro-
gressively less useful with ordinal and nominal levels of measurement. To
the extent that the bulk of our judgments, scores,. and measurements in
education cluster around the nominal and ordinal scales, distribution-free
techniques increase our research equipment and flexibility.

STATING AND EVALUATING THE NULL HYPOTHESIS

When we have secured the desired evidence, as expressed in terms of
any measurement scale, we then proceed to evaluate it in regard to levels
of significance. We will next consider what is meant by -significance,- and
how this level is determined in actual situations.

It has been stressed repeatedly in this publication that the job of
statistical studies is to handle the problem of the null hypothesis (the
hypothesis that the results obtained for the differt ice between two or
more groups is not due to the deliberately introduced independent vari-
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able, but is due to an error or accident of sampling). Evidence is 1. ,M not
to "prove" some positive hypothesis (a logical impossibility) but to pro-
gressively "disprove" or discredit the null hypothesis.

LINOS of signifkonce. In the application of a statistical test of the
evidence, we are interested in determininn if the observed deviation be-
tween two groups is too large to be accounted for by chance. The statis-
tical model that we select will enable us to calculate the probability that
the results we observe might be attributed to chance. The statistical tables
which accompany the model will allow us to read directly the "significance"
of the evidence produced by an actual experiment. If the probability is
small that chance variation might have produced the results we observe
(say 5 out of 100 repeated times) then we an reject the mill hypothesis
(Ho) and accept the research or alternative hypothesis (III). On the
other hand, if the probability is too large that chance might have produced
our observed results (say 25 out of 100 repeated times) then we fail to
reject the null hypothesis and, of course, we cannot accept the research
hypothesis.

Customarily, the research worker states ahead of time at what level
of significance he will reject his mill hypothesisthe amount of risk he is
willing to take. If he decides it, advance that all decisions will be made
at the 1 per cent level, he merely disiegaids other results, such as a differ-
ence being significant at the 5 or 10 per cent level. It should be noted
that there is nothing sacred, other than custom, about the 1 and 5 per cent
levels. There may be situations in which an individual is willing to operate
at the 10 per cent level or more. Note, however, that when we reject the
null hypothesis at the 1 per cent level, we have I chance in 100 of being
wrong in that decision; at the 5 per cent level, we have 5 chances in 100;
and at the 10 per cent level, we have 10 chances in 100 of being wrong
in the decision.

Decision theory. The choosing of the level at which we will reject
the null hypothesis is known as decision theory. There is a rather ex' Ave,
and sometimes puzzling, body of literature dealing with the -actions
advisable when deciding that a mil. ; I iesis is false (J».1 quently
rejecting it) or deciding that it is true (ailing to rejt Rut the
operational qualities of decision maki.. ' e, related clo.1/4 the con-
sequences of accepting and acting up; ,e knowledge d( rived from
research projects, and this is not obscure, nor is it mathematical or
puzzling.

In this context, deciding is contingent upon the nature of the risks,
or values, which are involved. For example, much interest has been evi-
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dented in regard to "curative" drugs for cancer. It is quite understandable
that people who might prescribe and use such drugs insist upon experi-
mental evidence secured at a very high level of significance, such as .001
(1 chance in 1,000 of being wrong), or at an even more extreme level. The
consequences involved in the general use of such a medicine, tested under
conditions where assumed curative properties might too ersily be due to
chance, are that other treatments tend to be stopped, and the results
may be disastrous. On the other hand, an experiment concerned with
temporary or minor changes in diet can safely afford to be based on a
decision to use a much larger significance levelsay the 5 or 10 per cent
level. The chances are reasonably good that something useful will be
learned and, at the very least, serious and lasting injury will not be the
result.

In other words, "truth" is a relative matter. The evidence at our
disposal is always partial, incomplete, and to some extent, tentative. This
is part of the reason for saying that "proof" of a positive hypothesis is a
logical impossibility; there is always some room for doubt, no matter how
mud. Also, what is "good enough" for one purpose may not at all be
sufficient for another. And different persons who intend to use the results
of certain research projects may be willing to -pt or not accept the
findings as "good enough" at differing levels of significance. An investi-
gator cannot foresee all of the situations and circumstances in which his
finciings might be relevant. Since this is true, he may be exceeding his
responsibility and right to pre-judge the matter fve other people by setting
a decision point in advance of experimentationa decision point on one
side of which the results will be declared "significant" and on the other
side, "not significant." Of course, the experimenter is free to use his find-
ings as he sees fit, but he would show more consideration and courtesy if
he would simply indicate his findings as "significant at the % level,"
and leave decisions regarding the use of his findings to those interested in
reading his report.

Werini to hoods this nuN hypothesis. In stating and evaluating the
null hypothesis, there is one more area of information that is essential to
statistical testing and to reading the tables of significance which have
been prepared for the various statistical models. This area of information
is concerned with two different ways to state and handle the null hypothesis,
depending upon the researcher's purpose and state of knowledge on the
problem being investigated. The two ways for handling the null hypothesis
may be illustrated through reference to two broad sets of conditions sur-
rounding all research investigations.
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The first condition involves those instances wherein we are able to
predict what kind of differences we will find between experimental and
control groupsfor instance, that experimental scores will he higher or
lower than control scores. The research (alternative) hypothesis makes
the prediction, say, that experimental group scores will be higher. The
appropriate null hypothesis would he that experimental group scores will
be equal to or less than those of the control group.

The second condition involves those instances in which we are

One.toileil test a 5% level
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trving to find out it there is a difference between the two groups.
Perhaps we do not know enongh to predict the direction of the difference,
or perhaps ow interests will he satisfied if we simply find that the two
groups differ in any respect. This time our research hypothesis would l
that the experimental group scores will differ from the control group
scores (either higher or lower). The appropriate null hypothesis would
he that of no difference.

In thaw instances where, on the basis of theory, previous experience,
or other cues, we are able to predict the direction of difference, we make
what is called a one-tailed test. Ir those instances where we are not able
or do not wish to predict .ore than that there will he a difference, we
make what is called a two-tailed test. These two terms refer to the tails
of the distribution, as shown in Figures 6 and 7.

Suppose that we set up an experiment using a new radirg technique.
We select two groups: the control group which is taught by one of the
conventional eading methods, and the experimental group which is

taught by the new method. We have reason to feel, o i the basis of
newly developed theory and prior r. irch findings, that the experimental
group will score higher on a post-test in reading which is given follcwing
a period of instruction. The mill hypothesis that we test is that the
experimental group will have scores equal to or less than the control group.
But suppose we arc working in an instance in which there is no relevant
theory and in which there are no reports of prior research studies addr-ssed
to this particular problem. Yet we feel that the new method and the con-
ventional method will not yield identical results. Our interest becomes
one of testing for differences between two methodsin any direction. This
time the null hypothesis is that there will he no difference between
experimental and control group scores.

When we use a test statistic to discredit a null hypothesis, we are
using a sampling distribution. This total distribution includes all possible
values that a test statistic can take under the mill hypothesis and is repre-
sented by the curve of that distribution. We are interested in determining
whether the sample we actually observe will yield a value which is among
the values associated Wit! .1 null hypothesis, when it is true. If our ob.
served sample value is located in a very small area of the entire space
included under the curve of the sampling distribution, then we have
reason for rejection. This small area is know .s the a:.en of rejection.

For a one-tailed test at the 5 per cent level, we have all 5 per cent
of the area under the curve in one tail. In using a two-tailed test, we use
both ends of the curve. At the 5 per cent level, we have 2.5 per cent of
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the area in each of the two tails, for a total of 5 per cent.
The tables of significance are worked out for both one-tailed and

two-tailed tests. From them, it is possible to read directly the values re-
quired for significance at several levels (.01, .02, .05 .10, .20, etc.) These
levels correspond to the various areas of rejection under the curve of the
sampling distribution. When the investigator has decided upon his
research design and upon his hypotheses to test, he is able rather quickly
to determine the necessary significance values for either one-tailed or two-
tailed tests of the mill hypothesis.
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nonparametrie tests t Siegel s book presents twilit% -sex lu ), they include
sufficient leewax to permit analysis of most instances enemintered iu
administration and teaching. Figure S identifies the six research conditions
which call for different treatments, and the various statistical tests which
are appropriate in each case. We will next tom to a description of what
is involved in using each of the eleven tests.

THE ONE SAMPLE CONDITION

The Binomial Test is useful when a single population is conceived
as consisting of only two classes. Here we arc dealing with a -head or
tails- situation where, for example, the probability of a coin's landing
heads up is 1 2 and the probability of its landing tails up is also 1 2, so
the proportion (P) to lx expected for obtaining either a head or a tail
when tossing a single coin is also 1 2. But what is to be expected if we
toss 2(1 coins simultaneously? If the mill hypothesis is true, we would
expect to find al ont half of the coins landing heads up and half of them
landing tails up. when tossed a fairly large number of times.

But when we do research, our statistical interest is in determining
the probability of htaining the (mer% ed valuessay 6 heads and 14 tails,
instead of 1(1 heads and 10 tailsin a toss of 2(1 coins. This probability
can be computed by applying the formula for the binomial distribution
which is (p ) ", where p represents the proportion (frequency) of
heads and q the frequency of tails, and n is the number of cases in the
sample ( both heads and tails) . The binomial expansion can lw computed
to determine how often a sample as unusual as the one observed would
come from some hypothesized population wherein we are testing a de-
liberately introduced independent variable (say psychic powers of the
coin-tosser).

However, binomial probabilities for various combinations of two-class
events have conveniently been tabled, and from one of the tables we can
read directly the probability of most actual occurrences. Use of the table
obviates the necessity for computing the hit mnial expansion. The tables
generally let the symbol x equal the smaller number of observed frequen-
cies, and the symbol N equal the total number of frequencies in the
sample. For example, referring hack to our mention of obtaining 6 heads
and 14 tails from a toss of 20 coins,. what is the probability of obtaining
this exact distribution? Ikre x =- 6 and N = 20. The tabled probability
for these values is .058, or significance is reached at slightly more than the
5 per cent level. To continue with these examples of two categories from
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the same population, other tabled values which we might have occasion
to use are: N = 8, 1 1, P (probability ) = .035; 1 ------ 21, x j, P .039;
N = 48, x = 17, P = .030; N = 100, x 41, P ------- .044. As we can see
from these illustrations, some binomial tables allow us to work with sample
sizes between 3 and 100. The tabled significance values are one-tailed.
When a two-tailed test is desired, the significance value is doubled. Thus,
when N = 20 and x = 6, the two-tailed probability is 2(.058) ==-- .116.

There are natural populations in the school world, the measurements
of which may be dichotomized and analyzed through use of the binomial
test. Examples of such categories are: boys and girls, Negro and white,
stars and isolates, teachers and administrators. For such cases, all pos-
sible observations from the population will fall into either one or the
other of the two classifications. When the proportion (frequency) of cases
in each of the two categories equals 1/2, the prepared tables may be
used. When the frequencies in the two categories are not equal to each
other, they may be expressed as proportions and substituted in the formula
for the sampling distribution of the binomial. But to promote simplicity
and parsimony in computational labors, it is generally preferable to select
samples and designs which give an equal number of randomly selected
cases for each of the two classifications.

Tho One Sample Chi Square Test is suitable when the researcher is
interested in the number of subjects in a single sample which fall into
lrious categories or classes. The number of categories may he two or

more. Chi square is a test of the significance of differencesin this case,
differences between categories.

As an illustration, suppose that a congenital right-hander tosses a
coin 100 times with his left hand and keeps track of the results. He ob-
serves that 36 heads and 64 tails appear. We refer to these frequencies as
the observed frequencies. Next we state the null hypothesis that this
distribution does not differ from what we would expect by chance, or
50 heads and 50 tails. They, -,encies are called the expec:ed (or
theoretical) frequencies. Th( ed and the expected frequencies can
be compared through recording them next to each other in what is called
a contingency table, like this:

Table 1. Comparison of Obsisnrod and Expacted Frequoncim in 100 Coin Tosses
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We test our null hypothesis by using the general formula for chi
111111111C:

chi square the sum of:
(observed frequency expected frequency)'

expected frequency

The formula requires that we take each observed frequency, sub-
tract from it the curresponding expected frequency, square the difference,
and divide the result by the expected frequency. The sum of these opera-
tions is chi square: or 36 50 144 196 50 -- 3.92, and 64 50

14' --- 196 50 3.92, and 3.92 f 3.92 -- 7.84, which is the obtained chi
square in this case. We (impure this computed valise with the valises
shown in a table of the' Distriludion of Chi Square. The tabled compari-
son shows that our observations are significant at better than the 1 per
cent level, which equals a chi square value of 6.635. Our computed value
is larger than this, but smaller than the 10.827 required for significance
at the .001 level.

In this illustration, we determined the level of significance by means
of the general formula for chi squaw. We meld have accomplished sub-
stantially the same thing through application of the binomial test. Using
the same frequencies in our contingency table, we we that we have an
N (total freywncis) of HA and an x (the smaller frequency) of 38.
Referring to a tall. of significance values for the binomial distribution, we
find that when N 14$) and x = = 36, P .001.

At this point, we have to he concerned with the tails of the two dis-
tributions if we arc to compare them, The chi square table is computed
for two-tailed tests of the mill hypothesis, and the binomial table is corn-

=one-tailed tests. As we have already seen, we can convert the
values to their two-tailed equivalents by doubling the significance

valises shown in the table. Thos, the tabled value of .an becomes
2(.003) = .000. Our obtained chi square significance level was higher
than the .01 level and something less than the .001 level. This compares
quite favorably with the two-tailed significance level of the binomial test.
In both instances, we can he quite confident that these results are different
from those produced by chance alone.

TN! TWO ISLAM SA OS CONDITION

The lips Tee is the simplest of all the nonparametric tests. Calcu-
lation of the probability of an observed distribution requires nothing more
complicated than the simple counting of positive and negative signs, and
then referring these values to the appropriate table of probabilities. But
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simplicity should not he confused, as frequently happens, with super-ficiality. In the case of the sign test, inure accurate synonyms would be"uninvolved" and "elegant." The clear appeal of this uncluttered test isprobably responsible for its use in agricultural, medical, and physicalresearch.
In many types of investigation, iplantitative measuremeuts cannotIx made, or even a complete ranking of the material may not he possible,but cases edit IW compared in pairs. Thus, experimental and coutrolsubjects can 1w matched in pairs and each subject compared with itscmitrol. The only requirement is for each pair to be matched with resjwctto sex, age, 19, or other relevant characteristics pertinent to the studybeing conducted. As we have noted before, one way of accomplishingthis is to use each subject as his own control. If observations of each paircan reliably indicate even nominal differences such as "better-worm.,"

"faster-slower," "greater-fewer," etc., the sign test is pi,ctienlarlv useful.Of course there may he instances in which we do not have quantita-tive nwuisurenwnts (like teacher-made tests) which result in numericalscores for the two members of a matched pair. For example, in both thenonquantitative and the quantitative comparisons, we may he workingwith a research hypothesis which asserts that the experimental treatmentwill yield results superior to the control treatment. This, of course, callsfor a one-tailed test. The method consists in finding the difference between
an observation or score fora memlwr of the experimental group and thatof his match in the control group, and then counting over all how manyof these differences are positive and how many are negative. When scoresare tied for any pair, the difference is zero. In the event of tied scores, thezeros are dropped from the analysis and the N is reduced. The nullhypothesis, of course, is that we world expect to find about half of the
differences positive and half of them negative. IL is rejected if too fewdifferences of one sign occur.

To illustrate the application of the sign test, imagine that we areworking in an eighteen-teacher ekmentary school. Our problem is toimprove teachers' attitudes about faculty meetings. Bawd upon the in-
volvement principle, we hypothesize that if the teachers plan and conduct
their own meetings, instead of continuing the customary practice of at-
tending "the principal's meeting," they will reflect an increase in satisfac-tion with staff meetings. The null hypothesis would be that we couldexpect about as manv dissatisfactions as satisfactions with the newapproach. To obtain a measurement of feelings, we construct a simple
satisfaction-dissatisfaction scale:
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Below the (flange is made, we ask each teacher to express his feelings
concerning the customary -principal's meeting.- This is done on a pre-
ared sheet of paper. and the sheets are preserved to serve later as

control scores. .After the change is made. we again ask each teacher to
record :us Icelings I% drawing a circle around the x that most nearly
'yres( tits how he feels. The numerical weights( 5) (4) (:3) (2) ( 1 )
do toot nerd to appear on the scale prepared for the teachers, lint the use
Of scale eights s in recording and interpreting the positive and
negatke signs.

This procedure gies us IS matched pairs, and it also gives its a

-before-after with control group- design.
\Inv suppose further that we summarize our data by finding the

difference between the first and second scaled response for each teacher,
taking care to subtract each tinue in the same order ; say second response
minus first response). Ito line with our research hypothesis, positive and
negative differences will indicate increases and decreases in satisfaction.
When we record .air findings, assume they look like this:

Table 2. Positive, Negative, and Zero Signs for 18 Teachers

Sudiss *as %Om

1

a

a
ti

Bv counting these signs, we observe that 2 teachers showed no change
een the t wo treatments (0). They are dropped from analysis, and

the is reduced to 16. There are 4 negative signs, and these are repre-
sented by the symbol x. Consulting a table of distribution for the sign

Si
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test, we observe that for N = 16 and x 4, the level of significance is
.038, or the null hypothesis can be rejected at slightly more than the
3 per cent level (one-tailed).

It should he apparent that what we were doing is analogous to the
binomial test, and that in effect we were seeking the probability of tossing
4 tails (or heads) out of 16 tosses of a coin. But the sign test permits us
to deal with a two sample condition, instead of simply a one sample case,
and this introduces us to the classical and most often used circumstance
in the entire range of research design and statistical analysis.

THE TWO INDEPENDENT SAMPLES CONDITION

The Mean -Whitney U Test is one of the most powerful of the non-
parametric tests. "Power" here refers to the relative efficiency of this
statistic in rejecting the mill hypothesis when that hypothesis is false. And
the null hypothesis tested by the Mann-Whitney U Test is that the two
independently drawn groups are samples from the same population.

This test is used with independently drawn groups, and the size of
the two groups need not he the same (although it may be). It is used to
test the difference between the distributions of scores trir the two groups,
or the difference between two methods or treatments applied to the
members of an experimental group and a control group. Scores must be
expressed at least in ordinal measurement scales to permit ranking. In
fact, this is one of the most frequently used nonparanAric "rank tests."

The procedure is quite forthright and uncomplicated. %Vhen measure-
ment has been achieved for both the experimental and control groups, the
scores of both groups are ranked together in one composite distribution
from low to high, assigning the rank of 1 to the score which is algebraically
lowest (if negative scores are present ), rank 2 to the next lowest, and so
forth until all scores receive a rank. Tied scores are assigned the average of
the tied ranks. During this joint ranking, it is important to retain the identi-
fication of each score as E (experimental group) or C (control group).

The next step requires that the two groups be separated, each score
now being assigned the rank determined for it in the composite distribution.
The smaller of the two groups is identified by the symbol ni, and this
may be either the experimental or the control group. The larger of the
two groups is labeled n2, and of course may be either the E or C group.

Next, the ranks for each of the two groups are summed. The symbol
RI is used for the sum of ranks for the ni (smaller) group, and the symbol
R2 signifies the sum of ranks for the n2 (larger) group.
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When the values of n1, n2, RI, and R. are known, the value of Ir may
be determined. This is done through making substitutions in two formulas.
The two formulas yield different values for U. It is the smaller of these
two values that is used to detemine significance. The symbol 1'1 is used
to represent the smaller value, and the symIxd 1.72 denotes the larger value.

The method for determining the significance of the observed value
of Ul depends on the size ( number of cases) in the n2 group. Tables have
been prepared for one-tailed and two-tailed tests of n2 3 to n2 = 20.
For n2 groups from 3 to 8, exact probabilities are tabled; for n2 groups
between 9 and 20, critical values of 1.7 are tabled; and for n2 groups larger
than 20, an approximate test based on the normal curve is available. It
has been shown that when ni and n2 are larger than 20, the sampling
distribution of U rapidly approaches the normal distribution.

The Median Test will provide information on whether two independ-
ent groups have been drawn from populations with the same median. It
is applied when individuals are assigned to the two groups (and conse-
quently to two experimental treatments) at ran tom instead of by mauirling
as is the case with the sign test. The null hypothesis states that the two
groups are from populations with the same median. The research hypothe-
sis may be that the median of one group is different from that of the
other (two-tailed) or that the median of one group is higher than that of
the other (one-tailed). The number of individuals in each of the two
independent groups does not necessarily have to he the same.

The procedure closely follows the intent of the test. The idea is to
Compare the numbers of individuals in each group whose scores are above
the median score of both groups ranked together and the number of indi-
viduals whose scores fall at or below the composite median. If the two
groups are samples from populations with the same median, we would
expect about half of each group to have scores above the composite me-
dian and about half to have scores below this median.

To perform the median test, we first determine the median for the
combineu scores of both groups. Customarily, this is accomplished by
ranking the scores from lowest score to highest score (or vice ersa) .

The median is that value which has as many cases below it as there are
cases above it. There are just as many cases with values below the median
as there are cases with values above the median. When there is an even
number of cases, the median is the value halfway between the two central
numbers. For example, if we had an N of 40, and central numbers of 19
and 20, the median would be 19.5. To permit ranking, the scores must
be expressed in at least an ordinal scale.
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Next Nve vomit the number of scores alio% e the joint median for each
of the two groups and the number of scores which fall at or below the
median for each of the two groups. These %allies are entered in a 2 2
or fourfold contingency table such as the 10110%014'

Tablet 3. 2 2 Contingency Table Showing Placement of Frequencies and Totals

Imp I *p N 8.21108 took

Atm she Mediae kf -f-b)
At or Wow Ns Iihmllos

Ile 4- 41)

No +00.beim Iwo Noels Teo& est +4 004-0 to + Is)

If both group I and group II are samples from populations with the
same median, we would expect frequencies a and e to he about equal, and
frequencies b and (I to be about equal. The significance of discrepancies
from this expectation can lw determined by sobstituting the observed values
derived from an actual experiment for the letters a. b, e, and d in the
contingency table, and then calculating the value Of chi square. A formula
is available for this purpse which lends itself to machine computation
and which avoids the necessity of calculating expected fretpietiies. This
is not the general formula for chi square which was used in connection
with the one sample chi square test, and it may be used only in the instance
of data which can be set iv) in a 2 2 or fourfold contingenev table such
as the one just presented for the median test.

If a two-tailed test of the data is desired, we use a table for the Dis-
tribution of Chi Square to determine the level of significance. This is
done directly because the chi square table of significance values is put up
in terms of a two-tailed distribution. If a one-tailed (directional) test is
desired, we halve the level of significance shown in the table. For ex-
ample, according to the table of significance, an obtained value of chi
square of 2.706 or more (and less than 3.841) is significant at the .10
level for a two-tailed test. Halving this, we have .10 2 = .05 for the signifi-
cance level of a one-tailed test. It is important to note that a one-tailed
chi square test is permissible only in the instance when a 2 X 2 or fourfold
contingency table has been employed as a way to set up the data. All chi
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square tests which deal with more than two groups or more than two
classifications must follow the general procedures for two-tailed hypotheses
and decisions. It is not possible to convert chi square contingency tables
larger. than 2 2 to one-tailed tests.

We will next turn to the chi square two independent samples test
and take a brief look at 1) determining expected frequencies; 2) further
use of the general formula for calculating the value of chi square; and
3) using the significance table for the Distribution of Chi Square.

The Chi Square Test for Two Independent Samples may he used to
determine the. significance of differences between two independent groups.
This test may be used when the data can be expressed as frequencies
(number of cases) in separate classifications (discrete subgroups of the
total sample), and all cases can he accounted for among the classifications.
The measurement involved may be as simple as nominal scaling, or ordinal
and interval scaled data may be used if desired. Numbers of cases in the
two groups and in the several classifications do not necessarily have to be
the same.

The research hypothesis to be tested usually is that the two groups
differ in respect to some characteristic, and therefore in respect to the
number of cases which fall into the separate classifications. To test this
hypothesis, we count the number of cases from each group which fall
into the various classifications, and for each classification, compare the
proportion of cases in one group with the proportion of cases in the other
group. To do this, we use the general formula for chi square exactly as
it was presented for the one sample chi square test.

But now we are faced with two procedures, in addition to the use
of the general formula, which were not pointed out in the description of
the one sample case. The first procedure concerns a method for deter-
mining expected frequencies, and the second procedure concerns the
calculation of what is called "degrees of freedom" which is necessary to
the use of the Distribution of Chi Square table of significance values.

To illustrate these procedures, a simple example of a research problem
involving chi square will be given. We will be using the general chi
square formula which directs that we take each observed frequency, sub-
tract from it the corresponding expected frequency, square the difference,
and divide the result by the expected frequency. The sum of all these
resulting quotients is chi square.

Suppose that we wished to test differences between the 43 sixth grade
girls and 52 sixth grade boys 95) of one elementary school in
regard to their preferences for science, dramatics, and band. This school
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maintains a schedule of clubs which the children inav elect for three
meetings per week under faculty guidance. We wish to test whether girls
and boys differ with respect to their interests in these three clubs, as
expressed br their elective affiliation with one of tlrem. We set up a
Frequency count of the lumber of girls selecting each club and the num-
ber of boys selecting each club:

-

Table 4. and Boys' Choices of Interest Clubs

The null hypothesis would he that sex is independent of interest: i.e.,
that the proportion of girls selecting each club is the same as the pro-
portion of bovs selecting each club when the total membership of all three
clubs is considered. But it is necessary to determine the expected frequency
for each count tabulated above.

To do this, for each observed frequency recorded above, we multiply
the two totals in the margins common to a particular frequency, and then
divide this product by the grand total, N, to obtain the expected frequency.
For example, the observed frequency of girls selecting the science club-
is 12. The total in the right-band margin which is common to 12 is 44.
the total in the bottom margin which is common to 12 is 43, and N = 95.
So we have 44 X 43 = , 1892, and 1892 .95 .== 1P.9. Hence, we have an ob-
served frequency of 12 and an expected frequency of 19.9. In the case of
the number of boys who selected the band club. we mziltiplv 15 X 52 (the
two totals in the margins common to 6) and divide this product by 95, or
780 95 = 8.2. Ve continue to do this same multiplication and division until
we have determined an expected frequency for every observed frequency.
At this point, it may he pertinent to interrupt with the observation that
the expected frequencies amount to a numerical statement of the null
hypothesis: these are the frequencies we would have had if there had been
no differences.

When we have the observed and the expected frequencies, we can
complete the chi square calculation which directs its to subtract each
expected frequency (E) from its corresponding observed frequency (0),
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square the difference, and divide lip the expected frequency. The results
f this operation for all pairs of observed and expected freqoe»eies are
slimmed, and this is chi square.

When subtracting, the expected from the observed frequencies, some-
times the difference is a negative number. Hut this causes no difficulty
because the next step is to square the difference, and negative numbers
conveniently disappear. The square of an number, positive or negative,
is always positive.

The complete set of steps in the computation of chi square for ow
problem concerning sixth grade clubs follows:

Tab!, 5. Calculation of Chi Square for Data of Table 4
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To determine the level of significance for any obtained chi square
value, it is necessary to compute the ,degrees of freedom associated with
that value. Chi square is really a family of distributions: that is, there is
a different sampling distribution for every value of degrees of freedom.
The significance table for the Distrilmtion of Chi Square lists the various
numbers of degrees of freedom (usually from I to .30 vertically down
the left-hand column of the table. When we know the degrees of free-
dom (df), we read horizontally into the table opposite the appropriate
listing where we find a row of chi square values. If an observed value Of
chi square is equal to or greater than the value given in the table for a
particular level of significance, at a particular df. then IL may he rejected
at that level of significance.
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How is the number of degrees of freedom calculated? In any con-
tingency table comimsed of R rows (classifications) and C columns (groups),
the number of degrees of freedom is given by (R 1) (C 1). In our
example, we have three rows (science, dramatics, and hand) and two
columns (girls and bovs). Thus R 3 and C = 2. The number of degrees
of freedom is (3 1) (2 1), or 2 \' 1 v 2. We are working at 2 df and
this enables us to refer to the table for the Distribution of Chi Square to
determine the level of significance. In our example, the obtained value of
chi square was 10.67. At 2 df this value is larger than the tabled value
of 9.210 which is significant at the .01 level. but less than the tabled value
of 13.815 required for significance at the .001 level. Hence we may decide
to reject the null hypothesis at slightly better than the .01 level. We may
conclude that there is a difference in girls' interests and hors' interests as
expressed by our data.

For a contingency table composed of two rows and two columns,
referred to as a 2 '< 2 or fourfold table, the number of degrees of freedom
is (2 1) (2 1), or 1 1 1 The 2 2 table is a special case always
having df ------ 1. You will recall that this set -up is essential to the median
test, and that it represents the Angle instance wherein chi square can he
converted to a one-tailed (directional) test.

THE MORE THAN TWO RELATED SAMPLES CONDITION

The Friedman Two-Way Analysis of Variance by Ranks is useful
for testing the significance of differences among three or more related
groups. The null hypothesis to be tested is that three or more samples
have been drawn from the same population or populations with the same
median. The restriction is that the several groups must each consist of
matched individuals, and this of course results in the same number of
inch% kiwis or groups in each sample. The matching may he achieved by
the researcher's selecting three or more groups of subjects matched on
certain relevant variables (age, IQ, sex, socio-economic status, etc.) and
then randomly assigning each individual or group to one of several experi-
mental situations.

The data are arranged in a two-way table containing rows (which
correspond to the individuals or groups selected for study) and columns
(which correspond to the experimental situations). Thus, we work with
a table of N rows and C whims. For example, if one wished to study
the differences in learning achieved under four different teaching methods,
N sets of four matched students might be selected, and one student from
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each set vould be assigned to method I, another from each set to method
11, another from each set to method 111, ;Ind the fourth to method :V.
Suppose that we wish to study the scores of six groups tinder the tour
teaching methods or sitnations. Each group contains four matched stu-
dents, One !wing assigned at random to each of the four situations. Further
suppose that the scores for this study are those given in Table 6.

Table 6. Scores of Six Matched Groups Taught by Four Methods
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To analyze these data using the two-way analysis of variance by ranks,
we rank the observations in each row from 1 to 4, giving the lowest score
in each row the rank of I, the next lowest the rank of 2, and so forth.
For example, the limr observations in the top row of Table 6 are 22, 14, 6,
and 19. These replaced by ranks 4, 2, 1, and 3. The ranks in each
column ( situations) are dull summed, thus obtaining the data in Table 7.

Table 7. Ranks of Six Groups Taught by Four Methods
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If the samples (columns) have been drawn from the same population.
the ranks in each column will he a random arrangement of the numbers 1.
2, 3, and 4. Under these circumstances. the sum of ranks for columns will
tend to be the same, or nearly so. But if the subjects' scores have been
dependent on the various teaching methods (situations). then the rank
totals will vary from one column to another. If the totals differ signifi-
cantly, then IL may he rejected.

The formula to he applied to the column sums of ranks is Friedman's
chi square test. The values given by the Friedman formula are distributed
approximately as chi square with df = C (columns) 1. In our example
we were working with 4 columns, or df = 4 1 = 3.

The general table for the Distribution of Chi Square can be used when
the number of rows (N) and columns (C 1 is not too small. For very small
N and C, a table of exact probabilities is available for C = 3, N = 2 to 9;
and for C = 4, N -- 2 to 4.

When the investigator is working with individuals not organized into
groups, it is feasible to substitute individual subjects for groups in record-
ing row scores. In such an instance, the same sample of N individuals is
tested under each one of a number of different experimental conditions,
and matching is achieved. Here N equals the total number of subjects
(rows) and C equals the number of different experimental conditions
(columns ). The procedure is the same as that just described for the
case of groups randomly assigned to various situations.

Because the Friedman test, by definition, is always concerned with
more than one degree of freedom (three or more groups), the sampling
distribution of chi square always is analyzed by a two-tailed test. Hence,
the research hypothesis is capable of predicting an over-all difference, but
not the direction of that difference.

THE MORE THAN TWO INDEPENDENT SAMPLES CONDITION

When three or more groups or situations are to he compared in an
experiment, it is helpful to use a statistical test which will indicate whether
there is an over-all difference among the groups or situations being studied.
If an over-all difference of sufficient magnitude is found to permit rejec-
tion of Ho, then any pair of samples may be picked out to test the signifi-
cance of the difference between them. Otherwise, the two-tailed nature
of testing three or more samples approaches scientific value chiefly as a
hypothesis generator for more explicit (one-tailed) tests and decisions.
We have just considered procedures for testing three or more random sam-
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Table 11. Of and Expected Pregnancies of Scores for Four Groan

WI* Ithese. Jets, we proceed &sorel to compute' chi .iielar as we
doil in hir ore of two incl.-prudent semples. The obtained doe of chi
ingssare cal Mold from this table is 8.2$ The 'amino of got. cif freedom
is (4 I 2 1) 3. The tabled sable of chi square repaired for sig-
milicance at the 5 per cent level is 7.ft5, The observed slaw is slightis
more the this, and we may conclude. that an over-all ( two - tailed i differ-
eace eisims ammo' the four groups.

Thodlld-Squere Teat for NSA as Two In n/ fammples is a
straightforward extension of the chi rare test foe two independent sa-
ples. In general, the test is the same. for two independent groups and
three or more grips.

The null hypothesis is that the C works of frequencies or proportions
have come from the same or identical popedations. This hypothesis ma,
he tested by applying the getieral rum& for chi square where each
observed frequency, or proportion, boo. lobtracted from it the correspond-
ing expected or theoretical (reviews OP diflemace is squalor and then
divided by the expected frequeacy: awdt ai resulting quotients mge summed
to yield the value of chi square. As in She chi square test low two inde-
pendent samplok the data (freirencies or proportions) are -glowered into
an A ( rose) a C (columns) cerise...m tables of discolor categories.
These data may he expressed is terr of nominal or animal scales.

For earipie, suppose that we are retested In testing the dilletences
in children* 19 wows, grade level by Rode level, in one Amor airy school.
We can sect up a contingency table as* xis columns repressor% the six
grade levels in the school. Then we caw categorize the pomade range of
IQ scores en increases of ten-pohd hotervals, sad enter sews such cate-
gories in the rows of the table. The blank table might look lie this:

111
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Toole U. A Mark Cmolimpecy Tebbe for 10 Scalps by Grad* levels 145

H -re we ow working with a %Iv% urge contingency tab& which is

6 ii size. T h e d e g r e e n r a f freedom.: (6 1 ) (7 1 I. or 3111 There
are 42 cells in die table, ama for the titierrved frequetsey Nrft'smsral in each
of them, an expected fretpseac most he calculated through manipulating
the totals in the margins. (Neviamil.. the amount of labor is increased for
a problem of this size. but the paseedure remains the same as that pre-
viousl presented for two imiepeadrat samples.

For this use of chi squaw. six separate independent swivel."' are being
tested simultaneously for an over-all difference between than The test
is two-tailed. It will enable the ingator to determine the signifirance
of any difference detected. but of came will not, b. *self. indicate the
location of that difference.

in MAIM CONION111111

Up to this rent, we haw hero eon ernes chiefly with die affect of a
.inpfte independent variable. We nom onownider the proldem of simermissing
the degree of simultaneous or communism* variation of two variables. The
data under cosuishwation colonist of pow of measurements. For example,
the data may he measures of hoth IMO* and weight of children, or meas-
ures of both intelligence and scholastic performance. The essential feature
of the data is that one obsernation can he paired with anciaber ohservatk*i
for each member of the group. This tare of data has two closely related
features: -weisiion and ps iliction. Catenation is contented with the
degree of relation between two variables. Prediction is concerned with
estimating the extent of one variable from the knowledge of another.

Th lipsamem esseit flies iUIu t Coelfisient was one of the earliest
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statistics based On ranks and ts Tr» Of the best known today. It is what
is known as a "product-numieuf correlation coefficient and is similar
to the esteemed (and inure digitoodt1 Pep,..on correlational method. And
the Spearman formula enjoys Assarional advantages of its own. In many
situations where ranking metoiras are used, quantitative measurements
are not possible. For example colidren nun be ranked by teachers on
social adjustment, friendliness. atiorr qualitative factors. In such cases,
the data are comprised of sets or mamma tomoisers (first. second, third, etc.) .

Or, if the data are expressed trou. t* cardinal numbers one, two, three,
etc.), they may be used dimwit

Coefficients of correlation igen% evitillomallv defined to take the values
f 1. 0, and 11. These Indic-o. II th, ,ititier given_ a perfect positive.

neutral, and perfect negative irloadaiis lietwers the two s ariables. And the
degrees of relation are alwas s ....forssed as decimal fraction of 1.

The Spearman formula dwret..ow t.. «bake a list of the talbjects. Nest
to each soibfeces entry, his rams tor ttiee \ vim:able is recorded, and his
rank for the tariable is retsmuliet TIN dilierener between these two
ranks is recorded. This diailtiriore r Noilikeed In the letter d. Then

d is squared t.) obtain a eilisono id fawn the d": eolumn is summed.
When we know the values of V se.0 subjects 1 and d2, the coeffi-
ient of correlation can be ettospard. The tormila curtains these steps

in times for sutra of (12
Coefficient one whole mantis.- Nye., in .sample N) `

T.W. 13. Ronk Order Caealieduew Oidemean Seeding and Aritlintear
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Statistical Teas

By way of illustration, one investigator was interested in the strength
of the relationship between achievement in reading and achievement in
arithmetic. The scores of ten eighth grade students in both areas were
selected at random. The results are shown in Table 13.

There are significance tables available for the rank correlation proce-
dure. In this case, the coefficient of correlation computed from the Spear-
man formula is .722. Reference to a table of significance values shows that
for an N of 10, this coefficient of correlation is significant at the .0.e4 level.
We may conclude that proficiency in reading is significantly associated
with proficiency in arithmetic.

As we have seen, the selection of an appropriate statistical test is
related to the research conditions which determine the operational defini-
tions of the variable involved and the questions which can be asked of the
data. Different research conditions call for different statistical tests. The
nature of the population from which the sample was drawn, the way in
which the scores were obtained, the kind of scaling which was employed
to express the scoresthese are among the considerations which must be
taken into account in choosing an appropriate test.

While this chapter has not discussed all of the available noaparametric
tests, the eleven which have been presented are sufficient to permit analysis
under most conditions found in school administration and teaching. The
investigator, of course, must exercise wisdom in selecting the test and in
applying it to his data. No amount of statistical sophistication can substi-
tute for good judgmeni.
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To say that all reseaseh projects should eventually be reduced
to words and symbols would be to run the risk of appearing
pedantic and tedious_ Certainly, the custom of premmurely
rushing ideas and experiences into writing is thoolish and
frespiently discouraging. Formal verbalization of ideas and

findings which have mit been refined through a period of intellectual
gestation amosints to little more than the embalming of primula, concepts.
No, not ail research activities should find their way into natter reports.
Some stimuli he saved fax the dilettante pleasure of simpb howisig fun.

But it weld be a mistake to believe that written accession and reports
have little value. The nature of the research process makes it particularly
important to record the question being investigated, the steps issimg taken,
the decisions made, and the discoveries encountered. The sonentific oh-
server regards his work as "public." He welcomes checks and sepetitions
of lin work as complimentary and as additions to the knowimige he is
seeking. He strives to report his work in sufficient detail to ensile himself
and others to pursue additional related research studies. It is through this
kind of report that research becomes enoodative and uncertainty is reduced.

In addition, the researcher genera& finds it quite necessary to keep
an informal notebook. Snell a notebook is used to record immediately data
on observations made. Because the imosan memory is notoriously fallible,
the notebook habit is some immured as an indispensable convenience and
is seldom regarded as drudgery. Many esploratory and pre-research sloshes
are not taken bevoud the notebook phase. But even in these cases, notations
may later prove to he extremely suggestive for other studies.

Customarily. a report on compleard research, when it appears as an
article in a professional journal or when it is Med for the use of colleagues
in curricuhun improvement pingrams. follows an outline such as this:

I. Presentation of the Preasison with Mash the Study illseis
Review esf the liters me, if approprine
Review of prior studies, if appearance
Summary of local imams, if appopsiote
Clear statement of sollanon being right

II. Procedures implored
--Description re perniseisa wimples mod
Obiec lives or hypotheses hung tested
lintrumentanon and dais collection methods
Sunimary tables. winisiprepiilbe
Methods of wing am. including staliolical toils sod isisisms

a
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III. Results

Presentation of findings, including levek of statistical significance
Logical analyses of major findings

IV. Discussion

Reference to objectives or hypotheses being tested
Ideas on extended meanings of the findings for additional studies

V. Ihrforneas
References in standard form for bibliographical search

Annotated references, if desired

Although this outline is extremely useful .in economically reporting
research findings, it unfortunately tends to produce a report which gives
unintended and inaccurate impressions of what research actually is. Pub-
lished reports strongly suggest that research projects Save been carried
aunt in a sequential fashion and that they always result in "significant"
findings. But the research process, in the doing of it, almost never foams
the neat sequential pattern suggested in the reports. Furthermore, "failure"
to achieve significant findings or to verify predictions suede is the usual,
not the exceptional, end result of research studies.

The research process would be much simpler logically if the researcher
could follow a prescribed sequence of procedure, each step presupposing
the completion of the preceding one. In practice, however, it is frequently
necessary to take various steps out of ordersometimes to backtrack, other
times to compress two or more steps into one, and on other occasions
simply to omit one or more steps. Also, the research process awoe*
many additional activities which are rarely mentioned in research raports.
For example, methods of data collective may he needy summarised,
skipping the more involved decisiorn alma the kind of dma needed and
the activities carried out in developing and pre-teiing the data collection
instruments.

The arression that reported research studies are invariably "success-
del" may hove an even more unfortunate comeynnice than She impres-
sion that titer research process follows a prescribed sequence of steps. It
sissy he true that published reports of research sties in education have
tended to woad only the significant and lame impressed the nonsig-
mikant. ff se, educational research h.. been hue than ha l-reported.
lisirhaps we allow our research activities to losonee confused with our
our oral workaday obsession with "suesee.. and "failure." These two words,



Reporting Results

which have taken on a moral overtone, are out of place in reference to
research. Nowhere is this loore apparent than in relation to the research
activities of American industry. In many industries, research projects that
result in new and profitable discoveries are distinctly in the minority. The
majority of the projects do not work out as intended. but they are care-
fully preserved because knowing where the potential blind alleys are is
greatly important. In a yery real sense. no carefully constructed research
project can be worthless, regardless of its results. Every project can add
useful information to our knowledge and thinking. And the nonsignificant
studies can make a needed contrilmtion if they are presented in written
form so that we and others can think about them as we plan for similar
studies.

It is quite reasonable to expect that each individual school and each
individual school system will one day keep a library of research reports
completed by its own staff. As more and more school systems allocate an
annual budget to support local research, it will be increasingly expected
that the outcomes he visible. The NEA.s Project on Instruction report,
Schools for the Sixties, makes this recommendation: "The National Com-
mittee has recommended that each school system allocate a definite and
adequate proportionat least one per centof its annual operating budget
for the support of research, planning and development. "' this is
done regularly and when research activities become a budgetary line
item, school people, board members, parents, and colleagues will develop
a regular hunger for local reports which indicate scientific growth in
school development and staff improvement.
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The literature on teaching which is found in college textbooks
and many professional journals for the most part does not
include reports on research. The conclusions of research studies
and their implications for practice may be referred to, but they
are mentioned in quite general treatments. Such general dis-

cussions are useful in undertaking to build a background for a given
subject, but they lack the detail and specificity of original reports. Par-
ticularly the administrator who wishes to build a background in current
research subjects will find himself in need of different and more special-
ized sources of information from those provided by the customai literature.

It is entirely reasonable to assume that few administrators mid teachers
subscribe to specialized research journals or have knowledge of their
sources. This should not be surprising because traditional programs of
teacher preparation, and much current in-service literature, are not focused
on the understanding and use of original research reports. But for the
person who would become involved and develop skill in conducting his
own research, acquaintance with the small list of journals most likely to
contain papers on the subjects of his interests will be most rewarding.

It is very important to keep a steady stream of new ideas flowing
into a research project. Often these new ideas come from browsing in
specific reports of what other researchers are doing, how they state their
problems, treat their data, arrive at conclusions, and the like. Becoming
overwhelmed with reports on what is being done should be guarded
against, and a search of the literature should not be carried too far or it
will go on forever and serve as a complete bar to action. On the other
hand, even the wise selection of pertinent literature is impossible unless
the investigator has knowledge of the structure and sources of research
literature. The effort to acquire this knowledge will repay itself handsomely
in saving time spent in the library and in selecting journals for private
subscription.

In regard to the literature, there are two important and feasible goals
for the researcher. The first of these is to find whether the problem area of
a proposed research project is being investigated elsewhere, the names of
principal investigators in the area, and the kind of investigations being
pursued. The second goal is to acquire reassurance in broadly questioning
the practices of schools and teaching. It should be borne in mind that
findings coming from research projects in education and in the behavioral
sciences in general are seldom conclusive or final. The extent to which the
generalizations ,r even the most carefully conducted research project
can be applied to a specific classroom per se is probably very small. The
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foregoing two statements suggest that it is preferable for the investigator
in his own situation to "try" experimentally and check out others' research
findings before he adopts them. This sort of replication is one of the best
and most needed contributions to the broad field of research on teaching.
It also represents one of the finest uses of the research literature. Knowing
where to locate and how to use the available material can be a desirable
addition to the educator's background.

BOOKS

Books and textbooks provide basic material and a general level of
information. They provide one of the first approaches to a new specializa-
tion in order to gain a feeling for the whole field. There is no simple way
of finding all the books on a given subject. The most immediate place
to look is the subject index of a good library.

There are a few books which attempt to organize material on methods,
research areas, and techniques of searching which seem generally useful.
The titles which are cited as references in this volume are not repeated
here, although they, too, may be considered part of this list.

Carter Alexander and Arvid J. Burke.
How to Locate Ethwatioad Mound=
mod Data. Fourth edition. New York:
Rureau of Publications, Teachers Col-
lege. Columbia Univenity, 1958.

The book a) brings the user up to
date on hundreds of sources for locating
educational information and data, and
b) makes revisions in methods and ref-
erences contained in earlier editions
which save time and energy for users.
Included in the book are two main
headings: 1) Basic Techniques of Li-
brary Utilization which includes chap-
ters on locating books and periodicals,
using the indexes, library reading, and
note taking; and 2) Special Applica-
tion of Library Utilization Techniques
which includes chapters on book evalu-
ation, government documents, refer-
ence books, quotations, statistics, bio-
graphical information, etc.

114

0. K. Bums, editor. The Fleb Heald
Meanweatemb Yearbook. Highland
Park, New Jersey: The Gryphon Press,
1959.

Lists 1,957 commercially available
tests published during the years 1962-
1968. Also included are over 8,000 ref-
erences on the construction, use, and
limitations of specific fists. There are
tests of bookkeeping, Latin achieve-
ment, English progress, nursing, sensory
acuity, coordination, sales aptitude,
handwriting, etiquette, sex knowledge,
health, religion, honesty, and many
other skills and aptitudes.

Stephen M. Corey. Adieu Research to
hopetws Sebool Practices. New York:
Bureau of Publications, Teachers Col-
lege, Columbia University, 1953.

Addressed to practitioners in educa-
tion and stresses cooperative research.
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It contains a stimulating chapter on re-
search in ellut anion, several interesting
accounts of action research projects,
,mil :sit uscullent P'44) item bibliography.

N. L. (:age, veinier. Illandbenk al Re-
search an Teaching. A Proiict of the
..muriviai Educational Research AMI41-

Li:at ion, Chicago: Rand NI'Nally
(:ompativ,

This bok has been called the most
important contribtition to educatinnal
research methodology Vet matte. It con-
tain% 23 sections written 1» 31 authors.
each of %%limn is a specialist in his par-
ticular fiekl. The book is organized into
four parts: Part I, "Theoretical (kienta-
tions;" Part II, "Nletliodologies in Re-
search um Teaching." Part III, "Major
Variables and Areas of Research on
Teathing.." and Part IV. "Research
Touching Varions (:rash' Lsvls and
Subject %Litters." The 121N pages of
the book present a sulkiently compr-
hensive range of basie materiel to serve
the interests and needs of most people
interested in research on teaching.

Jerome J. Hausman. editor. lamina In
Ast Edernilims. Ninth Yearbook. Wash-
ington. 1).C.: The National Art Educa-
tion Association. NEA. 199H.

A eompilatkin of completed research
studies in art education. Five main di-
visinnsphilosophical-psychnhogical re-
search. research and creative behavior.
research into teaching process, storwys
and descriptive research, and research
into pmblems of teaching handicapped
and exceptional childrenare carefully
explored by outstanding authorities in
the art Grid at both the high school and
university levels.

C. 11'. Iliannicutt 11'illiam J. Iver-
son, editors. Itossorell In the nom It's.
NI.... York: Harper & Brothers, MN.

Contain% studies 14 varying levels of
wientilic quality dealing with reading,
writing, and arithmetic. The works in-
cluded were clamn for their signifi-
canc. inlinnts . and importance In tb.
(kid. Authors of thus studies are well-
known people with special interests in
these areas.

Cardner Lintitry, efinor.
%sell Psystmlogy. Vol. I, "Theory and
%If/taxis." (:amixklge:
Icy Publishing Comp.41'. Inc.. 13154.

Tire are nine chapters devotes' to
research methods. Like Lantiboks inn
many of the sciences. this one is large,
technical, and informative.

Phi Delta Kappa. Symposium on Ms.
allow! Itoummli. Rinnmington, Indi-
ana: the Fraternity.

This series of volumes includes for-
mal papers and subsequent discussions
comprising two-day symposia consider-
ing different aspects of educational re-
search. The first hook 09801 dealt
with the current stage of development
in educational resran; Ow second
(1981 1. with research design and anal-

res.
Copies of these honks are published

each year and may he obtained by
writing to Phi Delta Kappa. Inc.. 8th
and Union. Sluemiluposs. Iodises.

Phi Delta Kappa. ammo& Sham ID
rdomoloo. likasmingtom. Indiana: the
Fraternity.

Throe studies are subject-autism in-
dexes and research methods batboys-



phies. Dissertations. reports, and field
studies under wav or completed at col-
leges and universities in the U.S. and
Canada are classified by subject under

Iteveach for the Pro/lib/purr in Education

general headings.
Available in most university and col.

lege libraries. New editions appear
yearly.

INCYCLOPIDIAS

The nest level of specialization for most of the sciences consists of
the various encyclopedias which are extremely useful for acquiring a
compreliensie, vet detailed, view of a given field. Only one encyclopedia
centering on educational research, which is sponsored by The American
Educational Research Association, is included in this list. It provides a
convenient on -volume source book of unquestioned authority, providing
researchers with recent developments in their areas of special interest.

Robert Ebel, editor. Encyclopedia of
Ederadonel Itesearcb. Fourth Edition.
The Macmillan Company. New York.
1909.

The encyckpedia presents a critical
evaluation. synthesis, and interpretation
of all the pertinent researchearly as
well as recenton a variety of subjects
spread over the entire range of educa-
tional topics. Four editions of the vol-
ume have been published: 1941, 1950,

1900. and 1964. The American Educa-
tional Research Association has been
respmnsihle fur the publication. with
two different educational leaders serv-
ing in the editorial capacity. Each new
volume updates the material found in
the other encyclopedias. At the end of
each topic, there is an exhaustive bibli-
ography of both hooks and periodicals
which are concerned with the specific
topics treated.

UTIRMURE GUMS

Beyond encyclopedias, one comes to the general guides for selection
of literature. The guides generally classify titles linvivo onetimes in-
clude reviews and criticisms of the content. C.Im .ctimes are
descriptive and frequently are a valuable help in ssi. ig available
literature.

fMalahl and Saban *don Rooks Idle-
ti. American Library Association.
Chicago.

Formerly the Subscription Books But.
len'', the periodical was combined with
another publication of the American
Library Association. Book list, in 1956.

11$

The publication is used mainly by li-
brarians in evaluating new books. Up
to 1956, the periodical gave critical re-
views of various reference books, e.g.,
encyclopedias, indexes, etc. In this new
publication, other books are also in-
cluded in the critical reviews.
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Published twice a month September
through July and once in August. Single
copies may be obtained by writing to
the American Library Association. 150
E. Huron St.. Chicago. Illinois.

Cantu Wive Book Index. The II. W.
Wilson Company. New York.

A world list of books in the English
language. Information about any hook
is available through three sources in
one alphabet: author, title of the hook.
and subject. For a book for which the
title is known. information may be ob-
tained through the publisher's name.
Information is arranged under names of
persons by:

1. Works which the person authored

2. Works of which he is joint author,
editor, or translator

3. Works about the person.

Under names of places the order is:

1. Official publications by depart-
ments or bureaus

2. Works about the place
3. Societies, institutions.

Published every four or five years, de-
pending on the magnitude of the num-
ber of entries to be indexed. It was first
published in 1932, and the current edi-
tion is a 1959 publication.

Education Index. The H. W. Wilson
Company. New York.

A cumulative subject title index to a
selected list of educational periodicals,
books, and pamphlets. Near the be-
ginning of each volume are listed
the various periodicals from which ma-
terial has been indexed. The first vol-
ume was published in 1932 and con-

tained material written from 1929-1932
(3 years). At present, a volume is ac-
cumulated every three years. Small
paper-bound copies of current months
are available so that the reader may
find the latest literature if he wishes to
do so.

NEA Catalogue of Publicatioas. Nation-
al Education Association. N'ashington.
D.C.

Lists publications under the headings
of the NEA units responsible for pro-
duction. Incorporated aLo are alpha-
betical and subject indexes. In each
catalogue, the publications are listed
first by number and then are referred
to by that number afterward in the
indexes. Entries in green print are new
issues. There is a research division of
NEA, and its publications are included
in the listing.

The recent catalogue may be ob-
tained by writing to the National Edu-
cation Association, 1201 Sixteenth St.,
N.W., Washington, D.C.

Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature.
H. W. Wilson Company. New York,
1957.

An author and subject index of arti-
cles taken from many American peri-
odicals. These publications are listed in
the front of each issue. Provides a well-
balanced lector vipula fi-
nical mallow sting ap t n

,iti, technical, and subject
fields. Current issues of Reader's Guide
are paper-backed publications and are
produced every two or three months by
the H. W. Wilson Company, 950 Uni-
versity Avenue, New York, New York.
Available only in libraries.
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ABSTRACTING AND

These journals are one of the
is seeking information on specific
saving method of keeping op with c

Dissertation Abstratis, L'niversity Nli-
crofilms. Ann Arbor. Michigan.

A monthly compilation of abstracts
of doctoral dissertations submitted by
wire than 115 cot gyrating institutions.
Each issue consists of a principal sec-
thin. an author index, and a subject in-
dex. The principal section contains the
abstracts, arranged tinder the subject
categories assigned by author. The al-
phabetical list of categories is given it
the table of contents. Author and snt
jet indexes are cumulated annually awl
include "see also- references to mo
specific or closely related subject
Also, a xerox copy of any dissertath
tliittJ.las been completed in the Unite.
States Ciu.) be secured from Universit,
Microfilms.

For a subscriptitmkif for a xerox copy
of a dissertation, wide to University
Microfilms, Xerox Corporation, 300
Zech Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Ethical.. Abstracts. UNESCO Publi-
cations Center. New York, New York.

Each issue of the publication deals
with one topic only. Abstracts are listed
by country and are sometimes written
in the native language. Many of the
issues center on education in other
countries, curriculum, and educational
methods.

Published every month except July
and August. Single copies may be ob-
tained by writing to the UNESCO Pub-
lications Center, 801 Third Avenue,
New York, New York.

111

for th4. Practitioner in Et 111011%1M

+NG JOURNALS

(es for the investigator who
,liev also provide one time-

.carch emphases.

i magical Abstracts. American Psv-
.d Asso(iation. Inc. 11'ashing-
..

uts of various studies being
on in all major areas of psyhol-

- reported. Problems dealt with
the nervous system. learning,

,nalvsis. perstinality, crime and
iency, mental testing. and others.
Annie includes one calendar
,1 is indexed by subject and
Monthly editions are also avail-
current studies.

,hed monthly with two issues
tuber. Copies may be obtained

ting to: The American Psycho-
Association. 1'333 Sixteenth

vrwt, NAV., 'Washington, D. C.

liscialogind Abstracts. Leo P. Chan,
editor. New York, New York.

The purpose of the periodical is to
present abstracts regarding, in order of
priority, 1) sociological periodicals and
books; 2) periodicals and books bearing
on sociology; and 3) nonsociological
periodicals containing significant, ap-
plicable material. Abstracts are listed

,Object areas by author's name.
,iodical was first published in

WI .1 is now issued five times a year
411 .11ary, April, July. October, and
November. Single isuses are available
by writing to the Editorial Office, c/o
Leo P. Chall, 225 West 88th Street,
New York, New York.
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1111111/1EW JOURNAtli

Review rowing. oolospensable in monism researchers to have
some idea of wow. .3. pow& 4.(-omplislied along mitts lines of investiga-
tion. These iesorrai« woyide more caonsorie information than the
abstracting journal,- -noun!! tiscussing reports in terms of their theoretical
settings.

P11.111111111111100111 1101411ft ANON.row, Psy-
chological Associats.1 in ishing
ton. D.C.

Devoted to article; )1 sig-
nihminc to an% ow.. 9, it en-
deavor in psychohne, famainuraw the
periodical does no v osioniil re-
search but makes e "pa A. )imor this
research is inelusiww theo-
retical article w&.scb aannoopts al inte-
grate several reliant orionoll wadies.

Published binwooith sl akilable
by writing to the omenonr, Psycholog-
ical Association, 1 So xt eent h

Street, N.W., Waiter,.. 4C.

Review ef Ed oce Amer-
ican Educational liesanoil "aseruiation,

NEA. Washington. D. C.
The purpose of the Review is to re-

port major research findings during a
designated period, organized by areas
of interest. Significant studies are iden-
tified, summarized, and critically ana-
lyzed. The more active fields of educa-
tional research arc 'viewed every three
years; the less act)) t fields are included
in alternate cycles.

Published in February, April, June,
October, and December. This journal is
a -must- for researchers in education.
Single copies may be obtained by writ-
ing to the American Educational Re-
search Association, National Education
Association, 1201 Sixteenth Street,
NAV., Washington. D.C.

AMNION JOURNALS

These journals an *tie anniaary source of complete and full-flavored
miairrial in "repined" reweasost rejects. Commonly, they contain descrip-
iamb and discussions taiamiques, designs, asinivees. and sampling
ssolliods used. They wood 1,,t to be unduly compassed, and contain
aellieient detail to insist Miele critical reading and replications t
inknasted people. Thaw Amaninds provide the Achim type of primary
aarnintaner wills the Ilasmianr on research in action

"'he jonquils listedilsor ipasiped in three major as-clanilinations
esirtasion, perholow. are or-voihr

Ea* mum

Ara, scan Educannial Illsorosoi swi)-

ciat ), NEA. Waningoom 1),

his journal wade w delimit in Janu-
ary 1964. It peelkire original reposes
of experimental ad 1111weretical studies
in education. Repairs included are
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complete, containing infantilism al
purposes of the investigation_ oesigi
ami procedure, description of air me-
* studied, results, discusssicia table,
and charts, and conclusions. livirca
of books on research are inclined in
each issue.

Published four times a year. Sms
copies may be obtained by writing tr
the American Educational Reservists s-
sociation, 1201 Sixteenth Street, .4 1111-._

Washington , D.C.

Calliends Journal of Effunaleatb 111.
search. California Teachers Associates.
Burlingame, California.

Reports on: a) city and county scion
research pertaining to curriculaar
guidance and counseliag, evaluaton.
supervision, and finance; b) digests .ef
theses and dissertations that have pew-
tical application; and c) studies hrei
present novel, but tested, approaci
to the solution of educational problem
Certain articles may also be fame
Psychological Abstracts.

Publithed five times a year: Jame,
March, May, September, and Nowlin
her. Single copies are available Irmo
request from California Journataf Edu-
cational Research, 1715 Amino.
Drive, Burlingame, California.

Ednattion nsidlsmastell
gist. Canadian Education Association
Toronto, Ontario.

Includes articles on various teepees,
of the Cansdim educational smear
Some of the sewing is in Ill
inebadairin some issues are alien arts et
staff studies mil summaries of graduate
theses in education.

This pubhcation is issued (Inane+

121

1' ,rch for the Nosetoinner in Education

anadian Eianon Association.
1.4-- is Street. Th,vrianto 5. Ontario

lwrioations to the >west may he I 11)
** writing to adars abavt.

mammal and Parabdoimilltileallaliw
MOD (:. Frederic Kure -- Durban

art :arolina.

'ted to repealing: _ nectission
,* r .irtms in the Mini at vs- ireastir
I W 4 individual afferemem 2) n
4%,, .4 research an the deveinpmen-

of tests and measurements le
,mitocamin, industry, and gmernment

ihmeiptions of testing Fustrams he
mist for various purposes and 4

Pius notes pertinent to die
maimement field. Nook reviews at the
mod col each issue provide current
110111M10 f infonnasim for further stud%

kmod quarterly, one complete IA .1
mem air calendar year. For sinbe
atm write to Educational and Psych..
1ngicol Measurement, Box NV, Calle?
issamon. Durham, Namth Carolina.

11110.0=1 Restalldb 1110101.6 Buren.
Manntional Research and Servile,

Ohie isle University. Ginnibus, Olee .

wasses articles un cement areas of
wows* on educational march and re-
-arm &mks that are newer. the varier.,
canna! areas.

Flied mumillk mar during,
hoar. July, and Aswara. Cisios may he
laummd from: libiliosami Oiler
Mae UnimmIty, III W. IOW
A %wows. Columbus, O.

1111.00111111d 1111i Jars 1111102'

Sprivaild, Itlflaina

Gimanis repeals at irwarch
denied in schools am veal .wilool pout
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lems. Emphasis is on techniques used,
methods employed, and major out-
comes. Authors include public school
personnel, college professors, special-
ists, and local unit research directors.

Each magazine issue carries inter-
esting articles describing research, ex-
perimentation, and other projects in
Illinois schools. Contributions to the
magazine are welcome and sought.

This journal is published three times
a year and distributed to members of
the Illinois ASCD as part of their
annual membership. Subscriptions
available at $3 a year. Order from
Administrative Relations Director, Illi-
nois Education Association, 100 East
Edwards Street, Springfield, Illinois.

loaned of Edecatioaal Research. Dem-
bar Publications, Inc. Madison, Wis.

Reports significant research being
carried on in a wide variety of areas.
It attempts to be inclusive by stating
very clearly the problem, method of
procedure, summery conclusions, and
implications. Each article is a whole
study, not a synopsis or simply a re-
view. There are certain issues which
are devoted entirely to one subject, and
annotated bibliographies are included.

Published monthly nine times a year.
Single copies may be obtained by writ-
ing to Dembar Publications, Inc., Boa
1005, Madison, Wisconsin.

Journal of Espadassna 'Macadam.
Dembar Publications, Inc. Madison,
Wisconsin.

This is a periodical report of sci-
entific investigations relating to child
development, curriculum, learning,

teaching supervision, measurements,
statistics, and experimental techniques.
Whole research projects are reported
and a selected bibliography is included
with each study.

Published quarterly in September,
December, March, and June. Single
copies are available by writing to Dem-
bar Publications, Inc., Box 1805, Madi-
son, Wisconsin.

NEA Research Riede. National Edu-
cation Association. Washington, D.C.

Research reported is of a cumulative
(survey) type. Information on a sub-
ject is accumulated and the figures are
reported. There is little effort to in-
terpret data in terms of the conclusions
and implications involved. Information
that has been brought together can be
used, however, to view trends in the
various areas studied.

Published in March, May, October,
and December. Single copies may be
obtained by writing to Publications-
Sales Section, NEA, 1201 Sixteenth St.,
N,W., Washington, D.C.

Psychology

Americas loaraal of Psychology. Uni-
versity of Texas. Austin, Texas.

Reports in a sophisticated way re-
search studies in the field of experi-
mental psychology. Five departments
are represented in every issue: articles,
minor communications, descriptions of
apparatus, notes and discussions, and
reviews of books. Studies are reported
in their entirety and include purpose,
procedure, subjects, and summary and
conclusions.

The American Journal of Psychology
is published quarterly, on the 15th day
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of March. lime. September. and De-
cember. Back numbers and volumes
may be obtained from the Business
Manager. Department of Psycholog,
\lezes 1Lull. I.Tniversity of Texas. Aus-
tin, Texas.

Masi Joanna of Educational link
op. British Psychological S.,cietv Lon-
don. England.

Reports research in a rigorous tra-
ditional way. Intnoductiun. procedures,
remits. and dismission are the rule for
(Weir' paper. The topics dealt with are
very specific in wature and require ix

sophisticated knowledge of statistics
and psychology fur understanding. This
publication is issued three times a Year.
in February, June. and November, and
may be obtained by writing to the
Manager, B.J.E.P. Deport...9n t, Me-
thuen and Co.. Ltd., 36 Essex Street.
Strand, London. W.C. 2. Egodand.

MI Omicron's*. The Society for
Research in ChM Development, hoc.
Purdue Ungoeume Lafayette, Indiana.

The publications a devoted to basic
research and ilbsoo menvorning the
growth and dripegmea of the child.
Each issue is asap sood of a number of
completed reagnalr reacts, reported
fully by men of anmenene the field. An
attempt is made asoch stray to report
background wink recedure, composi-
tion of the sawide. mummy. conclu-
sions and implica tions. and discussion
of the result..

Published 4111000101 iw %birch. Jour.
September, sod !December. Sin*
copies may be olsgained by writiog:
Child Developing.* Publications, Par-
due University, Lafayette, Indiana.
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)i t - ,e in Edneatson

Alumni id Adnisemel and Social Fs"'
Chahlf. +Merl an NV( )1(1giCal .\tis
elation. In N\ .koimmeton.

E.:tnphast, ts biatccd basic reward.
and tiam)n ranker than on the tech-
niques one ar. of practice. Papers ut
abnormal osvrulotry contribute to the
fundamental loonwlecige of the path();
ogy, dynamics and development
personality or individual behavior. S'-
ial psychological papers contribute to

the basic knowledge of interpersonal
irlations and of group influences on the
usithology. dynamics, and developlaent
if individual behavior.

Issued bimontlik in January. March.
\lay. July. September. and Ntember:

volumes per Veal'. Single corks
-saw l obtained xvriting to the
American Psweluilltigical Association.
ime., 1333 Sixerreith St.. N.W., Wash-
ogton , D.C.

Soormal of Psychology.
American Psyching:al Association.
Washington. Dr_

Publishes mioind investigations of
pableons of imam& teaching. mod the
pensionheind dmodereent of dor in-
thalgool. k cammins articles relating
to the oirodurnent sit interests, atti-
tudes. piosamadint mcisid relations, and
vocational oisiemoom with respect to
school ealjustmem The impact of the
school -program wpm development and
adroitness*, ememmo. motivation and
charamer, assetd development, and
nortimis O also endowed. Studies pub-
hand deal with all bowls of educnitiom
pre-mskool. college and adult edoca-
Non, and with ail Age groups.

Copies (pubillwall bimonthly ) may
he olmased by onto- g to the American
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Psycivisruical Assosigmon, 1113 Si.
teen* ilt.. N W., Vkasdnagtor D.0

loonstl sl inpoohantilnl Figadneto-
American Psychologised Ass(sessigns
Inc. 'Washington, D.C.

Reports original espriiimened
tigations which are intended to egg.
tribute toward the develops...Pt of pow
choiogy as an umosingentel :deem
Studies using men* honer issiags
sighysets are emphasised, emits when
abnosmal or menial "shires lead Hoar
selves to extension of behests.' them"

Published monthly and sum he AY
tallied by visiting to the Ammeous Psy-
chological .brociation. 13111 ciageemet
St . N.W., Washington, DAL

sl Goma The
Jaignal Press. Proverreouwa. Nlirso-
chusetts.

Devoted to de studs (4 dab! hp
}savior. animal hishowas . awl emumm-
true psycholop Ilmossei auk, are
sophisticated and suansudig ririested.
Amides are fontestsid and ambeo gef-
moues which may br meal so amysii-
pie the topic more emireglit

quasterly pollinates.. it vs sigessl
in Maga, Pow, Soplasdow art lP
maher. Sin* issues ar a/add* a
the imam! Puss. 2 Csimimmelailliwr
Proviacetowit. blionsaciamous.

ars1 r Illms11111p- Thaw Vaimor-
deb hems Illistliase North Ca tellses

Calmat 'loess LS plimed a1 expo.-
mono* swain of bedaix dyasmors
aid eimogaiw straelem iterstradirr
NOW cassitsmcir fit hawing sod pry-
,egien, and the .1rvlungirou per-
urniiiihr in its oaltugsal milirmet %Mt

of the contribution,. .es empirical m
character.

P'oblished quarterly - %lurk jUlor.
September. and Deceive Rack single
issues are available bi oviting to the
Duke University Press ,win 8.147, Col-
lege Station. Durham. 'nth Carolina.

Sociology

iseal Ilthicatisaterlaniningy. The
Payee Educational Swoigiogy Founda-
How. 'Slim York Usewassev, New York,
New York.

Asticles ern erumix-ii m the field of
Migrational socosigar are written by au-
thorities le dew remsetive specisk

Peldished smatidt foram September
thingogh Mos cAiibes mei' be olstamrd
h writing se Psaillbastaa and Business
use. New York wegersity, Wasimg-
ton Squaw New us*, New York

Jimmndlo11111mIldIlltpaisinip. The jour-
nal Poem Ilweesuomirsi, !Illissachusens.

lirposss foroad medics in political.
mei& aid illessumbil psychology. The
rear& r r 1110101101 nature an is
arrimed to sophisticated
war Each awbrie isoaboted and is
folluised by a list gar siferences Muth
may he used for festlar molly in vari-
OM Interest areas.

Psiblished gamaishr in Febnomy,
May, August. mid Ibilswewe es. Sit*
copies may he -eyed from it Oar-
ad Peels, 2 Calmesseisl *wet. flitsmw-
ioretownt, Mossechunsits.

lidmottp. The American Sociological
Ssoisty. New Valk, New York.

Empliagg or asw-ed on reporting re-
much dealing with measurement of
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social he am. Generahratains err
derived fro- the sosestigation of the
processes anal prim:kilos of social nun-
action at dee interpersonal, intraper-
sonal. iseergrosp, and intrapaup levels
Of conasiesasien.

Publisiredinur times a year in March.

Research hr. riog Onswilogromr. in Efitwahms

Just% September, soma Detember. Avail-
able in single copier us. writing to The
American tiocioloonal !onciety, New
York University, IlLashington Squaw-,
New York 3. New lark. Back jamas
dated 19=4165 siniad he ordered
from Beacon House. Beacom. New York.

GOAL .111111.14AIS ALSO 001,4TAININS 41111111111C111 111111IMICTS

There are many journals which carry articles in the aim of current
research studies, research methodolotkv, and TWVirMIS of priiiicatiass onresearch. Mthough such articles ma. sot rersesent a Mowry faces ofthe ssornals, the reworeher INA do well to ewes ode such pohlicatisoshis he of places to Mak.

Ada Edwina.* ( Amowican). Aduk
Education Association if the tinted
States of America. Norsonn, Oklahoma.

Deals with current -narking m the
field Ara reports some -.-search imam
carried an in 'various asta&of evia-
ation both articles anivinoseech tepees

are nomented in a way welsh s an i+-
dive to easy reading and flan emir r-
standing.

Published fitiarterlydurtuinn, winter,
spring, and summer. Berri ie copies are
available lbs- writing tor -mask Erica-
tion Association of Me U.S.A., 743
North Wabash Ave rrat Chicago. Illi-
nois.

Illamatn aswiak N410141E211

bailie e di flank Fahoomaa. Looshes.
England.

Both a record of asmitilies and an
on forum for the dhussion of mat-
ters relating to adult ediwation. It con-
tains articles of a nonerwarch osiented
character. Book revinits, pampildeb
and reports, and now% are topics in-
chided in the format in addition to arti!
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cies which art welted bor dim from
many dam ides of isantest.

Pithier ci tuasterio in jame, Septem-
ber. December, and Singk
cape. oinamod in writing to
the %alien,. isstante ef beak Educa-
bee 16 Qtrecti Aerie St.. lainiem W. 1,
Fantioni.

14111* Jorld of IlibmIhmt Studies.
Faber and Reber, Lit lamilari, Eng-
land.

Presents articles dealing oath various
aspects at the English esincaionel sys-
tem, mama news in Our held of educa-
lbmb. rliWilltatireer USA Omiew and
*out snores of we* honks tellien01
research is net repsord. tfaR sticks,
written iw nastanding imememity ple-
beian and lecturers. me shohtenag
malt respect to the "Nereids and can-
coma of Eaglish ednsaien. 71tr writisig
lo deer and fulll feemmied.

rishireshed twice rawly in Way and
Novetalte, Seigle empios arc available
by writing to Faber and Faber, Ltd_
24 Rum* Se e, Landes, W.C. 1.
England-
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Child Study. Child Study Association
of America. New York, New York.

Centered on parent education, so is
relatively free from the rigorous type of
scientific research present in other jour-
nals. The publication deals with a cen-
tral topic in each issue. Articles are
written mainly by medical doctors but
also by parents and other people inter-
ested in children.

Published quarterly in the summer,
fall, winter, and spring. Single copies
are available by writing to the Child
Study Association of America, 132 East
74th Street, New York , New York.

Childhood Education. Association for
Childhood Education International.
Washington, D.C.

Presents articles by qualified people,
dealing with elementary school age
youngsters. Although research topics
are not reported as such, they are
quoted and cited in the articles. Cur-
rent books and pamphlets for both chil-
dren and adults are reviewed.

Published monthly September
through May. May be obtained in sin-
gle issues by writing to Chikilhood Edu-
cation, 3615 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, D.C.

Educational Lauderoldp. Association for
Supervision and Curriculum Develop-
ment, NEA. Washington, D.C.

Centered on a general curriculum
theme with features on specific aspects.
Authors of the articles represent state
departments of education, public
schools, and universities. Incorporated
into each publication is a section en-
titled "Research in Review," which
summarizes some of the current ea-

periments and research projects being
carried on in the area of the general
theme.

Copies of Educational Leadership are
published monthly. October through
May, and may he obtained by writing
to the Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development, NEA. 13111
Sixteenth St., N.W., Washington . D.C.
D.C.

The lidocationd Sseasi. American
Council on Education. A'ashington.
D.C.

Presents articles and saute research
concerned with various aspects of
higher education. Written by posmi
neat men of the nation's colleges ad
universities, material deals with a wide
varlet!, of problems. Research ss
ported in a condensed, easy to lead
style, with the emphasis placed on find-
ings and conclusions rather than on
promises and history.

hosed guaranty in January, Arad,
My. and Onsibm. Single copies nom
he wised ion. the Ausensan
Cart en Education, I711
setts ..venue, N.W., Washinnum,

Elosentoopidool Jlosoull. Department
of Education 4 'Me University of Chi-
cago. Chicago. Minis.

Preseins ammo* articles and realm&
topics in the laid elenseonry area-
tion by atoms loppementalline of both
the public Kin& ant the calk., and
universities. lbsgehnois is placed on die
n oostatistient, nssnechnical tyre 4 se-
porting im aunt cases. Asusotatedurloe-

relmnees an general tops are
iscorposaned into the format of each
publication.
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Published manthly October through
May. May ler obtained by addressing
a request for single copies to the Uni-
versity of Chicago Press, 5750 Ellis
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

Exceptiail oldies. Council for Ex-
ceptional Children, NEA. Washington,
D.C.

Composed d: a) empirically ground-
ed research oodles of current interest
and b) articles on various problems
regarding eneeptional children that re-
port progress or stair .pinions. A sec-
tion of even- issue is devoted to review-
ing new basis in the field.

Issued monthly, September to May.
Single copies are available by writing
to the Council for Exceptional Chil-
dren, NEA, 1201 Sixteenth Street,
N.W., Washington, D.C.

Journal at Edarratian. Boston Univer-
sity, School of Education. Boston,
Massachusetts.

Since December 1111, this magazine
has considered a sin* topic and has
featured articles by only one or two
authors. The subjects picked concern
both elementary and secondary schools.
Some of the issues are devoted entirely
to reporting research studies, while
others simply state what has been
learned front the literature and research.

Published quarterly in October, De-
cember, February, and April. Single
copies may be obtained by writing to
Journal of Education, 332 Bay State
Road, Boston. Manotchosetb-

tonna at Noire Iliscation. Howard
University Press. Washington, D.C.

The purpose of this journal is three-

la

Research for the Practitioner in Education

fold: first, to stimulate the collection
and facilitate the dissemination of facts
about the education of Negroes; second,
to present discussions involving critical
appraisals of the proposals and prac-
tices relating to the education of Ne-
groes; and third, to stimulate and spon-
sor investigations of problems incident
to the education of Negroes.

Published quarterly in winter, spring,
summer, and fall. Single numbers arc
available by writing to the Journal of
Negro Education, Howard University,
Washington 1, D.C.

Journal of Teacher Education. National
Commission on Teacher Education and
Professional Standards, NEA. Wash-
ington, D.C.

Composed of articles and research
studies dealing with various aspects of
teacher education. Some of the research
topics are reported in detail and include
conclusions and implications. Other
studies and articles merely cite research
done in that area or state an educa-
tional viewpoint. "With the Research-
ers," a regular feature by the research
editor, draws attention to significant
problems or findings in the field which
need recognition.

Published in March, June, Septem-
ber, and December. Single issues may
be obtained by writing to the Journal
of Teacher Education, 1201 Sixteenth
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.

The National Elementary Principal. Na-
tional Association of Elementary School
Principals. Arlington, Virginia.

Articles in each issue center on a
single topic in elementary. education,
such as handwriting, grouping, art, etc.
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Articles are published every year which
incorporate much of the research con-
cerning the elementary school princi-
palship. Research is cited in the body
of articles and in the bibliographies
which are listed at the end of many
articles.

Published in September, November,
January, February, April, and May.
Single copies may be obtained by writ-
ing to the National Elementary Prin-
cipal, 1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C.

Phi Delta Kappa. Phi Delta Kappa.
Bloomington, Indiana.

This is the official journal of Phi
Delta Kappa, professional educational
fraternity. Research articles, reviews,
and news alert the professional edu-
cator and interested layman to signifi-
cant developments in education.

The Kappan is published nine times
a year, from October through June.
Subscriptions may be obtained by writ-
ing to Phi Delta Kappa, Inc., 8th and
Union, Bloomington, Indiana.

School and Society. Society for the
Advancement of Education. Lancaster,

Pennsylvania.

Research studies are incorporated
into the periodical on a limited basis.
All articles are very short, easy to read,
and run the full range of educational
topics.

The magazine, in its fortieth year of
publication, is published biweekly.
Single copies may be obtained from
Business Press, Inc., 10 McGovern Ave-
nue, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

School Review. Department of Educa-
tion of The University of Chicago. Chi-
cago, Illinois.

Composed of a series of articles
which center on a single topic or gen-
eral area. While the material presented
is not a report of research, it does offer
some of the best writing in the field on
the particular issues discussed. Besides
the articles, there are sections devoted
to book reviews, new books in the field,
and editorials.

Published quarterly: spring, summer,
autumn, and winter. Single issues are
obtainable by writing to The University
of Chicago Press, 5750 Ellis Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois.

MONOGRAPHS

Materials produced in pamphlet form are convenient to read, file, and
use. Researchers can select the particular titles which reflect their
interests and ignore titles which seem not to deal with what is wanted.
This quality represents one large advantage of monographs which books
and many journals do not share.

What Research Says to the Teacher. (A
Series of Monographs). Department of
Classroom Teachers and American Edu-
cational Research Association. NEA.
Washington, D.C.

The purpose of the pamphlets is to
keep the classroom teacher abreast of
current research in the field of educa-
tion. More than thirty-three separate
publications are available on a wide
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variety of topics. Opinions on various
studies are included in the reviews. At
the end of each pamphlet there is a list
of research references for further study.

Single copies of the What Research
Says series may be obtained by address-
ing communications to the National
Education Association, 1201 Sixteenth
Street, N.W., Washington , D.C.

Research Remise. California Teachers
Association. Burlingame, California.

These research bulletins are intended

Research for the Practitioner in Education

for use in California and apply mainly
to situations in that state. However,
some of the topics treated are of a more
general nature and hold significance for
all. The subjects are of a fairly con-
crete nature and make for easy reading
and understanding.

The publication has no set dates for
issuance, but single copies will be
available by title through the Publica-
tions Supply Department, CTA, 1705
Murchison Drive, Burlingame, Cali-
fornia.

One troublesome problem that an investigator faces is to preserve
in convenient form the information he has acquired from his reading. Of
course, his reading will be highly selective and account for only a small
part of the voluminous amount available. But even this selective part
will be cumbrous to retain in memory.

The solution is to devise a suitable system. One flexible approach to
the keeping of records is that of recording titles, authors, references,
sources, and notes on index cards, which are then filed according to some
system. The cards may be filed alphabetically by name of authors. This
does not help to locate cards dealing with specific subjects, so it may be
preferable to file cards according to subjects, alphabetically arranged. Or
each item may be catalogued alphabetically under the name of the school
system or university where the work was done. In this system, the card
references from a single research group are kept together, regardless of
the author. Arrangement by broad subject categories, between which
there are few overlaps, is usually desirable, whatever system is employed
within each category.

All in all, the major point is that the investigator should keep his
records and notes in some fashion which will be easy and convenient for
his work. The individual has to decide how extensive a system he wishes
to use. Once decisions have been made, even a small amount of effort
spent in keeping notes will seem justified.
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Research for the Practitioner fa Education

It would be a mistake to assume that the reading of this hook
or any other hook, for that matterwould equip educational
practitioners with all of the ideas and skills necessary to pro-
ductive research. A hook can be stimulating and informative,
packed with stuclicJ and tested ideas. But it remains, after all,

an inert thing without life, blood, and judgment. There is quite a chasm
between ideas put in print and the effective use of those ideas in the
complex and demanding world of reality around us.

The translation of a theoretical, scientific approach into warm and
human educational practices may easily represent the most rewarding
and inventive challenge of all. The administrator and teacher who would
take the next step of finding ways to convey research ideas and techniques
from a hook to everyday practice need an additional set of suggestions
which have been tested in actual situations with on-the-job school people.

IXPIIMAININTS Nil MUM TRAINING

Fortunately, there have been a few attempts to experiment with this
problem, and the results have been promising. Two of these trials have
been selected as background referents for this chapter.

The New Jersey esekreasea. The first experiment was comprised
of a series of ten two-day research training conferences conducted be-
tween April 1953 and May 1954 for sixteen public school people from
six New Jersey public school systems. The conferences were sponsored by
the Horace Mann-Lincoln Institute of School Experimentation at Teachers
College, Columbia University, and resulted in a publication which pre-
sented detailed descriptions and evaluations of the procedures employed. "'
These conferences were primarily concerned with human relations proh-
kms such as interactions between consultants and participants and be-
tween administrators and teachers. Relatively little stress was placed upon
technical learninp such as research design and statistical analysis of data.

The OW* sombers. The second experiment consisted of a series
of three three-day reward, training seminars between November 1958
and February 1959. More than 230 snperintendents, principals, super-
visors, teachers, and school board members from public school systems in
Illinois participated in the three seminars. Consultant teams were corn -
posed of college and public school research specialists. The seminars
were sponsored by the Illinois Curriculum Program, a branch of the Office
of the Illinois Superintendent of Public Instruction. The Curriculum Pro-
gram was then housed at the University of Illinois. This experiment
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resulted in a doctoral dissertation report which presented extensive de-
scriptions and evaluations of plans, results, and instnunents employed.'"
Also included was a long-time evaluation of what had happened to the
participants, as far as research was concerned, one year later. The semi-
nars gave emphasis to problems in the technology of school researchprob-
lem identification, hypothesis making, research design, statistical analysis,
and the reporting of resultsas well as to difficulties related to interactions
between consultants and learners.

Because the motives and environment for conferences and seminars
away from home seemed different from what might be expected in more
familiar settings, the Illinois Curriculum Program staff members conducted
volunteer follow-up research seminars for approximately forty administra-
tors and teachers in two Illinois school systems. The seminar sessions
were held once each month over one school year. Results were com-
parable to those of the original seminars, and in conclusion a booklet was
published which contained the reports of several statistical studies con-
ducted in local schools of the two systems.'"

PLANNING FOR LOCAL RESEARCH TRAINING

Although much remains to he learned concerning the in-school re-
search training of administrators and teachers, sufficient guidelines, tech-
niques, and innovations have been demonstrated and evaluated to offer
valid patterns for individual school systems and individual schools to
adopt and modify for their own use. This chapter focuses on the need
for help from outside sources in staff training; points to where such help
might be secured; describes the nature of efficient training programs;
emphasizes the intellectual climate of research inquiry; and makes a pro-
posal for long-range studies in American schools.

Help from "eretside." The individual school probably comes closest
to being the laboratory for learning, and it is here that theories can be
tested against actuality and research results disseminated to others. The
individual school can exercise more direct control over problems, subjects,
and materials than can more distant institutions such as state, county, or
even system-wide organizations. And the individual school is many times
closer to the learning laboratory idea than are the national projects which
are currently conducting curriculum studies and making recommendations.

But in spite of the individual school's advantaged position, sustained
help is needed if staff members are to develop learning: and skills related
to the technology of experimentation. Probably few elementary schools
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(and high schools, too, for that matter) are staffed with a principal and
teachers who are already equipped to undertake inquiry, experimentation,
and research. The necessary attitudes, knowledge, and skills can be de-
veloped as a regular part of the job through a deliberate program of
research training seminars which take priority over other in-service tasks
for a school year or longer. Training sessions should be held as frequently
as feasible, and certainly more often than once a month.

Of course, nobody would expect an individual school staff to start
from scratch in assembling and organizing all of the materials and processes
desired for a sustained series of seminars. But an outside expect or experts
might be obtained to work with the staff and with the principal at the
same time. The whole process of committing a staff to research learnings
becomes a kind of deliberately introduced and wholesome Hawthorne
effect, followed by hearty reinforcement, at least during the period of
training.

The principal should participate actively and directly in research
processes. To become an expert leader in the research function, he will
perfect his skill when he has undergone some systematic instruction with
his teachers, has engaged in research study, and has learned to apply his
knowledge in research operations.

farms of kelp. The first source of help may consist of the periodical
literature which reports complete educational research projects. The pre-
ceding chapter was given over to the identification of these sources. A
school might profitably subscribe to magazines such as The journal of
Educational Research and the American Educational Research Journal for
examples of current research topics and procedures.

The second source includes the locating and obtaining of consultants
to help in staff training and subsequent research activities. Consultants
may be found in colleges and universities, in adjacent school systems, in
state offices of education, and sometimes among the psychological and
guidance personnel of one's own school system. Larger school systems
such as New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and Los Angeles
have long employed full-time directors of research and staff members
attached to the director's office. Within the past few years, new positions
designated as "director of research" have been appearing in many smaller
school systems located in cities of about 100,000 population. The central
office in a large enough school system can assist in the provision of con-
sultant help and training and sometimes can cooperate with adjacent
school systems and schools.

Regardless of the source for a consultant, it is crucial to obtain the
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right individual for jobs of this sort. There have been instances where
a statistical researcher, competent in his own right, inadvertently quenched
more fire than he fanned among naturally insecure beginners. This can
be disastrous. The Illinois Curriculum Program looked for and found
consultants who met three basic criteria. The criteria called for consultants
who were:

1. Experienced educators, knowledeseie with respect to both theory
and practice in schools

2. Reputable producers of research :hat might be expected to con-
tribute to improved educational practice

3. Skillful and sensitive persons in the areas of human relations and
group climate.

Individual school groups owe such careful pre-thought both to them-
selves and to the potential consultants. The consultant should be ac-
quainted with what is expected from him and what is needed by the par-
ticular principal and school staff when he is invited. Criteria to aid in
finding the kind of person needed should be worked out well in advance
if the school's objectives are to he served.

We cannot leave the matter of subscribing to research journals and
securing consultants without considering the necessity of having access to
funds budgeted for research and development. Expenditures for these
purposes represent legitimate uses of monies formerly taken for granted in
school activities such as institutes, workshops, lectures, and the like. As
school systems become accustomed, as has American industry, to improving
their product through research, regular expenditures for this purpose will
be regarded as quite ordinary.

The nature of training programs. In the past, school administrators
and supervisors have tended to use their own graduate courses as the model
for staff in-service programs. Thus, lectures and speeches by specialists,
readings followed by discussions, and demonstration teaching programs
have composed the usual range of techniques employed to bring informa-
tion to school staffs. In other words, the techniques for in-service education
activities have closely followed the traditional didactic college pattern of
course offerings and direct teaching of "course" content.

But direct teaching of this sort has been recognized as cumbrous and
inefficient for sonic types of karnings. The first obstacle introduced by
college style instruction has to do with the amount of time required for
learnings to mature. The second obstacle encountered in this essentially
verbalistic approach to learning concerns the failure to translate course
content into immediate behavior and action.
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During World War 11, the military forces developed a worbehle and
efficient kind of training device voluich greatly speeds the time sequieed
for new learnings to take hold and which steals instruction ciao to the
level of desired behaviors. TIM aslant is kmemaasainsulation. It 68 been
employed successfully in trainsigresgrams imimess and indmstry and
in certain experimental collep-mmmula whew- behavioral types of learn-
ing are desired.

The Illinois Curriculum limpesa developed and tested aphind of simu-
lated training that was used asair-niiele for perch tmeming seminars
which were compressed into sempily time spas. A training device from
the armed forces offered leachmeride seminars. Diming the war, the serv-
ices operated a so-called dry-ram law twining military men in battle condi-
tions, where the dangers of swan it and the hisards of real shooting
were eliminated. Adapting idle. a "dry -semi training device in re-
search poetices was developed whir4s providsaLa slaing for practice and
skill development in a threatiam and psyclinhspiedly safe environment
where 'mistakes are nontoxic. I. dmviee stressed whole person learning
where participants could feel, act asillibink the 4asaning experience rather
than just listen or talk ahem who tiny wears lemming. Small groups of
teachers and administrate wpm nommitent leers, were organized into
research groups to perform prise" vmsemh projects on the spot.
The participants used each seine as "samples" sad employed synthetic,
but real enough, research pueblos which interesied them. They identified
a problem, stated hypotheses, chose a research design which fitted their
problem, selected a statistical test, collected the data, statistically analyzed
them, came to decisions, and received immediate feed-back in terms of
group critiques.

All of this was done in a "not-playing-for-keeps" atmosphere where
freedom to admit one's own lack, and then learn, were prized. In the
beginning stages of new, unfamiliar, and sometimes threatening learning
episodes, a "dry-run" experience not only permits but also encourages
uninhibited learning and skill development. Anyone participating in a
simulated learning situation knows that he is only practicing and that real
people and real events will be neither harmed by his ignorance nor helped
through his genius. Later, after confidence and courage have been built
through demonstrated successes and generous reinforcement from the
trainer ( consultant), a rather rapid transition can he made to real research
problems involving real 'eagle in real Imosing situations. This brief
description of training= simulation sentains many implications for
the sort of consultant by principals and teachers.
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Nurturing the intellectual climate of research inquiry. Repeatedly
throughout this hook, we have adopted the bias that research represents
an intensely personal commitment; it must belong to the researcher. Thus,
the independent questions and doubts of practitioners, who are the pre-
sumed "consumers" of practices recommended for school use, form one
quite necessary origin for studies designed to check and demonstrate the
worth at home of popularized and generalized innovations. It might be said
that practices hitched to recently maremed approaches to teachingsuch
AS phonics, modern mathematics, pangrams for the gifted, ability grouping,
televised instruction, enrichment. science fairs and competition, language
laboratories, teaching machines, departmentalization for elementary schools,
et cetera, et ceterashould not hr precipitously adopted in the absence of
many original research studies, and replications of research studies, per-
formed in the individual schools contemplating revised teaching.

Of course, popular and relatively recent innovations like those men-
tioned in the preceding paragraph represent only one source for needed
studies. They are listed because of their currency and implied insistence
and because they confront schools with pressing and immediate problems.
They are not listed to imply a resistance to innovations in general or to
suggest a retreat to the status quo. Innovations call for different kinds of
thinking and are irritating enough to be generally beneficial. But if their
effects are sometimes good, they may become powerful when selectively
tested and followed through into practice on the basis of local research
trials. On the other hand, the habit of conducting local pre-tests and
research trials before committing a school to innovations, qua innovations,
undoubtedly would result in throwing out a proportion of the "new" prac-
tices on the educational horizon.

The usual and customary practices which have become part of the
baggage carried along by any school staff form another necessary point
of origin for studies designed to check what may be too comfortably
accepted and to help invent fresh "bright ideas" which have not occurred
to others. In their own private worlds, many principals and teachers may
have long "known" better ways to teach almost anything to almost anyone.
Their secret knowledge may have been kept buried (and probably was)
beer Ise they lacked acceptable ways to develop and verify it. With the
gaining of knowledge and skill in research and development, this private
world of truly experimental research can be widely shared with colleagues
and others interested in public schools.

It is tempting in a book such as this to organize and list groups of
potential studies deemed to be beneficial for someone to pursue somewhere.
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But this temptation soon deflates itself Imesesse good studies begin wash
good problems mod good questions white lime been identified by imli-
vidunl reseasehers who care am* to dime them thump the rips' of
careful res- I. Practitioners can be helping to learn amid acquire insiOmi
and skills in seinaiun to the methods mg insholques far amilmeting resmmik
studies, but salmaisig what is worth it bug ism endless mobile
of possible chains and deciding ups. eseasive warm ft castigate it, is a
quite persona mew that really canons he done b an ortider. Is silfeet,
this process of selmaig sad deciding provides the woes precious idolise-
tual climate within which research inquiry flousisirm.

A peewee flee lenfpranipe reneendo skim Mlle the snoomia
process itmlf is asostially creative, pursaal, aant ikupes, the continuing
educationakiob Wks done through reseals& olniimskf imbsavy, huge, and
almost ovaspowasimg. This imbalance helmsmen the nose and the func-
tions of pimple in research becomes a major mile. on the national
scene. To illitstrate the large dimensions of imprimis, educational practice
in American schools, we can look at some selected NOM statistics which
indicate the magnitude of the enterprise.

In 196364 in America there were about 82,000 rub& elementary
schools and 25,000 public secondary schools.

Enrolled in thew schools were 41.8 million pure (increasing at
the rate of 1 malign pupils per year for she last 11 yaws).

These 41.8 maks pupils were aught by 900,001 teachers in the
public elementary schools and 850,000 tow:hers in the pub& secondary
schools, for a total of 1,5.50,000 teachers.

Expenditures for this enterprise totaled 017 billion, making Fa*
education one of America's greatest businesses."

In the past #o manage and improve this "big business," we have
improvised with minimal expendituses for research and development of
any sort and only a tiny handful of people who professed to be researchers.
And these people have been located moody in collages and universities
not in the public schools where learning takes place.

This sloe of affairs has put a stamp on educational research and has
given it certain general characteristics. Educational research studies tend
to be fragmentary and discontinuous. They tend, it the want of resserch
personnel, to be performed once and never again. Their empirical tests qt.
ideas tend to be located in one school or school system, in one part of the
nation, to be assumed as valid for schools or classrooms everywhere.

The task is sheerly great in size and daring. To meet the challenge,
we had best think in terms of musive on-going research studies in nu-
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venous situations mann tilsr cousin', sispposessi It% nous local funds.
When we think of premsea eihemsimel problios% limn attacked simul-
taneondy in a tissusassk arta. u 111111001 located v Al parts of the country,
rasher than in me oammel slore adjecent to easiversity. we can get

feeling for what researvli puntermidly can do.
To accomplish aaradssag like the shift wane, a .mod here. two

semjes in our hinimg awl search seem ohvoni The first ameents the
wed for greatly isurrreasing the moniker of peopli , ho engage in research.
,t-esnissiy, the poi of more loan ewe and one -halt million administrators

assi teachers in American schools is potentially rich and inviting. These
am people imanmed in She normal laboratories for educational experi-
mentation. If we knee the wait to watch them with the meow and aniver-

oussearch who hove the knowlselpi hot hick the norebers
and thovsgpostunitim. the asseporwer problem casehe solved. The second
chnnurearressies thiviinanciag of monarch and development in local school
symemsasnischoole. When neguier school funds can be annually budgeted
few

m
vommai, then eopectalimes cam be swim* evolve& Reseasch pants

ha pennement and rime finmadminue, for the mad plot trickled
ins igh iminenitiss, seem to emit a Wiling influence as ie reseerch
that doss get done. linforinuateis. the pis generally insist Ant certain
bads of research projects, lemsmil en certain resanseh arms, are the ones
nnstby of support. Semites amt be highly gessuraliaable, and local needs
are demlued. ImplIMity, this soot of bias rules out numerous projects that
local people would ho eager se pursue.

When local school people can gain recognition plus additional financial
remuneration for their contsibutions to the science of education, then a
motive force may he put in notion which will carry itself. Ulm school
practitioners in hey enough numbers can join as equals the vassarehers
in education and eausduct their close. homy type of experimentation,
and when financial support be research permits practitioners to do the
salts of studies that they andly aunt to do in many schools, then we
may be in that favourable punition to develop a insisive attack on our best
probknu.
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